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IN!RODUCTIOB
"Jl8trimoniaJ. discords, have from the clay. of
Helen. of Trol. been the fni tful 80urce of public calamitiea; and one of the most decisive events in Engliah
historl. the breach with the Church of Rome. found ita
occasion in the clivorce of Catherine of Aragon.· l
In the ;year 1509 Xing Henrl the Seventh of
England died.

The winter of the old reign was paased

and spring, in the person of young Henr;y the Eighth,
prove4 not onl;y to be glorious. but also revolutiOBar,r.
In 1527 he ,startled the Christian world by announcing
hi. tntention. to divorce his 10181 Wife, Catherine of
Aragon, thereby ceasing the breach between London and

Rome. 4 few years later, with the aid of Cromwell he
f

,,
~

began a movement which culminated in 1639 in the

~

complete disaolution of all monastic houses in England.

L __

"The old monastic chapels had been profane',
plundered and dismantled, and now served aa pigeonlofts.,,1
pOinted to
aide.

Thus a description of what once had been
a8

beautiful landmarkS of the English country-

Were Renr,y'. actions in the dissolution justified?

Had the religious houses become aa degraded as his agents

1. 1. I. 'oliard, I_pry the 11Shtn.

~:

r

r--

I

p.

1'3.

2. G. Constant, The Reformation in England, p. 171.
,

11

claimed,

and

thas

WOl"tq

Or were

of 8 dissolutlon?

the clolstered on•• falsely accusel?
In answering these questions, it i8 yery dtfficult to arrive at any objective and unbi8se' oonolusion.
The historian's path i8 8 treaoherous one.

!he majorit7

of authorities on the subjeot take quite a determined
standpoint.

!he snii-Catholio. contend that the

religious bodie. in England had fallen so far below the
ideale

practice8 originally e.tabliaheci ter them

and

on

that they well deSerYed the fate Which befell them.
the other hanA, the pro-Catholic writers assert that.
for the moat part. the religious in IDgland were

0011"

tinuing to perform the 1r functions to the beat of their
abili t7.

!he eyideme on which they were connote' waa

propaganda, created for a specified purpose by Henry ani
his agents.

fhe King waa not

80

intereate' in whether

or not the monastic functions were being performet, .a
he was covetous of the monastic lands and wealth.

Thus

the historian who is 8eeking the truth finds himself
entangle4 in a web of very biaaed material.

fo arriYe

at aome semblance of truth i8 indeed difficult.
It hardly 8eeme possible that as m8n7 religious
houses in England could have been so completely degrade!
aa Henry's agents would have us believe.
1~o8.ible

However. it i.

to accept the fact that many were not in need

iii
of a eeTere reformation.

Fer is it not tn. that

where there i8 so JaUch amoke there mut be

SOIle

fire!

It only 8ee_ probable that the slow, a.,uldering.
unoheoked name that W8e gradually. bui definitel,1U'1dermining the monastic institutions in England was
faDneA into a raging, de'f88tatlng inferno by the oaref11l17 and strategically planned propaganda of HenJ7
end hi. agents.

1'hUB this early oampaign of propaganda

01117 brought to destruction at an earlier date the
aIrea~

doomed monasteries of England.

ClUPTER I
BACKGROUID 01' SIX!ElmTH OENTURY DGLAD

CRAP!ER I

BACXGROUlfD OJ SIHElllTH CENTURY ENGLAlQ)

In the year 104'1 A..D. Raoul. Glaber. a Benedictine
chronicler wrote, ·'It is a. if the whOle world hal
thrown off the raga of its ancient time,

and

itself in the white robes of the Churches.'·

had arrayei
Spenc.,

English historian, refer. to the eleventh oentur7
as t.be ti_ of the aWakening of the ••• tern Churoh. 1
th~

Ho.ever, four centuries later. in the latter part of
the fifteenth century. another historian describes the
Churoh as going through ene of the darkest periods of
its history.!

~hia ~ be a slight exaggeration of the

extent to whiOb the religious organisations had declinet
by the Sixteenth oentury t for after all there was 8tlll
muoh good being done.

lIe.,erthele88, it ..... true that

something had happenet in the centuries between 1100 ana.
1600 which caused a decline in Church life.

What had

happened?
In the ahort apan of a little more than a hundred
years England eXperienced two national oatastrophes, the
two terrible plague., disease and war.

p.

In the middle of

i". 1. k. b. I. spenoe, 11a1Orl of the Enlliah church,

8 • • • • • Capes, ~li.h Churoh in Fourteenth and
lifteenth Centuries, p.
I.

the fourteenth century the dreaded plague, the Blaok
Death ..ept OVer the country, taking its toll of livea
everywhere.

:froll 1MB until 1360 the range. of thia

diaeaae were felt in every part of the British Isle;
death and desolation ruled supreme; people died and
circumatancee changel.

~hU8

certain social ant

econollic change. were brought about that were to have
far-reaching effecta on the future history of the
oountry and it. people.
After the aoourge of the Black Death had passed,
England was left a desolate country.

:from 1348-1350

thousanda of people bad died as a result of this dreadful
plague.

A great many accounts place the death toll as
high aa (8~ or) ene-half of the entire population. l

Although it is bard to believe that

8S

many aa 60% of

the English people were wiped out, one can go too far
in

minimising it. ravagea.

•• E. Lunt

S818 t

for

instance, that the death rate was probably only 81ight11
higher than in this country during the influenza epidemic
of 1917.

Sue.eeding eventa (e.g. statute of Laborers)

show that by 1350 there was a noticeable decrease in the
country'. population.

!he cloistered group. proTed to

be no exception in this case.
p. 337.
:

."'<

I.

x. c.

Death visiied the

I1lci, neeline ot

the ledleval church,

monasteries, a8 well as the nobles' castles and the
poor man's hut.

~

the monka went

~orth

from their

homes to help minister to the sick and dying they oame
in contact with the diseaae and many perished.

"In

80me plaoes whole monastic communities were wiped out,
ill othera the Biahop and all hie Chapter died.· 1
Spence haa estimated that two-thirds, or at least
considerably more than one-half

o~

the religious die4.

ftln the ranks of those then lost, were many of the

most earneat and devote4.

!he gaps thus made were very

slowly and imperfectly filled. a !
!hue the nllBlbers in the religious houses were
greatly reduced and in maD7 caaes the new17-made
vacancies were never refilled.
I

I
:

~

The monastery of st. Albans, one of the great
typical monastic 1natitutions of the Weat, sant
to, and remaine' at, half its old numbers. The
same W88 roughly true of the great monastic houses
throughout Europe. Some, later, received further
endowments and greater numbers. But the monastic
institution. like all other institutions in Europe,
was hit in ita vitals, and the effect of the blow
waa felt for generatione. S
It haa been found that up until the time of the disso1ution aome houses still had very

~ew

of Bildewas Abbey might be cited.

members.

fhe oase

-J.bout the time of

,.
'r

1. k. Liloc, RoW the ieformation Bappene!, p. 16.
2. Spenoe,

OR· cit. ,

pp. 102-103.

3. :8elloo,

°E· ,cit.,

p. 40.

I

'the auppre.s1on, here were twelve moU8, who wer.
endowed with llOpda. 198. and 3 penae per annum,
accordiug to Dugdale; but Speed estimates the value
at L 129, 6s. 10d.- l
If the number or inhab1 tan1is in the rel.igioua

houees were thus reduced to a fraction of their former
number and these vacancies were not fillet, it i8 on17
natural that some of the work whioh had previously
been carried on

W88

now neglectea.

In cases where the

work waa done, it could not be carried on ef:t:ielent17
by two or three monk. or nune, where twelve had ferlDer17
been require..

Such was the case of Bromehall priory,

where only two or three nuns residet.!
Labour was very scarce at this time, e8pecial17
among the poorer

01&88 •••

'!he sheep and cattle atrayed through the 4ielda

and oorn, and there was none left who oou1d drive

them out.' Harveeta rotted on the ground. fhe
demand was 80 great for help that wages rose t. •
point where the landlords complained and sought
to regulate both labour and par by the Statute of
Labourers in 1351. 3
Therefore, help was not easy to get and what work the
monks did not do was left undone, ror there were no

1. !. phillip., !ht H18\ori and Intl,ult188 of
Bhrew8bu;r, Vol. I, p. It IIppen! x).
2. E. L. Taunton, Thomas Wolsey Legate and

ieforme r, p. 84.
3.

~lick,

Ope

cit., p. 337.

6

others to do it for them.

This situation was unavoil-

able in 1350, but by 1500 those houses that had failed
to repleni8h their ranks With the necesaar7 numbers
coud expect little s;ympatq.
fhe decline in numbers and the negle ct of dut1e 8

was also accompanied by a

gro~g

laxity of discipline.

A 'ranciscan annalist of that time writea: ·'!he ma8ters
of regular discipline and the .eniors of experience

being carried orf, the rigoura of discipline, beiDg
relaxed, could not be renewed by the youthB received
without the necessary training rather to fill the depopulated houses. twl It took many years to educate and
train the new monks to the point where tbey could expect
to fill the places vacated by the experienced leaders
taken by the plague.

In 80me houses the patienoe and

time required for this task were lacking, and the new
inexperienoed monks placed in responsible positions
could not possibly keep

88

good oontrol over their

charge a8 their more learned predecessors had done.
There is one story told of a very small lad being
appointed to a responsible position.

A certain biBhop having received a gift of a
basket of peara, aaked them who sat at meat with
him, to whose custody he should commit them. His
young nephew, to whom he had even then committed

1. Spence.

Ope

eli •• p. 102.

an arch4eacoDr,J amawered and said, 'I will keep
the peare.' !o whom his uncle answerea, '!hoa
raacal, ill w01l1de8t thou keep them.' !hen 8ai4
a certain honest ·man who was there pre.ent, '0
wretch. How hast thou dared to commit an archdeaconry o:t 80 -Il7 Bouls to this ,-outh, to whom
thou dareat no", co-.it a basket of pears?,l
To all the other handicaps under Which the monks
struggle 4. after tba seige of the .!:Slack Death,
that of financial difficult,-.

addel

,,&8

!he monastic incomes were

considerably lowered immediately following the year 1350
and continue' to be for saveral ,-ears therea~ter.2
of

M8D7

their tenants died or moved elsewhere, leaving the

menastic fielde uncultivste4.

Thus the income former17

received from thiB wasting land was missing, plus large
gifts whioh generous nobles probabl,- felt that at this
critical time the.y could not afford to make.

Rowever,

the monasteries recovered more quickl,- from their
financial burdens than they iid from the decrease iD
number. and

the

neglect of dutia 8 and di scipline.

The seoond plague whioh England experienced

between 1350 and 1600 "a8 that of warfare, namel,- the

Wars of the Hoaes.

Wars between nations are disastrous

enough, but a country torn by a. civil war, wi th family
fighting against family, brother against brother, 18

1. ff. c. eouiton, tl!e tn We
Yol. I, p. 94.
p. 27.

igOm. He:-,

2. R. Qraham, Basal on iBS11sh !RDaster1ea,
b

,

,
.Ten more tragic.

Thia was the condition in England

during the Wara of the Roaea.

Jrom the t1me of Henry VI

until HeDr,J VII finally aeized the throne in 1485,
bgland .... torn by the conflict between the DDlte of
York and hia follawera, and the loyal supporters of
Henrl VI and the Lanca.irian family, in their struggle
for the throne.
Jor thirty years the wara continued.

There was

not constant fighting, a year or two often lapsing
between battles, but the feeling of hate and suspioion
was eTer7Where and. the oountry remained in a deplorable
atate.

~her.

waa no permanent oentral government, DO

stabilized authority in any one person or group of
peraona, many members of the noble families were dea4
or doomed to die before the conflict was flnally aettled,
and every phaae of tile nation'. 1if. wei disrupted.

A

' ••oriptlon of the preTailing conditions reveals that:
In a war of sue.es81on, where the great fami1iea
Were diTided in their allegiance, and .upporte'
their rival claimant. in evenly balanced numbera,
the inTeieraoy of the conflict increaeed with ita
duration, and propagated itaelf trom generation to
generation. IYery family was in blood feud With
ita neighbours, and ohildren, as they grew to manhood. inherited their duty of reTenging their
father's death. IO effort of imagination can
reproduoe to us the atate of thia country in the
fatal years which intervened between the first
rising of the Dake of York and the battle of
Boaworth; and experience too truly convinced
KsaF,J VII that the war ceased only from general

8

exhaustioD, but Dot because there was no Will to
con'fiinue it.l
What of 'fihe religious houses during this perlod
of nationWide oonflict?
share

o~

Al~hough

they haa endured their

auffering and ae8th during 'fihe siege of 'fihe

Black Death, now the cloistered ones were little
disturbed by the general strife in the outlide world.
In fact, during the thirty years when the rest of the
oountr,r was perilhlDg. they
M~

en~ey.4

relatiYe prosperity.

of the nobles who formerly had made demanda on the

monasteriel and bad interfered in their daily life. were
now either engaged in fighting for their colors, or had
already been alain in battle.

Likewise, those in

authority who Ddght haTe had lome power over the relis1ou8
were now elsewhere occupied. and probably felt that their
position was already weak enough Without inourring 'fih.
enmity of the monastic houses.
Therefore, the monasteries were practically free
from any lay in'fierference for OTer thirty years.

!heir

life continued as usual, they 98c8me wealthier. and
theirs was the one institutiOn in Ingland Which stood
out above the destruction and chaos of clvil warfare as
powerful, wealthy, and s'fiolid al it had been before.

"the abbots and the bishops almost alone had reaq money

1.

r.

1. WouG, ItstOft of' Rand, p. 110.

9

1n theae troubled t1mes. and used it to bU7 uP. at
nominal price •• the lands depreciated by theoivil wars.
The ieetraction of the nobility. moreover, in thea.
long and terrible struggles. helped them. for while the
territorial aristocracy bad well-nigh periahed. that of
the Churoh remained tntact.- 1 "the immunity Which they
enJole' from the general sufferings of the oivil war
contributed to deceive thea.-!
X.nry iIII wae the first to bring about the
Aissolution of all the monaateries in Ingland, but he
was by no means the first to attack the religious groups.
'or many 7e8" be for e this t1me certain people had oome
forth. ao•• to criticise the church organizations, others
to try to reform them.

One of the earlie.t refor.aera to

attack the monks waa Wycliffe.

Hie purpose

wa. not

to

ohange the doctrine. of the Church. but to reform the
Church from wi thin.

He oOllplained that the monks

negleoted their religious duties to oare for their
property and he frequently referred to thea as "possessionere. wl In oriticising them he aaid: ·'fhese unreligious that have posse8sions, they commonly have red

1.

c.

2.

~roude,

a.

Capes,

Gerli., '§e Jii!!sli

Re~orma!ion,

0E. cit •• p. 96.
Ope

cit., p. 118.

p. sl.

10

cheeks and great bellies.,nl
'Dead dogs' they were, of whom the realm should
be freed. In his tracts he calls their cloisters
'Cain's oastles.' Once when W7cllffe was thought
to '- 41ing a company of exasperate' friar.
surro1lJl6." hia bea. and exhorted him to repent,
but he foud atrength to rai•• h1a8elf, and Wi th
prophetic instinct exclaimed that he should yet
liTe to denoUllce their error. agaill.!
WJOlif:e-. successor in the campaign to "clean
up· religious life was the satirical scholar, ErasMUS.
He principally criticised the monks' idle isolation anI
greedy acquisitiveness which gradually lei to the
monopoly of monastic wealth by a chosen few.
It waa intolerable that large bodies of mea shoul4
live in idleness, waited. on by troops of servants,
when the revenne. tbns wasted had been given for
the eapport o~ learning, the exercise of hospitali ty, and the relief of the old, the infirm, and
the poor; that institutions which were bound by
their statute. to have a certain number of members
should deliberately allow that nnDber to stnt to
half or even a third, that there might be JIOre
money to divide among the rest: above all that
there should be, over England, a vast network of
establishments, noll1nal17 for the Glory of God,
and the edification of the people by a righteous
example, but in practice worldly. grasping, senaual,
and h7pocrltical. 3
Ira.mas was even more biting in hi. criticism than

1.

1!!!.,

p.

ttl.

2. W. H. Beckett. En6¢iah Reformation Of the
Sixteenth Centurl, p. 70.
3. Geikie,

Ope

cit., p. 25'.

11

.,cliffe.

He hated the monks and friars and referred

to them in such uncomplimentary terms as "p••t azul
vermin, vile rascals, bat. and owl. who hated light.,,1
In hi. Prai.. of 'olAI. which was an open attack on the
moata end which caused considerable oomment among the
people of that t1me, he spoke of the "brain aick foels
who at71e theue1vea moua."

S

In regard to TOWS of

oelibac7 he decried the fact that:

w• • •

the, [the

IIOIlkS] have lioence to go with harlots. but the,. ..at

not mt.rry wiTea.

!hey _y keep conoubine..

If they

take wi vee. the,. are ihm wn to the flames. "I lIras_
felt that the religious, instead of lamenting their
sin. were convenient1T overlooking thea: " • • • the7
fanc7 they can pleaee God

'7 snortlng in their throat•• ,,'

In a letter to BerTatius, he wrote in 151': "your
religion is 70ur dreas; -- your rel1gious ordera,

a.

TOU call them, have done the Churoh small service."a
Later, in 1517, Erasmus wrote to Pirkheimer: "!he pope

1. D. 11ti., cAuch of §ian{ Betore 'EM leforatl0D, p. 222.

-

2. D. Iraamue, pratte of .011Z. p. 143.

S. Hagae,

Ope

clt., p. 223.

4:. C. D. Warner, ed., World's Best Literature,

Vol. UV, p. 5632.

5. Ibid., p. 5632.

12

Mmeelf is afraid to provoke the monks.

Those wretchea

in disguise of povert7 are the 't7rante of the Christi_
world.- l

''701iffe and Eraamus were out stanc11D8 characters
who dared to critioize and denounce the stronghold. of
the numerous moue and friars.

Although these two

name. are well-known to hisior,J. they were not the oDl7
on••

whe

realised that aome reform was nece8sar,y.

'or

instanoe. Bishop Grosseteate in 1250 foresaw the need
for monastic reform, but lUlfortunate17 found that it
waa impossible to do anything about it:

n.

•

•

the gold

of the monte preTailed with the pope more than the
ola1aa for lIOusterial reform.

• 0 monel', money, what

can't thou not do in the court of Bome?' was the
diaappointed prelate'. exclamation.-!
Likewiae. Archbishop Bourchier realized the need
for reform and in 1456 in his oommission to reform the
religious, he sail:
l8A:D.7 illicit ad criJB1naJ. concubinages, fornioationa, and adulteries are encouraged among our
people; deel.ratione of sucoession are 8et aaide,
and made Toid. Wherefore we, deairing with what
diligenoe we can to stop 80 m&n7 and sreat dangera,
grant 70., in whose fidelity and actiTitl' we have .
confidence 111 the Lord. full power duly to correct
and reform such defects, orimes, and 8x08s8e8, ani

-

I. Ibid.,

p.

I. Beckett,

5S!!.
Ope

oit., p. 38.

..

13

(w, grant 70u) the apostates, if you find &n7 to,
to be p1U11shed, and others, morener, fai11D1 ill
the premise. or any of the premises or notorioualJ
tainted with any disgrace, 80 far as we are conoerned, according to ~he demands of law, to be
.eU admonished or caused to be admonished b7 our
au thori '7. 1
Iven the pope., name17 lnoocent III, Honori•• III.
and Gregor7 IX tried their hand at reforming the

cloister8, but with little suooes8. 2 During the reign

of Henry TIlt Cardinal MOrton made a Ti8itation of tbe
monaateriea.

!he purpose

o~

this viSitation was not to

prove that the monasteries were "hotbeds of vic•• " but
in the oourse of the examinations the Cardinal di8covered that eTen among many of the great abbey. there
were nagrant examples of vice and corrupt living.

1I0r

was this charge limited to the great abbeYB, for similar
charges were made against some of the smsller houses.
Oardinal MOrton belieTed that the monastie auperiors
were the instigators of this profligaoy. with their
aubordinates following in their worl417 footatepa. 3
rin.lll, after attempt a at reform by scholar8,
prelates, and popes bad proved failures, the
venecl and tried hie hand at reform.

kins

inter-

H'Br7 VII bad an

1. H. Gee ani! ,. J. iIardi, pocumen'Ea
of English Church Histo;t. p. l~.

X!luatra'iY~

2. C. R. Cheney, Eli8COPSl Visitation of Monasteriea in the fhlrteenth entu;r, p. 17.
S. A. D. Innes, England Under the Tudors, p. 55.
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act pasaed by parliament, by which he hoped aome of
the existing conditione might be remedied.
-'or the sure and likely reformation of priest ••
olerka, and religious men, capable. or by their
demerits openly noieed of inconsistent liviDg in
their bodies, contrary to their order. be it
enacted--that it be lawful to all arohbishope and
bishop., anel other ordinariea having episcopal
jurisdiction, to punish and chastise such rel~ious
men, being within the bounda of their jurisdiction,
&8 shall be convict before them, by lawful proof,
of adultery, fornification, incest, or other fleshl,
incontinency, by committing them to ward and prison,
there to remain for such time as shall be thought
convenieat for the quality of their tre.passea. ll
JUmeroua other instances could be cited where,
before the dissolution, attempts were made to

reme~

conditions that mnst have existed in some religious
houses.

Although theae efforts fell Short of their

objective, they 8ucceeded in one thing, namel1, in
stirring up aome public opinion agalnst the religious
housea.

For instanoe, during .7c1iff.'. time one London

woman became very arouaed against the abuaes in the
church.
Sh. 88 t up an altar in her chamber and taught her

daughter to Durlesque the aetion of the priest in
the aolemn function of the mas a , with dress and
tonaure all oomplete, continuing the practice til
it reached the bishop'S ears, and the ~ffendera
were made to do penance for their sin.
Demonstrations like this one not only took place.

1. Froude, op. eli •• p. 96.
2. capes,

Ope

cit., p. 147.
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but pamphlets and poems were published, which if read,
.ere bound to influeDce public opinion.

Two poems.

in particular, show the existing lack of respect for the
religioua.
All wickedness that men can tell
Beigneth them among;
There ahall no soul have room in hell. 1
Of friars there is suoh a throng.
Thai Bay that thai diatroye synne,
And thai mayntene men moste therinne;
Jor had a man .1a7B &1 his k1nne,
;0 ehe7Ye him at & frere.
Ant for less8 than a payre of ahene
He W71 &.s011 h1m olene and Bone,
Ud 11&7 the sJIme that he haa doni
His 80ule ahal never dere (harm).
Perhaps the most well known pamphlet of the time,
a satire on the monks and fr1ars. was the aUPElloatioD.
lor Begsara.

It referred to the moDie aa "Holy Thieve.

do nothing, 1t3 and compla1ned that the real. beggars
throughout the k1ngdom were starv1ng and

~iDg

beoause

of the monast1c onea. ·'£.nother sort, not of impotent,
but of strong, pnissant, and counterfeit, holy and idle
beggars and vagabonds', had 'oraftily crept into the
realm', and had 'inoreased into a kingdom.' •• "fhe

1.

capes,

Ope

cit.,

p.

iSI.

2. K. W. patterson, History of the Church of

IBsland. p. 1'11.

3. S. Piah. A Supplication For the Begsare t p. 6.
4. Geikie.

Ope

c1t., pp. 268-259.
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'SUpplication' ende with the rough advioe, notewartb7
.a a sign of the times: ' • • • Tie these holl Idle
thievea to carta. to be whipped naked about e...er7
market town till they fall to labour. t • l
Published in 1527, this Ditter aatire proved to
be popular for .everal lear..

Dven the king i8 supposed

to have been .ecreted a copy. ani after having had it
read to him, was asked for his opinion.

According to

Foxe, Henry replied: • I If a man should pull down an 014
atone wall, end should begin at the lower part. the
upper part thereof might chance to fall upon his head.'·!
·~l

the wonder-working change. -. the ne.

learning, the marvelous inTention of printing. the great
awakening of the people under Wycliffe and his followers-was ignored by the men to wholl the charge of the church
But a time of great changes was at hand. aS

was entrusted.

!he pathetic part ia that the church was aware of ita
wealmeeaes and shortcomings and falled to act before it
waa too late.

the apeechea of the reformera, the poems,

the pamphlets, and satires published about the monasteries
only served to pave the road for Henry'. oampaign of

I.

IS!!.,

230.
2. Yroud., 02. ci$., p. 104.

3. Spence,

p.

Ope

cit., p. 107.
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propaganda which followed not -D7 yeara later.

Yeq

fortunately for the king, when he decided to aot again.'
the c1oiaters, he found that his work had already been
beguD by Wyo1iffe, Erasmus, and the others.

All he had

to do waa to take it up where they had left off.
In conaidering the inevitableness of the

dissolution one does not have to aooept the idea of

t~

fatalist who belie...e. that things that are to be, will
be, regardlesa - . . but rather that the d1 s8olution waa
unaToidable beca.e it waa harmonioa. with the epiri t of
the age.

!his was an age o:f awakeniDg, of rising trom

the sleep and inactivlty of the lriddle Agee.

1'_

InTentione were belng planned and new Ideaa were balD«
forme', whlch were to revolutionize the old order of
things.

ina

It was an age of change from the old and decay-

to the new and progres8ive.

If the old refused to

ohange or modify ita actions, it was swept away in the
path of the new.
Jfany people of the time felt that the "monkish
ideal was antiquated.- 1 Dbdern thinkers could not

reconcile the idea of complete withdrawal and seclUSion
from modern

li~e.

With that of a useful, good life.

fhe

monasteries had undoubtedly done a splendid, useful work

1. I. I. patterson, 1

England, p. 18S.

History of the Ohurch of
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1» the past.

Their mode of life had been accepted \7

m&nJ people.

Countle •• individuals had been eduoatel

and trained wi thin the cloistered walls, while many more
live' helpful 11ve8 there.

However, thia idea of

.eclusion as a prerequisite for good ieeds was constantly
beCOming more and more incongruous with the increasing
secular oharacter of the times.

Whereaa asceticism

formerly had been universally approved, it was beginnins
to be more frequently questioned, aoubtea and finally
rejected as the ideal way of life.

wfhe monastic ideal

of going out of the world to Beek something, which
cannot be valued 111 terma of pounds, shillings, and
pence, 1. abhorrent to a busy, industrial age; ant eVer,r
principle ie hated most when it moat is needed. wI
Even prelates of the Church were beginning to
question whether the moll8steries Were still as useful aa
they had been in former daY8.

One wrote to the Aroh-

bishop of York: ·'!here are many and very great foundationa of this kind, which it is commonly aaid are neither
profitable to Qod nor men; for men are neither trained in
them to liTe regularly

monks for the honour of God,
nor brought up to arms to defend their oountr.y.,w 2
&8

1. !ollard t 0E. cIt.,

p. !i!.

z. F. Warner, Ecolesiastical History of England,
Vol. It p. 14.1.
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the monastlc confllct in England waa

lnevl~able.

Too much had occurred during the precedlng centurle. to
delay the blow lndeflnltely.
The Reformatlon was not the work o~ a da7- Ita
foundatlona were lald deep In the nature of thlngs_
Ita roots lay ln the agea_ Ita causes were the
oooperatlon of the thoughts of many thlnkers ani
the events of many years. It waa the result of a
deeply lald traln of colncldences. The great
thlnge that mark an age t and the great men that
m&ka hlstory, converged as 1 f by arrangemBnt. It
was not aooldental; lt waa provldentlal.·~
ftWe may only venture to expres8 an oplnlon that lf the
di8Solutlon had not taken place ln the reign of Hemry TIll,
1 t would ha.,.e come about sooner or la'ier

Oll

account of the

great riches the monasterles pos.e.aed and the rather
dangeroue quantlty of land they held. ne And along the
same llne: nIf Henry TIll had not quarreled With the Pope
over the matter of di.,.orce, the

Refo~tion

would have

come ..11 the same t though ln point of tlme it would have
been later, and the circumstanoes would have been
different. w3
By 1536 the Contlnent was already feellng the
effecta of the Reformation.

Luther and his followera had

started moTements agalnst the Churoh whioh were haTlng

1. Hague, oP. cIt., p. z18.
I. J. W. Clay, Yorkshire Monasteries Suppression
papera, p. ill.
3. patterson,

Ope

oit., p. 208.
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far-reaching consequences.

How could England expect

to 8scape this new deluge?

She could not wall herself

in according to the Chinese technique, or cut off all
communioation with the rest of Europe.

Therefore, it

was only natural that these new ideas would creep into
the country, and once there, their effects were bound
to be felt Booner or later.

Whether in the reign of

Henry VIII or James I, only time would tell.
Had Henry VIII been a weaker, less determined
king, the dissolution would probably not have oocurred
as soon as it did in England. l Henry was only eigbteen
years ot age when he came to the throne, but he was able
to assume the responsibilities that were placed upon him.
He was well-educated, well-informed, and a king who waB
prepared to rule as well as reign.
A

Luke OWen Pike in

History of Crime in England describes "Bluff King Hal"

thus:

lit • •

I. I.

• the king, the whole king. and nothing but

I. IIshart, Short History or lonks and
p. 292: "If he haa posses8ed les8 intelligence, courage, and ambition, he would not now be aa
conspicuous for hiB vices, but the history of human
liberty and free institutions, especially in England.
would have been vastly d1fferent. His pra1seworth7
traits were not suffioiently strong to enable him to
oontrol his inherited paSSions, but they were too
regnant to permit him to submit without a struggle to
the hierarchy which had dOminated his country so m&n7
centuries. Such was 'The majestic lord. that broke the
bonda of Rome.'·
~nasteriest
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the kIng.,,,l

He has also been known a8 "}lachiavelli's

prince in actIon."! Henry was king firat, la8t ant
alwaY8, and none were allowed to forget that fact, the
religious organizations proving no exoeption.
fhe Tudor dyaasty was still young when Henry
oame to the throne, and the condi tiona under whioh it
existed were new to English history.

Instead of being

supported by the nobility and the aristooratio groupe
as the English kings had formerly been, the Tudors had
behind them the new middle 01as8es.

J!ter the Wars of

the Boeea a great many of the heads of the noble families
and their followers had been killed, leaving the country
rather depleted of powerful nobles.

Those who hat sur-

viTel the oonfliot were in a weakened condition
financially, their fortunes exhausted, their estates
demolished, and their lands wasting.

Therefore, when

the Tudora came into power they found that the rising
influence in the country was not the old broken-down
nobility, but the newly-rioh merohants and middle olasses,
who had been gaining wealth and prominence in the nation,
while the nobles were foolishly killing one another.
The second of the Tudor monarohs was not aa
eoonomioal as his father had been.

1. flshart,

OPe;

olt., p.

"He [Henry VIII]

29~.

2. C. Bead, The Tudors, p. 66.
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inherited a great treasure cheat, accumulated by the
thrift of Henry YII. his father. wl However, the young
ruler had dissipated hie father's wealth in wars with
Scotland and France.

In fact, by 1626 he had found that

not enough money could be raised through taxation to
earry on hie oampaigns:

taxation was too elastic
to depend upon in emergencles. we Therefore, whenever a
ft • • •

ohance arose to increase the royal income, Henry dld not
overlook it.

Such was the case with the monasteries.

Besides the factor of money involved, there was also
that of securing the alleglance of the mlddle claaaes.
They had supported the Tudors during the reign of
Henry VII, but how long could this backing be depended
upon?

"Kaohiavelli's prince in aotion" wanted to

oertain that his dynasty was endurins.

make

-Wealtn,

merchant s longed to have estates in the country that
they might become gentlemen. wS This being the ca.e,
what could better cement the loyalty of the new defenders
of the Crown than the gift by one of the Tudors of large
e.tatea of fertile acres of valuable monastic land?
By the beginning of the sixteenth century England

1. I. c. Diets, 1 Ro11tloal and Socla!
of Ensland, p. 146.
2. Ibid., p. 146.
3. Constant,

Ope

cit •• p. 151.

H1sto~
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had entered upon an era of great transition.
Black Plague, the Wars
.7cli~fe,

o~

!he

the Roses, the writings of

Eraeana, and Fish, the teaohings of Luther

and his followers, the invention of the printing pres.
and other modern instruments, and the rise of
dynasty baoked by a new

01a88

8

neW

were all to have effect,

either directly or indireotly, on the age-old cloisters.
Mindful of theae things, let us now turn a page to the
aixteenth century, and vie. the monasteries as they were
on the eve of their dissolution.

CHAPTER II

USUAL Me.ASTle DUTIES AID ACTIVITII8

CllAP!ER II
USUAL lIDlU.STIC DUTIES

.un

ACTIYI!IE8

!he ideal monastic life was not one of idleness

and inaotivit;y.

Although the monkB were Withdrawn from

the world, the7 had certain duties which they undertook
'to perform to the best of their ability.

These monastic

duties were, in realit1, services that they rendered to
all mankind, services for which the silent, grey-cloaked
figure8 are still re.abered, eveD though their onoe
glorious establishments have long since been destroyed
and forgotteD.
!he duties or activities which the monk8 performed
might be olassed under four general headings: prayer.,
hospitality, almagiving, and education.
to be conaidered i. that of prayers.

The first aut1

!he cloi8tered

ones .pent muoh time each day at their prayers. ant
rightly they should, for there were many for whom tbe7
were obligated to pray.

the founder of a monaster,

always ma4e oertain, While he was linn!, that the
inmates never forgot him and, in death, his memory was
recalled by the

pr~ers

8aid for his departed soul.

Beaide8 the prayers due to the deeeased founders, the
present patron also demanded his share.

-The enthusiasJB

of the nobl e founders who endowed the convents was
24
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stirred by the sense of the a80etl0 alma of the
reoluses. and b7 eome hope to gain the mer 1 t of thelr
pra7era.- 1
!he task of praylng for all the deceased
fouder8 and patrons was a IIOmemous one in 1 tself It
but added to that the monks and nuns were supposed to
pay their respects to the departe! 80111s of all the
former superiors ot their house.

Considering the many

oenturies that some of the older monasterles had been
In exlstence and the many offloers that they had had,
thla proved rather an endless task.

If the monks had

reall,. been consoientious about 1 t they would have b.ell

on thelr knees from dawn to sunset.

fte oOllYent of

Barking found the task so blg en undertaklng that the
abbes8 deoreed that the anniversarles of abbesses who
had been dead over one hundred years would no longer
be observed.!
the largest group to which the religious owed
their prayers was the vast sea of all Christian souls.
the religious were supposed to perform thelr duties
for these people faithfully and without negLeot.

fhe

deceased founders, the present patron, the departed

1. capes ••p. cit •• p. 284.
8. G. Baskerville, En6lish
SaEEression of the ~nasterles. p.

links
and the
i.
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abbots and abbesses, and all Christian soula were to
be rememberea. in their dai17 prayera. 1'hether these
taaks were carried out as they were supposed to be
ahall be discUBsed later.

fhe purpose here ia to

mention briefly the monastic activities.
!he aeeond duty which the reJ.igious h0118ea were
expected to perform was that of hospitality_
this aeems

Today

unneoessary task to expect the religioue

b

to undertake. but in the days wban hotels were unknoWll
and small inns were poorly equipped and long distances
apart, this work of the monks was most welcome to &n7
traveller.

fhe hospitality of the houses

limite' to anyone group of people.

W&8

not

patrons, kings,

nobles. and ordinary travellers, all were privileged
to enjoy it,

i~

they deSired.

Some clOisters, especially the larger ones, had
a guest house separate fro. the monaatery itself, where
travellers might stop to rest as they 30urneyed alona
the countr,rsiae.

In the Rites of Durham such a place

is de.cribed..
'!here was a famous house of hospitality,
called the Guest Hall, Within the Abbey garth of
Durham, on the west Side, towards the water, the
Terrar of the house belng master thereof t as one
appointed to give entertainment to all state.,
both noble, gentle, and whatsoeTer degree that
came thither as strangers, their entertainment
not being inferior to any place in England, both
for the goodness of their dtet, the sweet and
dainty fu.rai ture of their lodgings. and generally

2'
all th1ngs necesaary for travellers. And, withal,
ihia entertainment continuing, (the monks) not
willing or command1ng any man to ::tari, upon his
honeat anel gooa. behaviollr. This
1 i8 a 800417.
brave place. DIlch like unto the boq of a chvoh,
w1th very ~air pIllars Bupportinr it on eIther
8ide, ana. in the midst of the ha 1 a moat large
range for fire. !rhe chambers and lodgings beloDg1ng to it were sweetly kept and 80 richly
furnishe' that they were not unpleasant to lie in,
especIally one chamber callei the 'king's chamber',
de.erTing the name. in that the kIng hillSelf 111gb
very well have lain in it, for the princely linen
thereof. '1
"Jlinal17. they [the lIO_sterie.]

_de ita

saored duty to show hospitality to the traveller, ani
whether a man waa farIng aoross the border, or king or
prinoess were making progress through England, the
raonastery supplied both food and lodging.-!

.lI&tUl'al17

the king or the patron of a house received better
aocollDlodationa than an ordlna!7 wayfarer.

When an

important personage stopped to share a hou.e's
hospitality, elaborate preparations were made to see
that excellent food was served and tbat their guests'
visit was a pleasant one.

Some monasterie seven

employei professional adnatrels and actora to &mnse
their guests

80

that the evenings would not be 41111

and bor1llg.

"In !linchale prio17 there was a 'players'

chamber', in which actora were lodged or entertainments
given.

fhe accounts of many houses show how mach mone7
1. Abbot Gasquet,

English

~na8ilc

tI!.,

p.

8. Henry Gee, the Reformation period, p. 90.
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... spent i8 hiring troupes of mimes to entertatD
guests. wl Often a king, or member of the nobility,
and espeoially the patrons, would spend long periodl at
a time Viei ting the monastery.
charged for their

Al. though no feea were

aoco~dation8,

they uaually expecte4

a g1ft llpon the departure of their guest, which would
more than compensate them for their trouble.

S"Ometimea

the monks were mistaken ill the liberality of their
gueata, a8 in the case of King John, and such guests
aa be were not Blways anticipated with joy.
'We thought', wrote Jocelin of Brakeland,
tha t the King (John) came to make offering o~
same matter, but all he offered was one ailke.
cloth, whioh hia servanta had borrowed from our
sacrist, and to thia day haTe not paid for. ne
availed himself of the hospitality of st. Edmund.
which was attended With enormous eXpense, ana.
upon hie departure bestowed nothing at all either
of honour or profit upon the saint, aaTe three
pence sterling, which he offered at ma88 on the
day of hie departure.'o That _sa not the kind of
guest that was wanted. ~
1

In

Bpi te

of the fact that the ord1na17 traTe1ler

was not as royally entertained as the more illustrious
monastic guests, he nevertheless preferred the
hospitality of a religious house to stopping at a
medieval inn.

!he iImB of the fourteenth

and

fifteenth

century were not exactly inspiring places to visit.
They were usually frequented by a rowdy clasB of people

1. Iisiervil1e,

-

I. Ibid., p. f8.

OPe

cit., p. 21.
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and their accommodations were miserable.

!he restful-

ness of a religious house was • relief after the noisy.
stuffy atmosphere of one of these inne.
X.turally travellers preferred sta7ing at
monaateries to facing the horrors of a medieval
inn. !he cooking and accommodation in monasteries
were far superior to thoee that could be got in
inna, the bread whiter, the beer of better qualit7,
the feather beda in the guest chambers softer, the
sanitary arrangements ~ar in advsnce of the ti1D8.
It was as important to monasteries to attraot
wealthy and infltential guests as it is to hotel
companies today·'!lao the abbeys. were one of the beauties of
this realm to all men and strangers passing through the
same.,·1

!hUB wrote a sixteenth century monastio

sympathiler.

The monasteries were indeed houses of

beauty and comfort to a weary traveller. be he noble
or wanderer.

!hey offered

at their gates.

8

shelter to all who knocked

they loomed up &s havens of refuge in

desolate, out-of-the-way places, where inne or other
shelter could not possibly be found.

the monks took

upon themselves the taBk of opening their doors to all
travellers, offering them food and lodging_

Their job

was a tremendous one but they performed it to the beat
of their ability.

If for nothing else, then for the

hospitality that they offered to medieval wayfarers the
\

1.

Xblq-.

p.

II_

8. ,. A. Gasquet, Henry the Ei6hth and th,
English MOnasterie., p. 96_
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monks will long be remembered.
~he

third activity whioh the religious performed

..... that of almsgiving and oharity.

At the time wheD

the monasteries were so powerful and influential
through-out Bngland there were no organized eb&rit7
groups or no state provision for the poor.

Therefore,

the monks were the only large group. who undertook to
alievate some of the suffering of those who were les8
fortunate than themselves.

During the Middle Ages the

religioua were faMOUS for this work, and the beggar,
like the traveller, looked toward the monastic walls
aa a place of help.
The philanthropic work that the monks did, came
mainly under the superVision of the almoner and the
inflrmarian of each house.

The almoner was the one

whose duty it was to give what alms the house had for
tha t purpoae to the poor, while the infirmarian cared
for the sick, both of the monastery itself and those
who came from the outside for aid. l "According to the
rule of the Austin. canons again the almoner should be
'pitiful and Godfearing -- old men who are decrepit,
lame, and. blind or bedridden, he should often viai t end
suitabl7 supply.'·!

The monka of all orders, especial17

1. Gasquet, MOnastic Life, p.
8. Capes, 0E. cit., p. 285.

90.
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the mendicant orders, helped people who were sick or
in distre'..

8The poor, the indigent, the siok, the

aged of the district looked to the almoner or the
hospits11er for help; and whatever knowledge of simples,
whatever surgical skills existed, was to be found in
the infirmarer and his helpers.-1 At Winohester Abbey,
Abengdon, and in other places alao, the house supplied
a hospital out of the abbey funds;

ft • • •

but the7

oonsisted really of almshouses for which there were
commonly trust funds, and the infirmary of the convent
did not, of courle, reoeive sick folk from the outside.- 2
Bst of the oharity work of the monks was oarried
on by funds left to the monastery for such purposes
through the will of the founder or by endowments made
by wealthy noblemen.

"Thus, at ..aux, among the lists

of donations for speoial purposes made to the abbey,
eighteen grants are mentioned for alma to be given at
the gate. aa At St. Agatha's, Yorkshire, similar
oontributions were sa.de:

• • • an endowment of fifteen shillings a year
provided one poor person with food and two poor
people With a meal on the anniversary of the death
of the founder. fhere was in the monastery of

1. H. Gee, !he
, Reformation period, pp. 6S-89.
2. capes, 0E. oit •• p.

-

3. Ibid., p. 286.
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St. BiCholas. lXeter, 'a oertain house, oalled
the "Poor Men's Parlour" to which p~ace there
repaired daily seven poor men befere dining-time,
and to everyone of,them was delivered on the
flesh days a two-penny loaf, a pottle of ale. a
piece of flesh, and on the Fridays likewi.e at
afternooD, a8 soon &s dinner was done, all such
poor as were tenants came. and every ODe of the.
ehould have also a two-penny loaf, a pottle of
ale, a piece of flesh and a penny in money. '1
The oharitable work of the monks consisted
chiefly of mating gifts or "doles" of money,

food~

and

old olothing at the monastery's gates to beggars, or
Of aiding those poor people who were ill.

It mnet be

remembered, however, that although most of the houses
did do 80me oharitable work of this type, there wae no
organized system of charity among all the monasteries
as a whole.

The work that each house did was accompli.bel

independently of the others.
fhe fourth activity which the religious performed
was that of education.

There were three groupe who

received their training in the monasteries: the monke
themselvee, the ohildren of the patron of the house

8n~

the Children of rich nobles, and the poor children who
were under the care of the almoner. 2
~

Of the monks who were admitted to the

monastery were very young and had little or no education.
) Therefore, it was necessary that some schooling be

1. Ba8kervl11e, 0E. cit., p. !l.
2. Ibid., p. 37.
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provided for them, espeoially since the knowledge of
Latin waa a prerequisite of promotion. l Grammar schools
were established in some houses, particularly the larger
ones, where the young monks were taught grammar, logie,
and philoaophy.

They were instructed by one of the

older, learned monks.

If no one could be found in the

house who was capable to undertake this task, then a
-secular master" had to be engaged.!

SOme zealous monks

went on to the univer8ities to pursue their studies
after they had finished the monastic schools.
The second group educated by the religious were
the ohildren of the

or of wealthy families.

pat~on

houaee had quite a number of these students.

The

They came

and lived at the monastery as at a boarding Bchool, and
oftentimes they were entered at a very young age.
abbot of Reading wrote to

La~

The

Lisle concerning her

SOB,

James Basset:
'1 have set your young gentleman with William
Edwards, my under-steward, that he may be well
seen to by a woman for his dreSsing, ~r he is too
young to shift for himself. He is the most
towardly child in learning that I have known.'
James' brother, George, was at Hyde Abbey by
Winchester; and a correspondent of his mother waa
able to report that the boy is very well and
profiting by his learning and that the new prior
say8 he ahall be treated by him as well 88 he ever
was by the old.S

1. cape., cE· cit.,

p.

2. Baskerville,

cit., p. 39.

~.

Ibid.,
........

p • 37.

°E·

286.

)[ost

o~

the abbots and monks were ver),

interested in their young charges and paid special
attentioll to their training.

llany of them worked hart

and tediously with these lade to impress upon them the
things that they would have them learn.

frequently

in the later lives of aome prominent person of the
lliddle Ages one can discern the influence of his
earlier training by some friar or monk.

-This influ-

ence i8 most clear in England, where Grosset.ate and
Adam Marsh were the friends and teachers of Earl Simon
de Montfort, and it i8 not too much to say, that it was
their influence which converted Simon from a wild and
reckless adventurer into an EngliBh patriot.-l
Naturally this educational work was not done
gratis.

The rich children paid a certain amount

tuition to attend the monastic schools.

However, it

was not always certain that the houses would be able
to collect their money.

Many cases can be found where

the nobles were very negligent about paying their
children.' tuition feea.
Ithe house of R1de looketh for every peDD7, , wrote
a Hampshire clergyman to Lady Lisle, 'we are in
debt to it twenty shillinga Ceay L 30).' Lai7 Lisle
wrote hastily to order that the prior of H1de
should be paid for the keep of her son, and the
abbess of Nunnaminster for her daughter. Thai

1. I. Creignton, Hlstorlcil Lectures and
Addresses, p. 110.
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school bills of this kind were often in arreara
is shown by a complaint of the priory of Wes~acr.
in Norfolk in 1494. IThere are many boys, sona
of gentlemen, in the house, but the prior can't
get the money to pay for their board and tuition. 11
fhe nuns likewise kept young ladies in their
houses, whom they educated and trained.

lor the number

of conTents in England, they probably did 8S mnch, if
not more, work of this kind than the monks did.
trained soma poor girls

8S

well as the rioh ones.

!he7
The

schooling of the young ladies differed considerably
from that of the young men.

John Aubrey, an eye-witness

at the Wiltshire conTent said:
'The young maida were brought up (not at Hakney
Sarum lohools to learn pride and wantonness but)
at the nunneries, where they had examples of piety,
and humili t7, and modesty, and obedience to imitate
and practice. Here they learned needlework, the
art of confectionery, surger" (for anCiently there
were no apothecaries or surgeons, the gentlewomen
did cure their poor neighbours: their handa are now
too fina) physic, writing, draWing, etc.' Old
Jacques could 8ee from his house the nuns of the
prior7 (st. Mary's near Kington st. Michael) come
forth into the nJmPh-hay with their rocks and
wheels to spin; and with their sewing work. He
would say that he had told threescore and ten: but
of nuns there were no t so many t but in all, Wi th
lay siaters, a8 Widows, old maids and young girla
there might 'a such 8 number. 'This', ooncludes
the author, 'was a tine w87 of breeding up young
women, who are led more by example than precept;
and a good retirement for widows and grave single
women to a civil, virtuous and hol7 life.,2
Wealthy families were very thankful for the oonvents,
l. BaskeTT1i1e,

GE. clt.,

p.

S7.

2. Gasquet, English MOnasteries, p. 224.

for aside from them there was no other place where
their daughters could be sent to receive such training
and care.
The nuns also had their troubles collecting
tui1ion accounts, whioh were u8ually in arrears.

Dame

Petronilla of Grace Dieu convent, in her acoount book
(1414-1418) made an entry to the fact that, far each
of the daughters of

~homas

Hunter 11. 44 was to be pail

to the convent.
Lady Beaumont a180 had a daughter in the convent,
for whom she and her lord undertook to pay L2 158
44 a year; but when Dame Petronilla last made up
her aocounts, or rather in the last accounts we
have from her pen, the nuns had only g01 L2. Lord
Beaumont, however, was evidently too great a
personage to be reminded of the missing 138 44, and
the convent authorities evidently desired to stanl
well in his favour. They fed him well, for instanc.,
when he came to see his child; for on one oooasion
Dame Petronilla gives some of the expense8 of his
entertainmen1. These included, besides lid for
r one shoulder le mol ton', and 8d for two lambs, an
almost unique payment for two fowls for the nobleman's table. l
The third group educated by the larger monasteries
were the poor children placed under the care of the
almoner or the sub-almoner.

These lads were taken into

the house and taught, fed and clothed at the expense of
the monastery.

They were trained to be choir-boy. or

"ohoiraters" as they were sometimes called.

"Towards the

,) end of the Middle Ages the larger monasteries began. to
1. Gasquet, MOnastic Life: p. 163.
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house 'ohoir.ters to sing the anthems in her honour
in the

L8~

Chapel', in the almonry by the great gate

of the monastery.wl

Besides their musical training,

they were given other instruotion.

-fhey were under

the charge ot' the almoner or sub-almoner and were taught
the rudiments ot' learning by a secular master
term

o~

~or

a

five years at the most, for 'thiS period sutfices

for beooming proficient in grammar.,·2
These boys who received this free board ani
instruction were very fortunate. for had the monks not
given it to them they could not have
other way.

0 btaine d

it in any

-Richard pace. the well-known Greek professor

at Cambridge was a poor boy in a school which Thomas
Langton, Bishop of Winchester had established in hi. own
house.· Z The monastic establishment of canterbury
College, Oxford, helped many students go on with their
studie., who otherwise would not have been able to do
so.
At this college there .ere not only the monastic
stuAent., but also clerics and even laymen who had
been sent thither by the archbishop or convent of
Christchurch to receive free quarters at the
University. In all probability Linacre, after
receiving his early education at Canterbur,r from

x.

BaSkervi!!e,

-

Ope

cii., p. 3S.

2. Ibid., p. 38.
p. 48.

3.

~.

A. Gasquet, England Under the Old

He~igion,

SellJng the monk, was lodged at the C&nterDur7
OXford College; oertainly the university oareer
of the oelebrated Sir Thomaa More was p••• e4
there • • • • 1
While referring to the educational work of the
monka, the glory of their old libraries might be
recalled.

ft'A monastery without a lihrary is like a

castle without an armoury' was an old monastic saying.-2
Most of the houses had their few colleotions of books
stored away in various places throughout the building,
but it was not until the latter Middle Ages that the
large houses started to set aside a certain room, or
part of the building to be used a8 a real library •
• t Durham, about 1446, prior Wessington made a
library, 'well replenished with old written
doctors and other Histories &at Eoclesiastical
writers', to Which henceforth the monks always
repair to study iD, 'besides the carrels' in the
oloister. So, too, at st. Alban'., Miohael de
Mentmore, who was abbot from 133S to 1349,
besides enriohing the presses in the cloister
with books, made a collection of special volumes
in what he called his stul7. ~hiB collection
grew; but it was not until 1~52 that abbot
Whethamsteds finally oompleted the library,
which had long been projected. About the same
time at Canterbury, Prior Thomas Goldstone
finished a library there, whioh was enriohed by
the celebrated Prior William Sellyng with many
precious classical manuscripts brought back fro.
Italy. In the same way many other religious
houses in the fifteenth oantury ereoted, or set
apart, speoial places for their collection of
books, whilst still retaining the great cloister

1.

l!!!..

p.

4a.

2. Gasquet, Monastic Life, p. 35.

------------------

- --,,------,,-----

presses for those volumes which were in d&1l7
and constant use. l
!h18 is not the plaoe to discuss whether the.e
libraries were simply storehouses of old reoords and
writien materials, or

monks.

i~

they were frequented by the

It i8 enough for us to know that they were

storehouaes of historical material to which many outstanding chroniclers later turned for valuable
information.!
fhus we bave the medieval clOisters performing
four worthwhile duties for society.
whioh they undertook for

80

TheBe servie ••

many oenturies were such

important one. that today two of these same activit1es
bave been taken over by the state; that of oharity and
that of eduoation.

If we ungraoiously forget every-

thing else that the monks did for humanity during their
Wgolden age-, ws should bear in mind their preservation
of books, chronicles, and pamphlets, Which, but for
their care, the modern age Would bave lacked.

!he

religious took upon themselves a momentous task, and
not for a few years but for many centuries they
performed their work nobly.

In acousing those who were

inhabiting the cloister on the eve of the dissolution,

I. .........
Ibid ••

p.

SSe

2. Gee, OEe Cit., p. 89.

all were found guilty and condeDllled, their homes
de.troyed and their possessiona wiped out.
furious accusation

o~

the

~e.

In the

of the sixteenth

eenturJ we are liable to forget the glorioua deeda
of the many in the preceding centuries.

CR&P9i III
lIXTENT OJ!' JIOB.lSTIC POSSESSIOBS III

UGLUD

(

CJUl>fER III
BlTEN! OF MONASTIC POSSESSIONS IN
ENGLJ.HD

The dissolution of the monasterie. was a ver7
important step in English history beoause of the great
amount of wealth and power involved.

When the issue

of the dissolution arose it was not a question of
whether to take a few aeres

o~

land and a pitance of

money away from a group who were said to be unwortlq
of their trust.

Instead, it concerned the possession

of a large area of valuable English land, plus untold
fortunes in riohes.

If smaller amounts had been

involved, perhaps very little would have been 8aii
about the decay of religious life, and still lese
action would bave been taken to remedy the situation.
However,

80

much land, wealth and power were connected

with the monastic "aoandal,- that the pages of histor7
still resound with the query, "could not the greed for
these vast possessions have been the real reason
behind the dissolution of the monastic houses?"

IS it

not true that the higher the stakes, the more fierce
(and sometimes less honest) the fight is likely to be?
Just what was the extent of monastic holdings
~d
~his

possessions in England on the eve of the dissolution?
question cannot be readily nor accurately answered,
41

42

except to say that these possessions were numerous
and extensive.

Many guesses have been

calculations worked out, ranging
to absurdly low

~igures.

o~fered,

many

~rom ~oolishly

high

The highest estimate that

I have found is that the monasteries owned as much as
seven-tenths of all the land in England, whereas the
lowest claims that only one-tenth of English soil was
under monastic ownership.

The following are some

o~

the various estimates that have been made as to the
extent

o~

monastic land ownership:

Pamphlet of 1717 -- seven-tenths of whole kingdom
Nasmith -- one-tenth of whole kingdom
Prof. Kovalevsky -- one-Sixth of whole kingdo~
Old parliamentary Rolls -- one-third or more of
landed property
Estimate made on Eve of
of landed property

Re~ormation

-- one-fourth

Estimate dating from early Middle Ages -- one-third
o~ landed propert y 2
Yorkshire SuppressiQn papers -- one-third or onefifth of whole land3
Even though these figures vary they show that the

1. I. savine, English Monasteries on the Eve of
the Dissolution, pp. 81-83.
~d

2. S. E. Liljegren, The Fall of the Monasteries
the Social Changes in England, p. 15.

p. iii.

3. J. W. Clay, Yorkshire Suppression Papers,

religious

~oups

held enough land in Bngland to make

them a 'Very important factor within the country.

If

we take the most conservative estimate, that of onetenth of the whole kingdo., the possession of that muoh
land

wi~hin

a country would be a large share for any

one group to hold.

Rven the possession of one-tenth

of England' e land makes the monasteries a powerful
organized unit within another organized unit, the
nation.

Had they owned as much as seTen-tenths of all

Inglish 8011, then they would have been a real and
threatening menace to the gOTernment.

Thia latter

figure seems much too liberal to be trustworthy.

It

is more probable that altogether the monasteries held
anywhere from one-fourth to one-third of the land ill
England.

An average of the seven sources mentioned

above would give the religious approximately one-third
of the whole kingdom.
In order to own this amount of a nation's land
the monasteries must ha'Ve been numerous.

How many

religious houses .ere there on the British Isle before
the dissolution?

fhere were altogether about four

(

hundred convent s of

110 men,

more than one half of .hioh

were Benedictine houses and situated in the oounty of
York. 1 Of the friars there were about two hundred

1. Gasquet, l#i1iSh Monseteriitt p. 204.

house. which were divided as follows:

Ho. of Houee.
.ranciscana
DOminicans
Austin
carmelite
Smaller Orders
Cistercians
Benedictines
Praemonstratensions

50. of Religious

60
63
42

660
.72
378

36
9
200

288 1

160-170
20-24

2

Counting the various houses mentioned aboTe, there were
all told six hundred and thirty four larger houses
scattered throughout the oountry, plus many smaller
houses, the exact number of Which we are not certain.
Constant advances the reasonable estimate

o~

eight

hundre' aa the number of religious houses in England
on the eVe of the dissolution. 3 fhere was an average
of about ten friars to each house.
Each of these houses had not only large incomes
from land and from other sources which shall be discussed
later. but they also had valuable posse8sions Within the
monastic buildings.

~he

worth of these artieles can best

be aeen in the treasurer'. account.

After the dis80lu-

tion the value of the plunder that Henry'. agents took
(

from the cloisters was estimated according to its weight

1.

lI!!.,

2. Spence.

p. 239 and Spence,
Ope

3. Constant,

Ope

cit., p. 84.

OPe

Cit., p. 147.

cit., p. 91.

and recorded upon the treasurer's roll thUS: l
pure go14 ------ 1',5311 ounces
Silver gilt ----129,020
parcel gilt ---- 73,7741 "
Silver --------- 67,60ot ft
This Yast oolleotion W8S estimated by Sir John
Williams to be worth in money at that date at the
melting price, L6S,~31 108 14. To thia however,
certain additions must be made. The keeper
received in money for plate and other ornaments
sold at the dissolution L16,660 18 atd and nearl,
L7,OOO worth or plate was forwarded to the
augmentation office in the earlier years of the
dissolution. Hence the money values of the gold
and silver spoila actually received by the king
and estimated only at the weighing pric e was more
than LSi,OOO or very nearl, & million sterling of
the present money.2
The acquiaition of this wealth had not taken
place suddenly, but was a gradual, slow growth, which
continued from century to oentur,.

It waG the ouatomar,v

thing for a monastery to get its land

8S

a gift or a

legacy rather than through outright purchase.
ago

88

.As long

712, King Luitprand popularized the praotice of

Willing property or money to monastic housea; " ••• he
permitted his Bubjects to make legacies to the Church. n3
From that time on until 1279 large tracts of land oPe.nl7
passed into the possession of religious bodies, as
(

endowments of monasteries.

The Anglo-Saxon kings would

1. Gasquet, English MOnasteries, p. '16.

-

2. Ibid., pp. 416-417.
3. R. L. palmer, English Monasteries in the
Middle Ages, p. 17.
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sometimes g1ve entire hundreds to the monaster1es. 1
So mRch land

11'88

pass1ng 1nto the hands of the Church

that in 1279 the statute of MOrtma1n was enacted.

!he

Statute:
• • • forbade the acquisition of land by the
re11gious, in such w1se that the land should coma
1nto 'mortmain'. Endowments of land were be1ng
constantly bestowed on the monaster1es 80 that
the serv1ce belonging to the lands in quest10n
due to the king or other lords were for ever
lost, as the persons to whom the lands were
granted were incapable of fulf1l1ing legal
ob11gation•• 2
However, from 712 to 1279 the monaster1es had prospered
well and the1r landed eatate. were numerous and ,uite
extensive.
fhe land gifts were generally made by three
group. of people.

The f1rst group might be classed as

the wealthy, pious nobleB t who felt that monast1c endowments were the best possible use that a man could make
of h1s worldly posseesions.

!he second group included

the wealthy but "careless."

By that I mean those rich

men who thought little about religion and church life
during their active da7S; " •• e 7et thought it well at
(

the laet to be on the side of the angels."S

These two

groups would 80metimes give whole manors to a monasterye

1. SaTina, °E· eli., p. lSI.
2. Spence, °Ee cit., p. 97, footnote
3. palmer, 0,:2. Cit., p. 17.

---------------~----

-----------

l~

The third and last group of donors were the poorer

"

people, who had little to give but would oftentimes
give amell portions of their land or rente.
In 80me instance. the monastery might buy Bome
of its land.

It has been discovered that: " • • • some

gifts of land were only secret Bales, mortgage., ana.
exchanges."

"lfost of the manora belonging to a

monastery were generally Situated in the same count7
as the monastery, but the monastic manors were seldoa
oontiguou..

Large monasteries possessed manors in

many countiea."

Large and famous houses attracted more

people and donors than the less well known ones, ana.
for that reason the larger oneS continued to draw more
riches and land into their possession.

The fourteenth

and fifteenth century Englishman felt that he should be
very careful in the choice of his religious adviaor and,
therefore, he usually chose a well-known monastery as
his spiritual advocate.

He founded his choice on the

biblioal sayimg: "'fo him that hath shall be given, and
from him that hath no t shall be teken away even that he
(

hath.'

!hat ia why Christchurch Canterbur,J acquired

land in Devonshire and Norfolk, and Westminster Abbey
ac~uired land in Nottinghamshire and Worceaterahire."l

1. Savine,

cit., pp. 15!, 15S.

Ope

-

-
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-
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Be.ides large gift. of land and money the
oloisters were alrays receiving smaller donations
from visitors or guests who might accept the hospitality of the house.

'rom the aocounts of one convent,

the following incident is recorded as taking place on
a certain All Saints'

~:

Mary de Ecton, Joan Villiers, and the two
daughters of Robert Neville were lodged and entertained by the nuns. These vaitors eventually
made an offering for the hospitality shown them;
aa, for instance, on this very ocoasion each of
the Neville ladies psid 58. and Joan Villiera
68. 84. !he last named lady was at Grace Dieu
no les8 than four times in the year 1418, and
each time left behind a similar offering. At
another time Giles Jurdon paid
for the board
of his daughter during the week of Pentecost,
when ahe probably came to visit her sister, who
known a. Dame Elizabeth, was a nun in the convent.
Roger Boby also, who was apparently the father of
Dame Alioe, was entertained by the nuns twice in
the year 14:16, and gave an a1ma of 6a. 8d. at one
vieit and 138. 4d. at the other.l

7..

Eaoh of the religious houses had a yearly income
which they reoeived from various sources, the chief one
being the rural income from property that the monasteries
owned.

llonastic lands Were usually divided into two

cla88es, demesne and tenancies.

The landed estates or

monastie demesne was the least important of these two.
Some houses had no demesne at all, while of those which
possessed it, demeane amounted to only one-sixth of the

x.

la.quat, liu.aiic hIt., p. 10.
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monastic property, and gaTe the monks On17 ene-tenth
of their rural income from land.

fb.e inoome frOIl

demesne was only three-fifths of that reoeived froll
the tenancies.

"fhe bulk of the monastie demesne was

leased for terms of years, and the bulk of the monastic
lands leased for years consiated of manorial demeanes."
The following chart shows the amounts that various
monasteries received per year as their income from
demesne: l
BueDead
Burmham
Canonle1gh
Hartland
LantoR7
Winchcombe
st. Gothlac
st. Neots
Sawtre
Dartford
Hortoll
hrneaB
G&rendoJl
Kirb7 Beller
LalUlde

Beds.
Bucks.
Devon
Glouc.
Hereford
Hunts.
Kent
Lanc.
Leie.

at.

Linc.

Jla17

Ulverscroft
Aile.haa
Greenfield
Hagnab7
Drltb7
Sixb.i11
Spaldiq
Stamford, st. Miohaells
SWineaherd

Bortolk.
llorthanta

1. savine,

Langle7

Ashbl
st. Andrews
St. James
Bulb,.
OPe

L

8

10
11
1
45
32

0
0
16
0
9

14:2

1
13

o

d

o
2

o
o
3

a

8

20

16

8

33
26
5

6
18
0

104

15

"o

44

"I

14
41
18
9
12

0
0
0
6
0
13

32

0

19
26

0
13

50
9
46
20

0
14

a

7
8

4

31
17
13

6
0
10

133

6

113

4

8
8

o
o
o
a

o

o
o
6
4

7

o
8
o

o
8

cit., pp. 81, 148, 166, lSi, 1i6.

Botts.

()%OD.

Salop
Somerset

Staff.
Suffon
Sussex

Warw.
Westm.

Lenton
IIewatead
hifor4
She 1 for'
Thurgarton
Welbeck
Worksop
!hame
Wroxton
Bu1ldwaa
Haghmon4
L111eshall
Wom'hridge
A'the1n8,.
:Barlinch
Bnton
1I1nchin !ockland
Dchelne;y
Taunton
Worspring
Croxden
D1eulacre8
Ronceatar
Bury st. Edmunds
Bedlingfieli
Woodbridge
Battle
10. che lhaa
Bo bertebri dg.
Shubreda
T ort1ngton
Warwick
Worxall
Shappe

:L
20

50

s

d

6

8

lS
19

16

"

30

2
0

3
0

1'1

8

26

20
9

3

10
20

19
16
6

»
5

10
6
8

16
24
36
8
22

25
1'1

8
20
25

2'1
25
8

26
22
16

13

8
8

2

3

3

9
19
0

4
8
4
0
4

1
lS
17
11

0
9

0

0

l'

8
0
9

6

11
3

16
18
16

0
8

6

13

0
4

6

0

0
0

11

3
0
0

'1
0
'1

0

0
0
0
8
0
0
0
8

!,Ih. most iq>ortant part of monastic property and
that whieh yielded the most income was the land held as
tenancieB.

!he rent from this land was paid in money

and labour, or in the performance of certain dutiea,
according to the amount of land held.
and Cuatumaria of

G1astonbu~

Yrom the Bentalia

examples can be found of

the different types of payments that the tenants had.

.
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cotter with five acres of arable land paid "
l8S8 1 farthing for rent, and five hens a8 'kirks.t'
if he were married. )'rom Michelmas to ndsummer
he was bound to do three days labour a week of fal'Dl
work on the monastic lands, such as toiling on the
fallows, winnowing corn, hedging, ditching, and
f.noi~.
During the rest of the year, that i8, iB
the harT_st time. he had to do five days work on
the farm, and could be called upon to lend a hand
in any kind of occupation, except loading and
oarting. Like the farmers he hael his allowanoe of
one sheaf of corn for each acre he reaped, and a
'laveroc' or as BDlch grass &II he could gather on
his hook for every acre he mowed. Besides thi.
general work he had to bear his sh~re in lookina
after the vineyead at Glastonbury.l
~

t

Another example i8 given of a smaller tenant.
oertain Alice • • • had one-half an acre field for
which she had to bring water to the reapers at their
~~

harvest and sharpen their siokles for them. "2
other hand, there were tenant 8
rents.

Dame Petronella

o~

who

On the

paid rather high

Grace Dieu kept an aceount

book for the years 1414-1418, in Which she recorded the
rent from a farm at Belton as L2l l'a 9d: " • • • this
being the largest item in the receipt., and indeed a very
large item in those days from any farm rent. n3
The monastic tenants were apparently well treated
by their landlords.

Reoords have been found of "common

meala" which were prepared for the tenants when they

1. Gssquet, MOnastic Lite, p. 197.
2. Ibid., p. 198.
3. Ibid., p. 161.

-
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worked on the common land and provision was made for
a oommon Christmas meal and entertainment shared together
in the great hall.

"!hey [the tenants] furnished the

great Yule-log to burn at the dinner and each one brought
his dish and mug, with a napkiJl 'if he wanted to eat off
a cloth'; and still more curiously, his own contribution
of firewood that his portion of food might be proper17
cooked. ,,1
Whenever the tenants were required to work over
the time allotted them for their

landlord~

work, at

tasks Buch as harvesting, shearing, etc. they were paid
extra.

In Dame Petronella's accounts, the fellowing

examples can be found where tenanta have been reward.e4
fer extra services that they have performed:
In the lambing season, for instance, Henry, the
shepherd, was given 2d 'for hie good service and
care of the sheep', and John Stapulford received
the same SUlll • for looking after the lamba before
their weaning' , whilst John Warren for 'fo14hurdling' was rewarded with Is; and to take another
instance of a somewhat different kind, the convent
bailiff at Kirby, one Riohard :Marston, was given a
puree, aa a sign that the nuns appreCiated bis oare
of their property. One chance entry shows that
when the sheep were being sheared, the labourers
were given extra meat for their meals, Since Dame
Petronella'gives 16d for a calf to feed the.
specially. on 8 day when evidently she and her
sister in religion were eating fish in the convent
refectory.2

1. f$I!.,

-

p.

195.

2. Ibid., p. 172.
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Gasquet, after citing such cases, refer. to
them thus: " ••• numerous instances of the kindl7
consideration extended to their tenants by the monastic
proprietors, and the relation which existed between
them was in reality more that of a rent-charger than
of absolute owners.- l
Al though the monks were not supposed to engage

in business enterprises they had certain activities on
their estates for the benefit of their tenants from
which they reeeived a certain income.

They were not

actively engaged in industry and in most cases the
inoome from this source was amall.

In the Commissioners'

report, mention i8 made of tanneries, tileries, mills,
and bakeries.

uA bakery is mentioned in the monaster,r

of St. Neots, Hunte; it i8 called & 'general' bSker.y and
it is possible that it was an ancient seigniorial oven.
Tileries were owned by the monastery of st. Augustine,
canterbury; Christchurch, Canterbury; and Battle. w!
However, the monasteries had quite a number of mill.,
especially corn mills, from which they
siderable amount of money.
the income from mills was

recei~ed

a

con-

It has been estimated that

2t

per cent of the gross

1. IbId•• p. 266. The ecclesiastical iandlords
cannot be given all the credit in this regard, for similar
customs were followed by some of the lay landlords.
2. savin.,

OPe

cit., p. 126.

temporal inoome.

1

FolloW1ng are some examples of the

income from the milla as compared to the gross temporal
income:!
War don

(a) L410 138 4icl
(b)
3'1 13. 44

li1l1ing iJl
Kent
st. Neots,
Hunts.

Rufford,
Nott ••

gross temporal income
income from milla

( a) L196 . Os 10td
19 1'18 44

(b)

(a) L192 138 11id
(b)
24 3s 8d

Ca) L166 13s 4rd
(b)

31

Pol1esworth,(a) L 60
Wsr..
(b)
10

68 84

9.
68

Od

8d

From sixty monasteries: 3
Gross temporal income ---------------- L 23,000
Total income from m1l1s of 60
monasteries ----------------------.- L
619 28 04
Revenue from milla ------ 2~ of gross temporal income
Another BOurce of monastio income, and one of the
most interesting phases of monastic life was the granting
of corrodies.

There were two types of corrodies granted.

The first type might be called an annuity plan or a
provision against old age.

It was used by the monasteries

whenever a religious house was hard pressed and in neecl
Of ready cash.

If' a man wanted to make certain that he

and his wife were provided for in their old age, he woulcl
p. 127.
2. Ibid., p. 127.
3. Ibid., pp. 126, 127.

1. Ibid.,

-

pay to a monastery a lump Bum of money.

In return the

monastery guaranteed to make certain provisions

~or

this person after he retired from active lire.

TheBe

corrodians were

re~erred

to aa pensioners.

Records have been found of man, interesting
casea where oorrodies were granted.

At Thetford, in

return for the payment to the con'Yent of 130 marks, a
certain Dr. Bobys was to receive annually for the reat
of his life five marks, the use of a stable for two
horses, a house to store hay, two rooms for himself,
and

the use of the monastery's garden.

~he

dootor had

it arranged so that if the con'Yent defaulted and he
did not reoeive hiS annual five marks, he had distraining power on any two of the convent's manors. l A
similar oase was found at st. Swithun'., Winchester.
wA pensioner paid 50 marks for certain all avances of

food and clothing, and bound himself to give the convent
the benefit of his services as physioian. n2

Mr. and Mrs. Mitohell at Ford Abbey were to have
yearly 8 marks (L 150 nowadays), a house and garden,
bread and ale from the monastery bakehouse and brewhouse (far better than they could have got at an inn)
and a· pottage of fish or flesh 'as much as two of
the monk. of the monasterie receive.'S

1. paimer,

OPt

oli.,

p.

18.

2. capes, Ope Cit., p. 293.

Z. Baskerville, op. ci\., p. 66.

.. ..

In the CompotuB Rolls of st. SWithun's priory,
Winchester, seTeral CSBes of pensioners are mentioned.
~he

first mention of a corrody seems to be in the

Hordarian's Rolls 1327-1334.
The convent granted William of Lill.boune in
Normandy a Corrody of L10 in money, & Robe (lO
ella of cloth), 2 furs and 2 capes of Budge, Z
loads of hay, 2 of stra.... 3 quarter of oats, and
2 oartloads of brushwood, in return for a Messuage,
etc, at Drayton in Barton Stacey parish, a 'Gurges'
or fishpool on the riTer. 3 acres of meadowland,
s pasture, a small 'plaoe' or piece of open land,
and a virgate of land in Drayton. In retum IDf
lord William enjoyed the above rent for the rest
of his life, that is. for about eight years. l
Another esse is cited from the Cathedral Reoords,

No. 14'1:
In 1330 Alexander Heriard the prior granted
Richard Beoke a Corrody of one conventual loaf,
and one pot of conventual beer daily, in ret~rn
for L50 ste~llng paid down to the monaater,r.

Prior Alexander Heriard in 1343 on receipt
of L60 bound himself to Andrew H811fOde and Alice,
wife of Ralph Russel, proudsing to give Andrew &
robe with fur or 208., and to Alice and ber Bon
John one 'Miohe' loaf and one white loaf, called
'Whitohin', and one 'just' or pot of Convent beer
daily for her life-time. 3
!he following examples of corrodie. are found
in the Yorkshire Suppression Papers:

1. G. I.

Prioq, p. 169.

-

!I~chent comEo~u8

2. Ibid •• p. 159.
3. Ibid., p. 162.

RollS of

S~.

!iithun's

6'1

Arthington -- Benedictine or Cluniac llunne17
payment of aDnuities of 268. Sd. to Leonard
Bekwith, Eaq., 20s. to John Riddlall. and 268. 8d.
to Bobert Arthington and hi. brother Lawrence,
with pensiona to the nuna, and With 33s. 4d. to
Margaret Wormewell for a corrodJ. (Ministers'
Accounts, 46,,)1
Charter House -- carthusian prior,v
I

40s. to John SWyfte for a corrodJ.
Accounts, 4644)2

(»inisters'

Randal_ or Grendal. -- BeneAletine Bunner7
Annui ty of .wa. to !rho-s Henryson, Chaplain.
(Mlnisters' Accounts, 4644)Z
Q1d Melton -- Gilbertine priory

La 19a. Sd. for corrodi.. to William Gascoigne
and .ignes his wife, fholl8.s Borman and Agne8 his
wife. (Mlnisters' Accounts, 4644)4
fhickhead -- Benedictine Bunnery
53a. 4d. for a corrody to Henry Wilkv.naon,
Chaplain. (Ministers' Acoounts, 4644)6--

-

Wilberfoss -- Benedictine Abbey
56s. for a corrody to Edlard Har1ynge, Chaplain.
(Ministers' Accounts, 464"

1. Clay,

,2R.

eli., p.

2. Ibid •• p. 120.
3. Ibid., p. 121.

-

4. Ibid. , p. 132.
5. Ibid. , p. 161.
6. lbid., p. 16'1.

DI.
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y,ddingh&!l -- Benedictine Bunner,'
33a. for corrodiea to John Pykerings and
Agnea his wife, Richard Dobson and Kaud his wife.
(Ylnistere' Accounta, 4644)1
~he

second type of oorrody was that which the

King or other patrons of monasteries were entitled to
grant, and it was given as

8

reward to a faithful

servant who was no longer able to work.

The patron

felt free to send &n7 old retainer there with orders for
the monastery to take care of him.

When one died, there

was always another sent in his place, so that the
monasteries usually had one of the king's servants to
take care of.

Nowadays retired generals and admirals, civil
servants and the like, draw their pensions and live
where they will. In 'the lliddle Ages it was far
less expensive to Bend them to a monaatery, there
to receive maintenance, food, clothing, aboe leather,
firewood, and a chamber within the enclosure of the
abbey for their residence. Each monastery was
bound to keep one or two of these old gentlemen.
They must have been a great nuisance.!
fhis practice brought no profit whatever to the house,
but was instead a burden to it.
then a patron made demands of a monastery, they
could not easily be refused.

However, When corrodie.

were asked for the servants of bishops or noblemen to
whom the monks felt no obligation, the requesta were

t. Xb!d.,

p.

111.

2. Baskerville, OR. Cit., p. 65.
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often rejected.

Such was the case in the following

instance:
Bishop of Lichfi.1d demanded a oorrody for
his cook, but Peckham would not let the prior of
Tutsbury in Staffordshire consent to it. Even
the high-minded Grandisson of Exeter made the
same demand at Launcester for hi. own servant. 1
It bas been found that in most cases the monks
were the losers in the transaction of granting corrodies,
for they were forced to pledge the resourceS of the
future to raise slll811 sums for the present, whioh were
not always spent to the best advantages.

This practice

not only brought ruinous results financially to many
houses, but a180 wrecked the routine of the Inmates
dally 11vea.

Especially, in the smaller houses the

presence of a few boarders, with their tastes for fine
and luxurious things, their stories of the outSide
world, their amusements, etc. upset the ascetic life
of the monks.

Ralph of Shrewsbury t Bishop of Bath and

Wells was shocked at the "fine beds and costly vessels"
that the pensioners at Kuchelney required. 2 Wben the
bishops made their visitation they insisted that the
practice of granting corrodies should be stopped.!
'rom all that has been said it can e8sily be

1. capes, 0E. cIt., p. 291.
2. Ibid., p. 293.

-

3. Ibid., p. 293.
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realised that monastio property and possession8 in
England Shortly before the dissolution were far-reaching
and would stand out as a very tempting and rich prize
for &n7one who might dare to dream of gaining oontrol
of them.

The

annual revenue of' the eight hundred

Engli8h houses would be a nice little
king'. treasury.

SUIll

to add to any

!Wo different estimates have been

made comparing the national income from land with that
of the monasteries in the sixteenth century.

pamphlet of 1717:1
National inoome from land ---------20 millions
Income from monastic lands --------1' millions
BaSmith: 2
lational income from land ---------20 millions
Inoome from monastic lands -------- 2 millions
Unfortunately we do not have the total national
income for the year 1535 and are therefore unable to
compare the total monastic income With it.

However,

there,,8re several reliable estimates of the total
monastic income for that year:
I. Gross revenue from all Church
propert7 -------.------------ L 320,280 lOs.
Revenue from the monasteries ---- L 150.000 or
200,0003

1. !avu.,

-

op.

cIt.,

p.

81.

2. Ibid., pp. 82-83.
3. Constant,

Ope

cit., p. 148.
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II. Net inoome of the

monasteries ---------- L 136,361 128.
III. Annual. monastic income--- L 200,000 2

IV. J.rmual monastic incoma-... - L 1'11,312

48.

8d. 1

3d. 3

lOst historians take the most liberal figure,
that of L 200,000 as the annual. income of the monastio
houses.

Lord Herbert has ventured to suggest: "The

monastic income amounted to one-fourth or one-third of
the national income."'

Not knoWing the exact amount of

the national inoome it is hard to tell whether this
calculation is trustworthy or not.

However, assuming

that L 200,000 a year was the income of the eight
hundred houses in England, regardless of what the
national inoome might have been, this sum serves to
show the weal th tba thad acoumulated in the handa of
thia oloistered group through the centuries of England-.
histor,.
fhuB on the eve of the dissolution there were
eight hundred or more monastio houses in England, each
possessing its own lande, its own wealth, its own power
and prestige, and its own influence both in th& district

1. Savlne,

°E·

eli., p. 100.

2. Gasquet, EnSliBh Monasteries, p. 38'1.

S. lbid., p. 387.

4. Savine,

°E·

cit., p. 87.
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in which it was located and throughout the nation a8
well.

TheBe eight hundred houses owned from one-third

to one-fourth of the landed property in the nation,
shared an annual income of at least L 200,000, not
oounting the rioh possessions they had suoh as vestments,
gold and silver plate, ornament., etc.

"All told the

monastic property must have been worth some L 50,000,000
of our money."l

They were undoubtedly a very powerful

group within this rising modern state.

It is not diffi-

cul t, therefore, to understand how a king "who ruled as
well as reigned lt might ha.,e dreamed of how he might
strengthen his rule without this religious force within
the nation and of the added power, riches, and lands
which would be hia, thereby making him "the richest
king in Christendom" if only he dared to
come true.

I. Constant,

OPe

01t.,

p.

148.

make

his dreams

CBAPTER IV
IlfDRfERDClI8 IN MOUSTI C LID

CHAPTER IV

INTERPERENCES IN MONASTIC LIII
In spite of the fact that the monasteries
possessed great wealth, mnch land, and had extensive
influence throughout the countryside, they were not
always free t'o rule their domains

8S

they pleased.

They were theoretically free institutions. but aetual17
many people claimed the right ,to interfere in their

clOistered life.

The peaceful Bolitude inSide m&n7

cloistered walls was shattered by the worlcUy clamor
of "outsiders" who professed a right to medale in their
affairs.
This "right to mecldle" dated from years past and
most monasieries resented it.

In some cases the inter-

ference in monaatic life was neeessary, in others the
monasteries would have prospered more had they been
left to manage their own affairs.

Whether this inter-

ference was beneficial or not, it is necessary to
remember that the 8ixteenth century monastery was not
the secluded place it was supposed to be.

Many people

claimed the right to dictate the poliCies of the
religious houses and to select their own candidates to
fill vacancies.

This outside interference must have

had Bome infiuence on moDastic life, probably causing
more harm than goo d.
63
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There were two different types of interference
in monastic life, lay and eoclesiastical.

The first

to be considered are the different kinds of lay interference that the religious had to tolerate and which at
times must have proved very trying to them.

The

founder or patron of a monastery wes the most important
of the lay group who interfere'.

!he founder of a

religious house took upon himself certain obligations
which he was supposed to fulfill.

In 1373 John of

Gaunt, Dnlte of Lanoaster, wrote:
'I am bound -- aa advocate of the house of holy
religion of the nuns of Nuneaton to give succour
and help to the said nuns, and their gooda and
chattels, that they may serve God in peace and
quiet according to their foundation and the rule
of their religion.' protection, however, entailed
right of interference. l
The original founder of a religious house transmitted
to his descendant s, who thereafter were known
patrons, the same rights

8S

a8

he himself had shared.

If

the members of' a founder's family died out, the right
of patronage was not allowed to stop.

It could be

transferred from one family to another as a grant from
the Crown, or it might even be sold. 2 Therefore, death
did not promise the removal of this source of lay interference, it endured for generations, in fact as long as

1. Basiervil!e,

Ope

cit., p. 46.

2. A. Esquiros, Religious Life in England, p. 14.
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the monasteries themselvea.
It would be unfair to say that the monaster,r
received no benefits from the patron, except hi.
promised protection.

There were certain thing. tbat

a patron could do for the house whose patronage he
enjoyed, such

88

aiding the religious to get around

the mrtmain laws and thus increase the size of their
estate., or to hasten the transaction of their busineBs
through the courts. l The patron alBo looked after the
financial interest of the monastery.

Whenever the

chance presented itself, the patron was oertain to
use what influenoe he had at court to fUrther the
inter.sts of hie house.
Whatever services the patrone did perform for
theIr houaea they expeoted some remuneration in return.
Oftentimes the payments were greater than the services
rendered. frequently
houaea.

pro~ng

a burden to the amaller

One service that the patron expected from the

oloister was that of hospitality.

IVery monastery had

a lodging especially for the founder, where he and his
family might come and stay for long periods at a time.
It is not certain whether all monasteries allowed the
women of the patron I s family to visit with them, but

1. lasiervll1e t .!E.!. oi'E., p. 47.
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cases have been found where the ladies were permitted
to stay at some house8.
The Archbishop of York allowed the patron'. wife
to stop one night and one night only at Bewburgh
priory. On the other hand the Duke of Suffolk and
his wife, Queen ~r.J. sister to Henry TIll -- seem
to haTe spent weeks at a time in the great
Augustinian house of Butler near Ipswich. !he
Que.n used to haTe picnic suppers in the canons'
garden daring the bot weather. l
Theae extended visits were undoubtedly a great expense
to the house.

"The great Cluniac priory of fhetford was

reported in 1279 a8 being crippled by the residence there
of the advocate (the Earl of Norfolk's brother) who cost
the house more than the whole prior and convent.· S
Beaide. the right of hospitality, the patrons
expected other services from the monks.

While alive

they bad the first claim to the prayers of the religious,

ani required prayers said not only for themselves, but
al80

for their deoeased ancestors.

After death they had

the right of burial in the choir of the church, plus the
saying of more prayers for their departed soul.

Moreover,

if a patron felt that all was not as it should be within
hie house, he oould demand a Visitation, and have superiors
removed from offioe.

·'The Earl of Maroh', wrote Bishop

Spofford of Hereford to the canons of Chlrbury in 1423,

1. Ibid.,

p.

it.

2. Ibid., p. 51.
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'oomplaina, as patron and founder, that his priory i.
in • state of collapse.

M1 duties force me to get the

present prior out and have another elected.,"l

If the

patron was a consoientious leader, really interested in
the welfare of hiB charge, then this power to demand a
visitation was a good weapon for him to have.

However,

in many cases this right of patronage was used for
selfish ends rather than beneficial onea.

Superiors

oould be worried into reSignation if the patron wanted
them removed from offiee so he might put one of his
favorite. in their plaea.
!he monks were scaroely ever allowed to forget
their founder. especially when a vacancy oocurred in
the monastic ranks.

Before the place could be filled

the permission of the patron bad to be .eoured.

It was

always almost certain that the election had Deen -fixed"
beforehand, as the patron usually had some preference
in the affair.

Such was the case of Lord Dacre when he

wrote to the prior of Lanercost in Cumberland.
'.As I am your founder', he wrote to the cOJlvent,
'and bound in oonscience to see to your welfare and
give unto you mw faithful cOURsel, please go to the
ohapter house and elect a sub~prior to look after
the internal affairs of the house. What about
Canon Richard Halton? I know that he has some
obstinacy, but by the help of the Holy Ghost he is
Virtuously reduced of his own good mind and ID7

1. fbid.,

p.

51.
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singular pleasure, oontent and consolation. In
., opinion you would do well to eleot him. I am
your founder, and as far as in me is, assent to
his election. you had, therefore, better 8leot
him without any obstinacy or grudge 8S you intend
to pleaae me.' There was not much doubt about the
meaning of this letter and, considering that the
priory waa almost at the gates of Lord Daore's
oastle at Naworth, it is soaroely to be supposed 1
that the canons withstood their founder's wishes.
When a vacancy occurred at Croxton Abbey in
Leioestershire the founder immediately took advantage
of the situation.
Lord Berkely who was founder of the premonstratensian abbey at Croxton in Leioestershire, took the
extreme course of occupying the abbey the day
before the eleotion in 1534 and telling the abbot
elect that unless he will pay L500 fLIO,OOO to
15,0002 ) another abbot would be elected at the
patron's pleasure. 3
~e

daily routine of monastic life

W8S

interrupted

by still another group besides the patrons, namely the
oorrodians.

Although they had no power to interfere in

the affaire of the house, such as the patron had, the7
were ·outsiders" who were used to living in a different
atmosphere, baVing different tastes, amusements,
possession, ete. than the "regular" clergy.

Some of the

older pensioners MUst have been terribly boring, if not
annoying while others, with their expensive ideas and

1. Ibid.,

p. 61.
2. RquiTalent in 1937.

3. Baskerville,

0E.

oit., p. 53.
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fascinating stories of the world outside, probably
created an air of unrest and discontent within the
clOister.

~he

discipline problem was much harder for

superiors who had these pensioners to contend with.
The

secluded life was not

88

it should have been when

these "boarders" were permitted within the monks' home.
~he

third source of lay interference in monastic

life was the Crown.

~he

king remained the most power-

ful patron in the land, many being the houses of which
he was founder.

Besides interfering in the life of the

religious in the ways in which the other patrons did,
the king kept "hisB abbots busily engaged transacting
his business, while their own suffered from neglect.
Numerous jobs were found for them, duties such as
magistrates, commissioners of the peace, colleotors of
revenue, surveyors of royal estates and forests, ant
game-keepers. l In fact, they proved to be such
remarkable game-keepers for the king that when a
vacancy occured at the wealthy Beaulieu Abbey in 1533,
Sir William

Fit~illiam

recommended the abbot of

Waverly for the pOSition because he had been a very
prOficient keeper of the king's game.!
Like all other patrons the king also meddled

1. Ibid.,

-

p. " .

2. Ibid., p. 69.
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in the election of the abbots and priors.
~ered

He inter-

even more than others Since there were so many

houses of royal patronage.

It was the usual prooedure

for this right of interferenoe to be in charge of the
king's chief minister, at least such was the oase
during the reign of Henr;y VIII.

And it might also be

mentioned in passing that the chief minister did not
consider himself too good to stoop to bribery in affairs
of this nature.

!here are numerous cases Where the

minister, especially Wolsey and Cromwell, was personall7
enriched by the promotion of a certain candidate.
'We have elected John Bradley as abbot', wrote
the convent of Milton, Dorset, to Wolsey, 'in
accordance with your letters.' 'Letters' of this
kind were not to be disregarded. The only stipulation that the monks ever seemed to make was that
the Crown should appoint one of their own number
and Dot a stranger. But even so they never seem
to have refused to elect the royal nominee &n7
more than the Chapter of Wells in 1526 'on reeept
of the Cardinal's letters,' refused to elect one
~homas Wynter as Dean at the next vacanoy.
The
vacancy occured in the follOWing year, and the new
Dean was Thomas Wynter. Now Thomas W1'Dter happened
to be the Cardinal's son, a boy in his teens.~
fhe women of sixteenth century England were not
to be outdone.
it

Many wealthy, influential ladies saw to

that they had their chance to meddle also, and some

of the worst trouble that the monasteries had was caused
by the interference of these ladies.

-

1. Ibid.,

p.

71.

They were especially
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active in the capacity of appointing abbots and priors
and the records of many houses show that superiors
were oftentimes elected through the influence of some
prominent woman.

'ollowing are examples of two sucll

cases:
June 14, 1426. London. He (biShoi7 instituted
Sir Thomas Hardy, chaplain, as rector of the parish
church of Bralley, vaoant by tbe reSignation of
Sir Simon Belton; at the presentation of the lady
Joan de Beauchamp, lady of Bergevenny.l
July 18, 1428. London. He instituted Sir John
Bow1egh, chaplain, as rector of the parish ohurch
of M)sterton; at the presentation of Anne, countess
of Devon.!
.inne Boleyn and her sister, Lady Jl8ry carey,

were always interfering in monastic affairs.

This was

not done for the 80le purpose of placing a favorite in
office; they usually were benefitted financially; for
instance, Lady Mary carey received an annuity of one
hundred marks a year from Tynemonth priory because she
was influential in getting a certain Stonywell elected
as prior.

But in April, 1537 Prior Blakeney, the

successor of prior Stonywell, wrote to Cromwell:
'. • • the lady can now demand no such annui ty t as
she can do no great good for me and my house.' In
other words she had now no influence, since her
sister, Anne the Queen, had by now lost her head. 3

1. T.

s.

Ro!mes, l\egie,er of ~o@ §ta;~or~, p. 30.

2. Ibid., p. 62.

3. Baskerville, 0E. cit., p. 67.
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In oases where the patron of a monastery was
a lady and her wishes were not obeyed in matters of
election, revenge was swift and certain.
case of the Countess of Oxford.

Such was the

Unbeknowst to the la47,

one of her favorites was removed from otfice by the
Biahop of London in lZ95 and a new officer installed
in his place.

When the Countess learned of what had

happened 8he took immediate action.
Direct17 she heard of the proceedings, she flew
into a violent ra~et collected a party of armed men.
broke into the pr10ry by night and carried off the
intruding prior, clad only in his pyjamas (or
whatever answered to them in those d~B), ahut hi.
up in her private jail and only relea8ed him after
he had sworn by the R08t to trouble her no further.
The lady won the oase.l
The other type of interference under which the
monasteries languished was ecclesiastioal interference.
Various ecclesiastical personages had authority over
the houses and could meddle in their affairs if the7 so
desired.

The bishop of a dlocese had charge of seeing

that the discipline of the houses was in order.

In

oase the office of bishop was vacant, then the archbishop carried out the duties until the place oould be
filled again.

Besides the bishop and archbishop, a

papal legate such as Wo18ey, or a royal viSitor as
Thomas Cromwell could pry into the monka' affairs. 2

1. IbId., p. 53.
2. Ibid., p. 73.
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These visitations were the interruption which the
meDia dreaded most.

Visitations were supposed to be

held at least onoe every three years.

Although the

bishop possessed this power he was very restrained in
the work that he could do.

lor instanoe, he oould not

visit the Cluniao. carthusian, Cisteroian, premonstratensian, Gilbertine, J'ranoiscan, Dominican, Augustinian,
Carmelite, and the greater Benedictine houses.

Thes8

bodiee enjoyed freedom of episoopal jurisdiction, while
those who were foroed to submit to it were oontinuallJ
oausing trouble, either trying to exempt themselves,
or refusing to admit the visitors when they did come.
~or

example, the dispute between Hilary. bishop of

Chickester and Walter. abbot of Battle abbey was due
to the abbot's attempt to escape visitation.
The abbot pleaded exemptioD from the jurisdiction
of the biahop, by virtue of the oharter granted b7
William the first, their founder: and this dispute
being brought before the king. the abbot'S pretenoes
falling in with the interest of the prerogative,
Stephen, who was inoensed at the conduct of the
bishops towards him, declared the abbey a royal
chapel. and took it under his own immediate oare.
This dispute Bucoeeding in this manner, the religiOUS
began everywhere to find out pretences to exempt
themselves from the jurisdiction of their bishops;
more especially the ancient ebbeya. l
Bishop Grosseteste thought that it was a bishop'S
duty to visit every house in his diocese.
1. Warner,

OR. oit., p.

338.

The religious

had different views on the question.

Because

Gross.t.ate continued to feel it his duty to carryon
the visitations, he began a 8ix yeare' feud with his
own house besides involving himself in quarrela with
numerous other monastic houses. l
monks resented the bishop'S right to visit

~he

them so intensely that they seized upon any pretense
to exempt themselves.

Twenty-two years before Bothe

became Bishop of Hereford, he worked as commissar,v of
BiBhop Smwthe of Lincoln.
prepared to visit

8

In the year 1500 the bishop

religious house in his diocese, but

was delayed by urgent bUSiness of state.

However, he

sent Bothe on ahead with orders to start the visitation
for him.

fhe house, claiming that only the biShop him-

self, and not his commissary, had the right to visit
them, refUsed Bothe admittance and he was foroed to
withdraw. 2
Even after a bishop had made his visitation and
attempted to correct some of the abuses that he foun4
in the monastery. the monks would again try to show
their deSire for independence.

fhe biShop might order

that certain things be done after his visit, but many

1.

~at\ereont OPe

eli., p. lSS.

2. A. T. Bannister, Register of Charles Bothe,
p. v, footnote 1.
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times he had to invoke the help of the king's minister,
or of the Crown itself, before his orders were obeyed.
When the Bishop of London visited Spalding priory he
encountered this trouble.

He found that the prior was

too easy-going and that the house was becoming notorious
for its laCk of discipline.

He wished to replace the

prior by a stern disciplinarian whom the monks feared.
The prior and the monks had other ideas.

Whereupon,

the bishop was foroed to write to Wolsey for help.

all

oan't get the Prior of Spalding to reSign,' wrote the
Bishop of London to Wolsey, 'though all legal means
have been tried.,·l
There were some oases where the bishops were too
occupied with matters of state to get around to supervising the monasteries.

Henry VIII, like his father

before him, believed in having the bishops attend to
muoh of the state's business, thereby getting their
)

work done at the Church's expense.
Whilst many of the bishops and other ecolesiastics
were thus continually occupied in civil bUSiness,
it was impossible that the people at large could
really regard them a8 the actual pastors of their
souls, responSible for each of them. 2
fhus, few hours were left for the religious to attend
to their affairs and almost no time for viSitations.

I. !asiervlfle, 02. cit., p. 71.
p. 51.

2. F. A. Gasquet, England Under the Old Reli6ion,
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In case a bishop continually neglected the houses in
his diooese, the patron or neighbors could. and did.
often petition the king for

8

visitation.

usually

before this step was nece8sary the archbishop had
intervened and taken charge of the neglected affairs.
fhis was done in the case of Richard Nix, the Bishop
of Norwioh.

-fhe bishop's diooe8e was now in suoh

disorder that the archbishop instituted a visitation
of that see. nl
The monastic houses, therefore, were not left
entire17 to their own but were subject to m&n7 interruptions in their affairs.

Of the two interferences.

it seems that that of the ecolesiastics can be more
justified than that of the laymen.

fhe lay interference

waa more of a selfish nature, where the founders, patrons,
nobles, Crown, eto. interrupted not
benefit of the houses,
)

diaement.

8S
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mnch for the

for their own personal aggran-

On the other hand, the ecclesiastical inter-

ferenoe was not so mercenary and far less personal.

If

this supervision could have been carried on by the right
Bort of men, free to attend only to religious affairs,
it seems that it would have been a good thing for the
monasteries.

It would have served as a restraining

1. J. StIPe, KemorIa1s

0' tKomas Cranmer, Vol. I,
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influence on the monk. who were tempted to break their
vaws.

Eecause of these people who had the right to

meddle in their life, the monks may have made mistakes,
which left to themeelve. they would not have made; for
example, these diffioulties were evident when the
patrons were permitted to "elect" those whom the7
desired for superior positions.

Many superiors, thus

elected, were not competent enough for the post which
they were to fill; whereas had the choice of superiors
been left to the devout monks they probably could have
chosen a more capable leader.
Kany times we are prone to judge too quiokly and

too rashly those who oannot defend themselves.

Often

We plaoe the guilt on those who were present at the
Bcene of the orime rather than trouble ourselves to look
eleewhere for possible suspects.

Could it be that the

primary cause of some of the faults that we lay at the
)

feet of the monks and nuns m1ght more justly be plaoed
at those of these "outsiders" who took it upon themselves to tell the religious how to "run" their cloistered
life?

BREAXDon OF ]l)BASTle IDEALS AID PRACTICES
BEFORE THE Dl S8OLUTIOI

)

ClUPTER V
BREAKDOWN OF MOBASTIC IDEALS A.ND PRACTICES

BEFORE THE DISSOLUTIOI

In the early days of monastioism certain rules
and ideals were set up by which those who ohose this
mode of life were to live.

These aims were oonstantly

kept before their attention and they streTe to measure
up to the standards established for them by their pious
forefathers.

These silent, cloaked figures hurried

about their work with an admirable zeal, never losing
sight of the ends to which they had dedicated their
live8.

This life of theirs was Simple, exceedingly so

compared to that led by those who followed them many
centurie slater.
In the beginning the monks had no property,
possessions, or riches.

They owned little of this

world's goods. and wi th what they had they were con)

tented.

It was easier for them than for their fellowmen

to live closer to God, for they had no worldly treasures
or intereste to distract their devotion.

Their habits,

homes, food, clothing Were poor and Simple, and
were able to live up to their ideals.

As the years

passed and as the enrollment in the monastic

ar~

creased, the very nature of that life changed.
slowly

evolved~from

they

80

in-

It

the Simple, crude routine of the
'18
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early days, to the wealthy, highly organized structures
which covered the land on the eve of the dissolution.
One might gather from the ti tle of this chapter
that the following pages are filled with the condemnation
of all cloistered groups as idle, lazy, immoral persons,
unworthy of the name religious.
the ease.

Such, however, i8 not

All were not deserTing of the fate Which

befell them in the 1630 l s, but some were.

In this

chapter attempts shall be made to point out the instances
where monastic life was slipping; but it must be
remembered that there were many exceptions to all the
cases of laxness.

All moDlts and nuns could not be

charged with neglect of their

TOWS,

all could not be

aocused of immorality, but because a portion refused to
live up to certain standards, all were made to sutfer.
Some historians try to excuse those erring monks by
)

saying that they were not super-beings, but mere humans
and thus were liable to submit to earthly temptations.
That is true enough, but it must also be remembered that
the secluded, religious ones had pledged themselves to
be a little better than their fellowmen, to live on a
higher plain than that inhabited by the rest of worldly
mankind.

Since they pledged themselves to higher ideals

and to a nobler life, more was expected of them.
However many religious might have been immoral,
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it is impossible to calculate the number that did not
fall into this category.

Writers of history and

literature always seem more than anxious to call to
their readers' attention the many instances of di80bedience, neglect and soanda1; whereas the courageous,
u8efu1 lives of others pass unheralded by the chroniclers.

Condemnation is so cheap; praise is so dear.

The sensational scandals in the cloistered places were
publicized far and wide. but how many ecclesiastical
recorda list the number of obedient, truly penant
religious souls who were living during the same age'
Thus the difficulty confronting the historian is the
impossibility of forming any reliable estimate of the
peroent of re1igiou8 who really justified the layman's
belief in them.

the foundations of all monastic life were laid
deep in what we might oal1 the four pillars of monasti)

cism, that is labor, ohastity, seclusion, and the
possession of no property.

When some monks began to

di8regard these vital obligations, they were dooming
their order to destruction, whether in 1b37 or in 1626
only circumstances could tell.

One of the first· vow.

that a man or woman took upon entering a religious life
was that of relinquishing all property and possessions
and promising not to acquire more.
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St. Francis comDdssioned his followera thus:
B'I oommand positively', he

8ai~

'all

~

brethren that

they reoeive no money in any way, directly or indireotly;
that they acquire no property, no house, no place.
nothing whatever. lnl Ere many deoades had slipped past,
the friars, following the precedents established for
them by the monks, laid up for themselves and their
houses earthly treasures.

originally the friars were

nomads who travelled about rendering services wherever
they might do good.

~hey

bad no clOisters, nor

possessed any worldly goods.

Whereas the monks, on

the other hand, had always lived settled lives within
the monasteries.

However, by the fifteenth centur,r

little distinction could be made between the two groups.
There is little doubt that the cxoisters of England
were wealthy establishments.
)

What better proof do .e

have of this than the fact that their wealth and
possessions were so extensive that they attracted the
attention of the king and made even him desirous of
making them his own?

One visitor in 1638 thus described the wealth
and splendour of the Abbey of Glastonbury:

'A house meet for the king's majesty and no man
elae -- great, goodly, and so princely as we have

i. !eekett,

Op. cit., p. ~8.
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not Been the like. There are four parks adjoining, the furthermost of them but four miles froll
the house, well stooked with great pikes, perch,
and roach; four manor houses belonging to the
abbot, the furthermost only three miles distant.
These princely mansions were dismantled, and remain
still a wonder in their ruin.'l
Another traveller has left us hiB description
of some of the monasteries.
1The riches of England are greater than thoa.
of any other country in Europe -- above all their
riches are displayed in the church treasures, for
there is not a parish church in the kingdom so
mean as not to possess crucifixe., candlesticks,
censers, patens, and oups of silver. Bor is there
a convent of mendicant friars so poor as not to
have all these same articles in Silver, besides
many other ornament a worthy of a cathedral ohurch
in the same metal. Accordingly you may imagine
what the decorations of those enormously rich
Benedictine, carthusian, and Cistercian monasteries
BlUst be. '2
Although the religious had been instructed not
to acquire any personal property. somehow quite a tew
of them conveniently forgot their vows.

~or

instance,

there were a number of wealthy religious peers in the
)

Houee of Lords. nSixteen had a revenue of whioh the
highest was equal in our money to L48,OOO a year, and the
lowest to LI2,OOO.

Six had equal to over L12,000 a year;

and eleven had trom L5,000 to L12,ooo.n 3

These annual

incomes were rather a far-cry from the early admonition

1. Gelkie,

Ope

cit.,

p.

341.

2. Gee, Ope cit., p. 17.

3. Geikie, Ope oit., p. 261.
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Uno personal property."

"'The monks were living aa

country gentlemen. not always of high repute. ,"1
Around the year 1200 four attempts were made b1'
the popes to stop the monks from acquiring personal
propert7.

They decreed: " ••• the monk found in

posseBsion of private property at his death should be
buried in the dunghill, in token of hiB damnation.-·
This threat, however, seemed to have little effect on
the brethren.

Although they were admonished to put

whatever came into their possession into the common
store of the cloister, oftentimes the temptation of
self-aggTandiaement proved too great for even the
religious.

In l30S the monks of Westminster are said

to have robbed the royal treasur,r.

)

~he famous robbery of the royal treasur.J showed
that even in the cloister money could be used as
well as hoarded. Suspicion fell on one of them
because he dressed 80 finely and boasted of hiB
weal the After the imprisonment of many of them
in the Tower, the sacrist and sub-prior were found
guilty, and after their death the robbers' skina
were fastened to the doors of the treasury beside
the Chapter-house, to be a warning to the evildoers of the future. 3

Stories, sma8ing and childish, were spread among
the clOisters of the fifteenth and sixteenth oenturies

1. G. I. ChIld, church and State under the

Tudors, p. 41.

2. G. C. Coulton, The Medieval Soene, p. 79.
3. Capes,

Ope

cit., p. 298.

in an effort to impress upon the inmates the necessity
of remembering their obligations.
One i8 s8id to have appeared after death to a
brother monk and complained of the pains from which
he suffered because he had hid his old shoes when
new ones were distributed among the household.
intending to give them to his father. The shoes
were found and put .ack in the Gommen store, and
the spirit came back to thank his friend for the
care which had released hi. from his pains. Ai
canterbury a rule was made that the 'vice of
appropriation' should be punished even after death,
the bodies of offenders disenterred, and cast out
of the monastery.l
Even the threat of dire punishment and the tales of
departed souls doomed to wander the earth failed to
curb the aelfish appetite of some of the religious.
By 1600 so many had acquired the taste for ·possessing
things· that cob-webby veils of disuse seemed to shroud
completely the old law of St. Francis, "no property.·
Before considering the next pillar of monastici"
let us consider for a moment the fact that, besides not
)

feeling themselves in the wrong by acoumulating personal
property, the professed religious also frequently went
against their better judgment and did and said things
that were contrary to the dictates of their conscience.
in order to advance themselves.

For example, such a

case as that of Thomas MOre and the Abbot
might be cited.

t. capes,

Ope

cIt., p. 29B.

o~

westminster
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In 1534, Sir Thomas More, under arrest for
refusing to acknowledge King Henry's 8upremacy
over the Church, was put in (Abbot) Boston's
custody for a few days. He tells us in a letter
to his daughter how speciously the abbot tried
to perauade him that 'conscience was not a guide
to be followed when it was inconvenient.' '!hen
saide ~ Lorde of Westminster to me, yt haw soever
ye matter seemed to mine owne minde was erroniouse,
when I se the gret counsail of the realme determine of D\Y mind the contrary, and1that therefore
I ought to change J'JJY conscience.'
~he

was labor.

second pillar on Which monasticism was based
In the early days when a monastic estate

oonsisted of a crude abode surrounded by a few acres of
ground the monks found ample duties to keep them
occupiei.

They tended their own land and performed all

household tasks as well.

But as the size or their

estates grew and more and more land came into their
possession, the plaee of the monk shifted from agricultural laborer to landlord.

In fact, by the year

1300 this change had taken place.
)

nIt had become very

exceptional for monks to work with their own hands in
the fields or at any handicraft.

The services they

rendered to agrioulture were rather as landlords than
as labourers. w2 This change is not spoken of in a
critical spirit, for with such large estates no other
arrangement would have been possible.

The monks could

1. I. L. N. Russell, Westminster Abbey The
of the Church and Monasterz. p. 75.
2. Coulton, Medieval Scen' t p. 80.

sto;z
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no longer personally cultivate the huge tracts of
land.

The change to landlordship was the only alterna-

tive left to them.

As country landlords the religious

were certainly no worse than others of their day an4
possibly were a great deal better.
Not long after the monks gsve up their duties
as progressive farmers. the members

o~

some of the

houses. especially the larger ones. also began to
neglect their household activities.

Servants began to

be taken into the houses and tasks were gradually shifted
from the monks' ahoulders to theirs.

Accounts have beeD

found where at the time OZ the dissolution, there were
more servants employed by a monastery than there were
inmates. thus shoWing that duties formerly carried on
by the cloisterers were now performed by hired servants.

)

The aooount rolls tell us that the monka did no~
even shave themselves. wash their own linen, do
their own kitchen or household work, or mow their
own clOister-garth; these things were done by
hired servants male or female. In a large monaster,v,
there were usually servant, in the proportion of
three to every two monka. wl
The monastery employed not only a large number of
servants, but these servants usually managed to enrich
themselves while in the hire of the religious.

At the

monastery of Bury st. Edmunds, the offices of first cook
and gatekeeper were so richly compensated that they were

1. IS!A.,

p.

BU.

8'1

held by hereditary succession.
existed eJ.aewhere.
8S

Similar conditions

At Glastonbury a g1 rl was appointed

butler; 66 men were hired to do domestic work, ta

addition to the many farm laborers.

One porter at st.

Mary's, York, in 1404 fared so well that in his will
he left 44 cows, 400 sheep and some land that he had
acquired.

At an early date the monasteries began to

hire lay brethren (conversi) to help, either with the
household duties or with the farm work.

However, by

the fifteenth century the religious were described by
many popular writers of the day as being countr7 gentlemen who enjoyed themselves as thoroughly as their
secular neighbors. l
!he third pillar on which monastic life rested
was that of strict morality.

Here is the question which

probably caused more controversy in the 1530's than
other issue brought forth in this religious war.
)

~

If

Henry VIII did any mud-slinging, this was the place where
his agents worked overtime.

fhe fury of war-time propa-

ganda and that of political campaigns is mild compared to
the oharges made against certain of the religious.

In

the following pages some of the accllBations will be
mentioned.

It is impossible to estimate what portion

1. capes,

Ope

cli., p. 291.
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of them is true and what oreated for the purpose of
degrading the religious in the eyes of all England.

It

must be remembered that many of these malioious tales
were propaganda.

However, it seems rather incredible

that all eould be so.

Where there is smoke there may

be some fire.

The oloisters were not all dens of vioe

and immorality

8S

Henry Tudor would have us believe,

yet all were not above reproaoh.

There was some

imnlorali ty among the religious long before Henry's
agents started to work, yet not

8S

much as the Commis-

sioners reported that they found.
Of the nunneries we hear. much less gossip than
of the homes of the monks.

ThiS, of oourse, might be

partly due to the faot that there were very few oonvents
in England compared to the large number of monasteries.
However, even of these few nunneries little soanda1 was
circulated.

For the most part, the ladies of the

)

religious bodies were much better behaved than their
religious brethren.

In the Comperta, Layton and Leigh

mention very few cases against the nuns, whereas a
multitude of accusations are oharged to the monks.

Of

the thirteen counties that Cromwell's agents visited.
only 27 nuns are charged with any wrong-doing. 1
1. Gasquet, English Monasteries, pp. 204, 205.
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In the 8ubsequent report8 of the mixed cOmmiSSiODS
the character giTen to the convents is uniforml7
most excellent. fhus the White NUns of Grace Dieu
in Leicestershire, the only convent of the order
in England, are declared to be 'of good and virtuous
conversation and living, and all desirous to continue their religion there and none willing to have
capacities' to return to a life in the world. l
!here were, of course. aome unfavorable pictures
drawn of the sisters. such aa in the satirical poem,
"Why I Can't Be A Nun.-

A l.~ oalled Experienoe took her to a house of

'women regular', which was fair without, but not
well governed, for dames Pride and Hipocricy were
there, and dame Envy too, in every corner. But
patience and Charity-were not within: an outer
chamber had been made for them. 2
Cases such as the one mentioned above were

exceptional.

The literature of the time did not poke

fun at or condemu the inhabitants of the convents as
it did thoae of the monasteries.

)

!he lighter literature of the time deals tender17
with the nuns, and drops its tones of coarseness
and satire in their presence. -- On the whcle the
bishops' Registers, when they raise the veil rarely
disclose gross misconduct, nor does it seem that
things grew much worse as time went on. Immoralities confessedly there were at times; but when they
became known the bishops' handa fell heavily on the
poor frail women. 3
Either Henry's agents overlooked the convent. in their
oampaign of propaganda, or most of the houses were so

1. Ibid., p. 206.
S. capes,

Ope

cit., p. 305.

5. ............
Ibid., p. 305 •
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far above reproach and were held

80

high in the opinion

of their contemporaries that they felt it would do little
good to try and blacken their reputation.

Even Chaucer

favorably describes his prioress:
Of grete disporte
And full pleasant and amiable of port t
but refined and dignified and worthy of respect,
And all was conscience and tender herte. l
On the other hand. muoh can be said of the lax
morals and loose living of the monks.
'ETery act of legislation in the Church tends
to show the low condition of morals among the
clergy and their neglect of duty'. They are
chargei, besides, with constant quarrelling and
litigation with one another, with frequenting
taverna, shows, cells of suspected women, and unlawful games. "It is admitted by all persons and
by all parties that the Churoh from this time
(~ifteenth century) and a century before till the
age of the Reformation was in point Of mOra1S and
legislation in a very degraded state.' 2
It has even been said of some of the religious houses:
"The monasteries had become stables for clerks, or fort)

reases for fighting men, or markets for traders, or
brothels for strumpets, in which the greatest of crimes
was to live without sin. n3
Fish's famous pamphlet helped to accomplish some
of the things that the king desired to have done.

In

his work, Fish accuses the monks of many practioes of
1. capes,
2. Child.
3. Flick,

o~.
o~.

o~.

cit., p. 305.
cit. , p. 42.
cit. , Vol. II, p. 447.
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ImmoraJ.i ty.
The monks, he tells the king, 'be they that have
made a hundred thousand idle dissolute women in
your realm, who would have gotten their liying
honestly in the sweat of their faces had not their
superfluous riches allured them to lust and idleneSs. These be that when they have drawn men's
wives to such inconsistency, spend away their
husband's goods, bringing both man, Wife, and
children to idleness, theft and beggery. Yea,
who is able to number the great broad bottomless
ocean sea full of evils that this mischievou,
generation may bring upon us if unpunished?,l
During the reign of Henry VII the people of
Carnarvonshire complaine d to the Crown.

"Among the

records of Henry VII is a memorial from the farmers and
gentlemen of Carnarvonshire complaining that their wives
and daughters were systematically seduced by the clergy.n2
probably the most corrupt and degraded house was the old
and very wealthy cloister of st. Albans.

Even Catholic

historians can find little go od to say in its behalf.
Long before Cromwell and his men came upon the scene,
)

this house was notorious for its lack of discipline and
religion and for its open, worldly living.
The old and rich abbey of st. Albans was a den of
prostitutes, with whom the monks lived openly and
avowedly. In two if its priories, the nuns had
been turned out, and their places filled with
courtezans for the shameless use of the monks of
st. Albans. 3

1. Froude,

Ope

cit., p. 103.

2. Flick, Ope Cit., Vol. II, p. 447.

-

3. Ibid., p. 447.
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Countless charges were made against the monks.
Drunkeness was said to have been very common among them.
One monk, Ulrich von Hutten said: "'It is a gay time to
live in our day.,nl

Many stories were repeated of the

immoral life led by numerous of the religious.

One of

the favorite ones told by the common people of Shrewsbury was the story of the existence of a subterranean
commnnication between Wenlook monastery and Buildwas
Abbey.

In defense of the religious it i8 said:

There is scarce an old monastery in England, but has
some such story told if it, especially if it was a
convent of men, and had a Nunnery in its neighborhood. ~he8. reports were probably invented and
propagated in order to exaggerate the dissolute
livee of the Monks and Nuns, and thereby to reconcile the mnltitude to the suppression of religious
houaes.!
Several years after the dissolution, Bishop B1lsey
told of a scandal Which had been revealed to him in a
confessional twenty years previoue, by a miller's Wife
who had been very friendly with the then Abbot of Hailes
in Glonoestershire.
This abbot, he said. had given her many jewels that
had been offered to the celebrated 'holy blood of
Hailes' and derided her awe for the venerable relic
itself, telling her it was but a dUck's blood contained in a phial. 3

-

1. Ibid., p. 453.
8. Phillips, Ope cit., Vol. I, Appendix II.
3. J. Gairdner, English Churoh in the Sixteenth
Centurl, p. 200.
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There wae much talk of the ooncubines kept by
the holy men.
'Priest-girl' wae a common term during the lat.
Middle Ages and entire cloisters kept these women
within their walls. -- Many monks kept their
mistresses openly and even bought them houses in
which they supported them. The priests had their
conoubines, and threatened punishments for such
irregularities had little effect.
Some superiors tried to clean up their oharges.

using

the modern method of high taxation, a certain bishop
thought that maybe he could end this evil if he taxed
each of the 11,000 conoubines of the priests in his
diocese.

One abbot is said to haVe admitted that he

could not enjoy life without his dogs and women.

Another

was referred to a8 a seoond Solomon sinoe he unselfishly
loanet his wives; others died of syphilis and of drunkeness. l
:..:he Catholio historians olaim that ell these
accusation, were malicious lies told about the religious.
The Catholic author, Constant admits:
So violent are those imputations that, if they were
true, the English monasteries deserved a name other
than that of religious houses. No doubt there were
seanda1a here and there, but there are grave reasons
for believing that the visitors purposely exaggerated. 2
Edmund Burke waves away the charges by saying:

·'1 rather

suspeot that vices are feigned or exaggerated when profit

1. 1. c. Flick, iecline :or lhe Heareva!

vol. II, pp. 290,

29',OO~

2. Constant,

OPe

cit., p. 161.

~hurcAt

is looked for in their punishment.

An enemy is a bad

witness; a robber is a worse.,·l
If, as some assert, the charges brought baok by
the Commissioners and the tales told about the religious
in the seventeenth century were 8X&ggerated or intentionally oreated to ruin the reputation of the monasteriea,
there is still another place to look for further evidence.
In the fourteenth and fifteenth oenturies reports were
kept and stories were told, some of which have come down
to us at the present time.

MUch of this material was in

existence years before the days of the

~dors

and

certainly no one will go so far as to claim that some
kind, far-sighted soul of the firteenth or sixteenth
centuries foresaw Henry VIII's actions and thus, very
thoughtfully started preparing for him propaganda which
he could pick up and use two hundred years later.
The report of a visitation in the diocese of
Norwioh made in the early part of the fifteenth centur,J
reveals that some of the houses were in a very bad condition.

"~e

editor of the report says of the priory at

Wymondham that in the whole course of its history we hear
little or nothing to its credit. n2

In W&lsingham priory

it was found:

1. constant,
2. Capes,

Ope

OPe

oit., pp. 161, 161.

oit., p. 300.
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'The prior was liTing a dissolute and scandalous life; he robbed the treasury of money ant jewele;
he kept a fool to amuse himself and his friends with
his buffoonery; he waa oommonly belieTed to b. keeping up an' illicit connection with the wife of one
of the aerTante; he beh&Ted towards his canons with
the utmost Tiolence and brut ali ty; and the result
was that the canons themESelTes were a dissipated,
noiey, quarrelsome set, among whom the very pretenoe
of religion was hardly kept up • • • • Of course, the
servants were insolent, the boys in the school
mntinous. there were eTil reports everywhere and
not without foundation; for the canons frequente'
the taTerns in the town and worae plaoes, and hawked
and hunted. and occasionally fought and aealed the
walls. and got out of bounds at forbidden hours;
aome broke into the prior's cellar and stole his
Wine. and 80me sat up all night drinking, and rolled
into the chapel in the early morning and fell asleep
and anore4.·].
one of the earliest charges was that made by the
venerable Bede.
~here are some men, who under pretence of building
monasteri •• procure lands from their kings which
beoome their inheritance; and having obtained
exemption from all secular service on that account,
here they more quietly enjoy their lusts: • • • but
thoae that design to spend their youth in chastity,
are obliged to go abroad for their education, to the
prejudice of their country which wants their service.
Besides those who are educated in them being under
no vows of chastity, run into such excesses, that
they debauch the very women who have vowed chastity
to God.' There is no ground to believe that the
corruption of these societies was ever reformed or
cured, till they were involved in the oommon calamitie. of the nation. 2

The register of John Stafford, the Bishop of Bath
and Wells. cites several cases of lack of discipline an!
order within that diocese.

I. Capes,

OPe

cit., pp. 300-S01.

2. Warner, 0E. cit., Vol. I, p. 143.
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Burton -- The prior, John Schoyle, had allowed
the discipline of the priory and its estates to fall
into disorder, and i·t was clear that he was quite
unfitted to rule OTer the house. Bishop Stafford
was at the priory 15 April and again 19 September,
1427, and on March 20, 1428, issued a seriea of injunctions concerning the principle and management
of the prior which he called upon the prior and
canons to obey. Irreverenoe in the Conventual Churoh
seemed to prevail and the canons were wont to walk
about and hold converaati~n with suspected people
during the celebration of the Mass. It was said
that the prior himself scarcely celebrated maS8 twice
in the year, and he i8 expressly enjo1ned te eelebrate at the greater Double 'easts and to be present
on Sundays and festivals • • • • All women are to be
forbidden acceS8 to the priory and one woman who was
evidently suspected is expressly ordered to be
refused admittance into any part of the prior7
buildings • • • • Again 21 November, 1430, the bishop
wrote strongly to the effect that he had heard that
the prior and convent had not attended to his
monitions and that he would suspend all who presided
over the house if obedience was not promptly shown.
He further ordered the sub-prior to read the injunctions that he had put forth twioe weekly in the
chapter house. The removal of suspioious women was
expressly ordered. l
Glastonbur,r -- The finances of the house a8 well
as the morals of the monks seem to have needed the
abbot's attention, and we find in 1443 that he had
to prosecute Bartholomew Downton of Lyllington in
Dorset because of his unwillingnes8 to give up hiB
accounts when he was receiver in that county for
abbot Chynnock. 2
MUchelney -- The report of the abbot of Glastonbur7 doea not 8eem to have been favorable, and on
1 August. 1437, the bishop summoned the abbot and
all the monks to appear before him in their chapter
house on 30 August. In the folloWing October the
bishop through his commissaries conve7 to the abbot
the bishop'S order that a certain gate at the east
of the conventual church called Sexteynegate is to

1. Holmes, Ope cit., Vol. I, p. il.
2. l!!!., p. xli.
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be permanently closed. He had heard that laundry
women and others were in the habit of using it
all hours, and gave cause for suspioion, and this
danger must be prevented. He also forbade the
monks for going out for pleasure and shows. It
was evident that the discipline of the house was
somewhat lax. l
He~ton -- It has been discovered in the visitation that dishonourable women have access to the
priory and very often come there, with whom the
prior and brethren have dishonourable converse,
whence arise various temptations oontrary to the
dictum of Jerome to nee society of women, and on
that account the bishop enjOins on the prior and
convent to abstain altogether from converse with
suspected women within or without the priory and
not to permit suoh women to come to the priory in
places and at hours likely to arouse suspicion. and
specially enjoins on the prior entirely to repel
from his society and company Joan Carvyle, wife of
Thomas Carvyle and admit her not to his preae~ce
either in the priory or in any place without.2

1435 -- Commission to the abbot and convent ot
Kuchelney, reciting that, although the bishop
intended to make a personal of their conventual
church for the reformation of excesses which (he
grieves to say). according to common report, have
for some time grown up therein, not without scandal.
he i8 still too much engaged in a variety of
important occupations in the office of chancellorShip, in which he labours to come to the said place
for this; and that he has called upon Sir Nicholas·
Frome, abbot of Glastonbury, to make a Visitation
of their monastery in his name. Deted in Wokey
M$nor. 27 Marah, 1435, the eleventh year of his
coneecration.~

Mandate to the abbot of Muchelney to appear, with
all those of his house who are bound to attend the
bishop'S viSitations. before him on 30 August in the

1. Ibid •• pp. ill. Xlii.

2. Ibid ••
3.

l!!!••

p. 83.
Vol. II. p. 182.
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chapter house for a visitation, which he intends to
hold there, on that or following days, because of
frequent reports brought him of neglect of the divine
office in that house and of dissolute morfJJ.s of the 1
monks., Dated in Dogmersfield manor, 1 August, 143'.
Commission to the abbot of Muchelney of the order
of st. Benedict, -- reciting that in the bishop's
late visitation of the abbey it was found that there
is a gate at the east gate of the conventual church
commonly oalled 'Sexteynegate', by which suspeoted
persons and especially women of loose charaoter, by
oolour of laundry and other pretended services have
entry at undue hours and times, giving cause for
suspioion and some of the moDks also pass out for
pleasure and shows; nay more some after oomplain
go out singly by the said gate and are seen alone
within the walls of the monastery with persons of
doubtful oharacter, and by this gate also victuals
which should be distributed in alms to the poor, are
taken out for the use of suoh persons; and that the
bishop has deoreed that the gate shall be closed
and remain so; and commanding them within fifteen
days to have the aame walled up at the charges of
the monastery, until the occasion of the scandal be
known to be at an end and they have other order from
him. Dated in Dogmersfield manor, 3 october, 1437. 2
In the year 1465, Arohbishop Bourchier formed a
oommission to reform the religious in his diocese.

In

speaking of the cloisterers, he said:
Some • • • like vagabonds and profligates run about
through the kingdom and apply themselves to worldly
gain, to revellings moreover, to drinking bouts, and
to wicked adulteries and fornioations, and besides,
spend their time on all manner of vices, and waste
the property, goods, fruits, and revenue of their
benefices of this sort, and vainly and uselessly
consume them on forbidden and profane objects. 3

1. Ibid ••

-

p.

209.

f. Ibid., p. 210.
3. Gee and Hardy, ~

ill..

p. 142.
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In

1~85

the Abbot of Spanheim spoke of the

religious a8:
• • • ignorant, rude, and murdering the sheep of
Christ by their infamous morals. 'NO holiness of
life,' he writes, 'no eduoation, no purity is now
required of candidates for ordination. • • •
Instead of books they beget children, instead of
studT they seek concubines. The bishops are little
better. They have either no copies of Scripture,
or few, for they hate knowledge. They are set
only on heaping up wealth. • • • I fear greatly
that woree times will come for the clergy ere
long.'l
Thus are a few examples of what was written of
the monks many years before the dissolution.

All

o~

this was said long before the slightest idea of a
dissolution of the monasteries was born.

~hese

charges

were not propaganda, for in most caseS they were written
by Churchmen themselves, who realised the sad state of
affairs in many of their houses and who foresaw the
result if conditions were not remedied.

Over that

period of years when conditions were deplorable within
the clOisters, no great reformation took place and little
effort was put forth to better matters in anyone place.
Therefore, sinoe no step was taken to help stem the
laxity. conditione were probably no better in 1537 than
they were in 1337 or 1'85.

This could not be sald of

all houses, but probably many of the monastic population

1. Geliia,

Ope

cIt., pp.

7o~71.
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in England were in need of 80me moral reformation. l
Their quiet, religious life suffered greatly because
of their newly acquired taste for "pleasures of the
flesh and of the devil."
The fourth and last pillar on which monastic
life was founded waa that of seclusion, & complete withdrawal from worldly life and p1eaeures.

It is a known

fact that by the sixteenth century the majority of monks
had disregarded the order of seclusion and felt free to
go and come as they pleased.

This was in sharp contrast

to the Wishes of the monastic fathers, for St. Jerome
himself onee remarked: "'A monk out of his cloister dies
spiritually, like a fish out of water.,"2
One of the reasons why so many religious,
especially the superiors of cloisters, were taken away
from their duties was their participation in political
life.

As mentioned before, many of the religious were

called by the king to carryon bUSiness of state.

"The

1. !his need ia evIdent by the fact that m&n7
of the church leaders themselves, even before the time
of the Tudors, realized some monastic reform was
necesS8r,y. All the reports could not haVe been fal••
exaggeration. Where there W&S so much talk of scandal,
there mnst have been some basis for these complaints.
All could not be fictitious. Unfortunately, the exact
number or percentage of disobedience and irregularities
can never be proved.
2. C. G. Coulton, Medieval panorama, p. 272.
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Church, no doubt, was a good training-'Bchoo1 for
statesmen."l
of state.

Many of them had much influence in affairs

"In 1216, for example, from the North province

of England eleven abbots and eight priors, and from the
South seventy-one abbots and priors -- in all ninety
religious -- were summoned to parliament by Henry III.,,2
"TWenty-seTen of the mitred abbots and priors ranked as
barons of England and sat, or might sit, in the House of
Lords, with the biShops; and the wealth of some of them
was enormous."3

It has been estimated that there were
more spiritual peers in parliament than secular. 4
Besides being involved in carrying on business of
state, some religious meddled in political affairs for
various interests of their own.

For instance, a letter

written by the Prior of Durham, shortly after the battle
of Towton-Field, shows that the master of Jarrow was in
restraint since he had proved himself favorable to the
house of Lancaster.
1Right noble and worthy lord, I recommend me in
most humble WiS8 unto your Lordship. -- I would
beseech your Lordship that -- he (Master of Jarrow)
might come unto you for his declaration; others
my

1. Gairdrier,

OPe

cit., p. 1.

2. Gasquet, English Monastic Life, p. 195.
3. Geikie,

Ope

4. Liljegren,

cit., p. 261.
o~.

cit., p. 15.
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tell that it might like your good grace so to
provide for him that he may surely ride and go in
the oountry. where he liketh, for the well and profit
of his place; for I dare say and make it good that
he is, and hitherto has been, a true man, willing
unto King Edwarci, my Lord of Warwick, unto you, and
to all that belonged to that party. Written at
DuresBle, the fifth day of July, 1461. By yOlU" true
and oontinual bedeman,
1
John, the prior of Duresme t
Many

of the religious of the realm were engaged

in politics and thus could not devote the time they
should to their religious duties.

Those who were not

important enough to interfere in state affairs, followed
their superior'S practices and likewise forgot their
vows of seclusion.

They went outside the monastery on

many oooaSions, staying .way days at a time.

!he nuns

were a180 guilty of thiS.
We may gather from the episcopal letters end
injunotions that the nuns enjoyed DDlch freedom of
intercour •• with the outside world, oould pay
visits in the neighbourhood to their friends, and
even stay a night or two abroad. The bishops
commonly assure that this was usual, do not treat
it as irregular, but only try to fence it around
with safeguards which may check possible disorders.
The nuns of Godstow, for example, must really be
more careful and not chatter or joke with OXford
students; the nuns of C&nnington who have leave to
stay with their friends in Exeter must not go elsewhere without permission; the Sisters of MYnohin
Baroow must wear their proper dress when the,y go
abroad and not stay out too long, and wander in
levity from house to houae. 2

1. Iliventories and lccount
Houses of Jarrow, p. xxi.
Z. Capes,

OPe

~011S

cit., pp. 302, 303.
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·Chaucer1s Shipman's Tale, where the monk of
St.

~ennis

comes out whenever he likes to viBit his

friends in paris, is a perfectly natural picture of
ordinary practice."l

Wolsey, during his early career

saw how often the religious were leaving the seclusion
of the monastic walls for the world outside.

"He saw

the realities of the Church sacrificed to the unrealities
of the paSSing hour.

He saw Churchmen neglecting that

which was God's for what they eould get from caessr. n2
Next let us turn to the four monastic duties and
activities mentioned in Chapter IV, prayers, hospitality.
charity, and eduoation, and see whether on the eve of
the dissolution they were being performed nobly, or
whether they were being neglected.

The first duty

mentioned is that of monastic prayers :for founders,
patrons, deceased superiors, and for all Christian souls.
Many of the religious probably continued devoutly in
their prayers up until the time of the dissolution, but
there were some exceptions to this rule, and the exoeptions were not few.

In one monastery it was discovere!

after a visitation was made in the fifteenth century that
the religious atmosphere was not always conducive to
silence and prayers.

1. Ooulton, Medieva! Soene, p. 81.
2. Taunton, OR. Cit., pp. 7-8.
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f-bey were oertatnly no happy family; irreverent
and remiss in the diacharge of their duties in the
choir or at the altar, they disturbed each other
by their loud tones while at service, walking about
the churoh when they should be in their plaoes.
gabbling through their private prayers while the
high mass was going on, or makipg their confessions
while wandering about the nave. l
By the time of the dissolution the religious had
worked out a system of rotation by which only a certain
number of the members of a whole house would have to be
present at each service.

~hus

each cloisterer had only

a certain number of services to attend and all were not
required to be present at eaoh service.

Although they

have been criticized for this rotation, actually the
religious would have been able to

do

little elae.

Had

each member been required to attend every service, there
would have been very little time left for other necessary
functions.
However t one of the monastic enemies contends
that this system of rotation was further proof that the
religious were not attending to their duties nor living
up to their vows.

By only having to attend a certain

number of serVices, the monks were given more opportunity
to attend to their personal pleasures, thus taking more
of their time away from their divine duties.

-ThiS system

of rotation by which only a proportion of the religious
1. Capes,

OPe

Cit., p.

252.
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were present at divine service seems difficult to
reconcile with their obligations to founders and benefactors. wl
Another duty of the monks closely connected with
praying was the burial of the dead.

By the seventeenth

oentury some of the religious had become so meroenary
that they refused this sacrament to those who required
it.

During the early part of the sixteenth century an

unusual petition was presented to parliament about the
unheard of demands that some of the religious were
making.

WIt complained that the clergy refused burial

until after the gift of the deoeased's best jewel, best
garment or the 11ke, and demanded that every ourate
should adBdnlster the saorament when required to do so.w2
fbe aecond activity of the monks was that of
hospitality, one Which was greatly appreoiated by medieval
wayfarers.

However, it has been charged against the

religious that they caused to be constructed hospices or
inns near the monastery, so that they would not have to
open their doors to visitors.
At St. Albans towards the end of the fifteenth
century, it 8eems that hospitality was quite dying
out. fhe abbey, which of old had stabling for 300
horBes, granted a licence to the landlord of 'the

1. Baskerville,

OPe

cii., p.

2. pollard, Ope cit., p. 235.

if.
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George' to have an oratory and low mass for the
great men, nobles and others, who should be lodge4
at his hostelry,.for they came no more to stay
within the abbey walla. So too at Abingdon, while
travellers of rank were entertained at the abbot'a
table there had been a hospice attached to the
abbey for the meaner guests, but in 1414 this waa
superseded by a 'new hostelry' leased out by the
oonvent at a yearly rent as a publio inn. We hear
of like conversion of the hospioe into a public
inn at Glastonbury and at Burc.ster, in the latter
case soon after 1379, and the Pilgrim's Inn at
Glouoester paints perhaps to a like charge. l
The entertaining of Visitors was 80me expense to the
smaller houses and Some claimed exemption trom this
activity by the faot that their incomes were too limited
to take in visitors.
Although some of the houses may have been turning
their job of providing hospitality for travellers over
to others, many more places continued to fulfill such
obligations.

In the county of Hampshire were two famous

houses, .ell known for their hospitality to sea-faring
travellers, the monastery of Quarr and of Netley.2

Christ

Church must have been a popular place Since the prior
claimed that it was the only haven of refuge from within
eight to eighteen miles. 3

These houses, unlike St. Albans

and Glastonbury, continued to fulfill their hospitable
duties and because of such service endeared themselves to

1. Oapes,

Ope

cIt., p. 2S'.

2. baskerville,

Ope

3. ...........
Ibid., p. 29 •

Cit., p. 29.
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Arguments of this kind were reinforoed by men
who either had no sympathy with, or who had lost
what they had in, the-religious life; as is seen
by Bishop Latimer's pleading for the priory of
Great Malvern, by Bishop Barlow for Nostill, or
by Sir William parr, a prominent innovator in
religion, for Pipewell Abbey. There can be no
doubt but that the disappearance of the monastery
was a cause of great inconlenience to m&n7
travellers, rich and poor.
Coming from an author whose ancestors profited well by
the dissolution, this is quite a compliment to the
religious.
The third activity of the religious was that of
almagi ving and ohari ty.

In the performance of this

duty, as in that of all others, many of the houses were
not fulfilling their obligations.

On the other hand, a

few conscientious souls still felt it their duty to take
care of their le88 fortunate brethren.

For instance

one superior was eo concerned over the fate of those he
had cared for while he was in authority, that after the
dissolution he wrote to Cromwell in their behalf.
Robert Ferrar to Cromwell
15 November, 1539
I hastily beseech your lordShip to be good and
favorable to my' poor fellow servants and other poor
people which had relief and sucoor off me there, and
verily I found Master Henley most worshipfull. -Mnster doctor has taken possession of your farm of
Huntwyke, mwndynge 80 to haue doone atte the poor

-

1. In!d., p. 29.

lOS
cell of Stokyeke whereunto I had put (by the whole
consent and deed of the convent) a very poor man
which married my sister, baving many small children
and no hous.e to dwell in, both good Dater Henley
considered the poor man needy and also your honorable
letters concerning my mansion have referred the
matter to your lordship.
Robert Farrar, late of S. oswalde.
(Vol. 155, p. 13)1
The work of the nuns is often spoken of in
oonnection with the charity work of the religious.

They

were especially capable in the capacity of nursing and
lending what medical aid they could to neighbouring
peoples.
It has been s&id that there were houses where 'the
nuns were nurses and m1dWiTes,. and even now the
ruins of those houses contain oertain living records
of the anoient praotice of their inmates in the rare
medioinal herbs which are still found within the
preoincta.'2
Unfortunately, however, the majority of the
religious were not as faithful with their philanthropic
work

8S

they should have been.

In most of the houses,

especially the larger ones, fundS had been set aside by
the will of the founder or by endowment for that purpose
to feed the poor and give alma to them.

For instanoe,

at Lillashull Abbe7:
Lady Katherine Leveson left rent of L120 per annun
issuing out of J'oxley, for the maintainenee of twelve

1.

Clay, Ope oit., p.

7S.

2. Capes, OR. oit., p. 304.
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poor widows, whereof three were to be choaen by
the Minister, Church Warden, and OTerseers of the
poor of Li1leshull; and to each of them a gawn of
grey cloth, with these letters, K. L. in blue
cloth offixed therto; as lik.-ise for the placing
of ten poor boy apprentices, whereof two were to be
of this parish.l
However, when household expenses became great and in
times when the budget eould not be balanced, part or all
of this donation to the poor was oftentimes withheld and
used by the house itself.

Savine has estimated: "Not

more than 3% of monastic income was spent on charity."2
Another oalculation claims: "Not one-tenth of the enormous
monastic incomes were spent upon charitable purposes.w 3
Several oases are recorded where the mone7 which
had been intended to be spent on charity was going for
other purposes.

For instance, at St. peter's, Gloucester:

The archbishop found it needful to inSist in 1301
that all the proceeds of the Manor of stanedi8ch
should be spent as by rule upon the poor and that
there should be no general entertaining with good
cheer at their expense. The Manor of Alton had been
set aside (1080-87) by the Abbot of Hyde With the
assent of the brotherhood for the maintenance of the
pilgrims and the poor, and the deed of gift expressed
with the wish that anyone who robbed the poor of
this 'might have his portion with Dathan, Abiram,
Jttdas, and Nero'. But in the injunction of William
of Wykeham to the abbey it stated that the poor ani
the infirm had been defrauded of their portion, notwithstanding the pioue intention of the donors~ and

1. Pnll11ps, GE. cit., Vol. 1, Appendix G-21.
2. Baskerville,

s.

OR. cit., p. 31.

Coulton, Medieval Scene, p. 81.
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11ke complaints were made elsewhere, when the
broken meals and cast-off clothes were no longer
distributed, to say nothing of more costly gifts. l
This money which the monks took upon themselves
to discharge as freely as they pleased was. after all,
not their own. but merely left to them to guard aa
trustees.

Not only the money itself was ill-appropriated,

but even the food and clothes which were to be given to
the poor were many times re-routed into the possession
of Bome of the abbots' friends or relatives, or what was
even worse to the abbots' dogs. "'The sub-prior (of Westacre) does not

g~ve

the fragments to the poor but to his

own friends, especially to Mrs. Waseney and another lady.,n2
Alas, but what a far cry this was from what the original
dispensation of food from' the monks' table had been
intended.
"It may be said in

~avour

of the suppressed

religious houses, that while they. stood, no act was ever
p8.ssed for the relief of the poor, so amply did these
houses succour those who were in want. n3

This may have

been true, but regardless of this claim, it is questionable
whether the charity work of the monks wa,s as beneficial

1. Capes,

o~.

cit., p. 285.

2. Baskerville, 0E. cit., p. 32.
Phillips, op. cit., Vol. I, Appendix B-1. The
question might be raised as to whether or not there was a
great deal of need for relief at that time.
~.
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as it should have been.

It seems that the mere handing

out of alms by the religious was likely to incre8se the
rank of beggars rather than diminish their number.

This

dole system really in no way helped the unfortunates to
better themselves permanently.
was only momentary and passing.

What aid they did receive
And by simply handing

them out "doles" it was likely to create permanent
paupers rather than self-respecting citizens.
Beckett says, in speaking of the charity of the
monks: "In its indiscriminate character was the occasion
of increasing mendicancy with its train of vices; it was
a charity which fed the clamorous with no thought of
their improvement as fellow-beings."l

In the vagranoy

law of Edward VI the term "abbey-lubbers" is outstanding.
"It may mean sturdy beggars, or else the useless dependenta and servants of monasteries against whom the bishops
were always inveighing. n2

It has been said that the type

of philanthropic work undertaken by the religious actually
did as much to increase beggars as it did to relieve
them.!
The fourth and last activity of
that of education.

I.

Beckett,
Ibid.,
...........

religious was

Perhaps in this, more than in any of
Ope

cit., p. 6.

2. Baskerville, Ope cit., p. 32.
~.
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their other duties, many monks fell short of their
standards.

By the beginning of the sixteenth century

there was a definite inertia among the monks when it
came to learning.

There were some who still pursued

their studies zealously, but the majority only had the
minimum education required of them.
of Matthew paris were only

8

The grand old days

memory of the past.

In

speaking of such scholars as he, capes says:
It is a great change to pass from the variety and
picturesque detail of Matthew paris of st. Albans to
the narrowed themes and duller style of his
auccessora, and in most of them the stream of
monastic history flows feebly on d~ing some part
of the fourteenth century and then commonly ceases
altogether. It was not merely a change in the
direction of their studies: the monks did not devote
their energies to other forms of literary work, or
become theologians and preachers. The great schoolmen had no successors in the clOister; the revival
of ancient culture found little sympathy from them,
and GaSCOigne insisted bitterly on the decline of
scholarship among them. l
Likewise, patterson says,
In the later thirteenth and fourteenth centuries
they had produced great intellectual leaders among
the schoolmen, such as Albertus Magnus and St. Thomas
Aquinas among the Dominicans, Duns Scotus and William
of Ockham among the Franciscans; but in the fifteenth
century their intellectual was as marked as their
moral decline.!
Erasmus had something to add about the alarming
lack or learning even in his day and age.

1.

Capes, og. cit., p.

zS!.

2. patterson, Ope cit., p. 184.
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it is', says Erasmus, 'to see a theologian of eight7
who knows nothing but empty sophisms, and can do nothing
but dispute • • • • ,n1 and at another tlme he i8 said
to have remarked: "'Our theologians oall it a sign of
holiness to be unable to read.

They bray out the psalms

in the Churches like so many jackasses.
understand a word of them.,n2

They do not

It is also interesting to

note that in all the synods called together by Charles
Bothe, the Bishop of Hereford, the articles and constitutions were read to the clergy in the English language,
which seems to confirm their scant knowledge of Latin. 3
The claim cannot be made that there were no
sixteenth oentury monks who were intelleotually inclined.
There probably were some oases where cloisterers pursued
their stUdies with zeal and interest.

However, the

deplorable fact was: "There was no widespread enthusiasm
for learning.·4
'The ignorance of the religious in the small
religious houses,' wrote Doctor Gwent, Dean of the
Arohes, to Cromwell, 'is incredible. They oan't
oonstrue their own rule •• ' 'There are fifteen
brethren here,' wrote the Abbot of the large
Cistercian house ot Warden in Bedfordshire, 'and

1.

~elkl.,

°E·

cli. t p.

81.

2. Hague, Ope cit., p. 224.
3. Eal'llll ster, OPe cit. , p. ill.
4. Gee,

o;e. cit., p.

35.

except three of them, none understand nor know
their rule, nor the statutes of their religion.'
The Abbot of Hayles told Cromwell that none o~ his
monks was learned enough to expound the scriptures
to others and that he would have to get down an
OXford don to do 80. At St. Benet'B, Norfolk, in
1632, four of the monks were reported to be so
ignorant that they could scarcely read or sing. l
The university training of the monks was noticeably neglected.

Of all the religious in England, on17

a very small percentage attended colleges.

It may be doubted if there were as many as a hundred
monks and regular canons at Oxford University at any
given time, and at Cambridge the nuIriler was always
smaller; while the great monastery of Rewley and
Oseney in the suburbs of Oxford, and that of Barnwell just outside Cambridge, seem to have contributed
little or nothing to learning. Oseney 'though best
in discipline of the OXford8hire houses and with 26
canons in 1446 had no school or no learned canon.'!
The education of many of the monks was neglected
because their superiors were little interested in the
pursuit of learning.

MallY abbots and priors, and for

that matter even bishops, cared little about the achievement of their charges.

A certain Richard Nix, Bishop of

Norwich was particularly bitter and harsh towards any
person who attempted to better himself intellectually.
He referred to them a8:
savouring of the frying-pan. 1 He seized such
books as were brought from beyond se8s, of which
sort there were now many, which tended to lay open

I •••

1. Baskerville,
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2. Ibid., p. 41.
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the corruption of the Churoh and espeoially the
New Testament, whioh he could not endure should be
read. l
Even the very pro.Catholic writer, Constant admits: "It
oannot be denied that the English monasteries, like many
elsewhere, stood in need of a certain reform.

They were

no longer the sohools of learning they had been with a
reputation commanding respect."!
"'Woe i8 me, 8imple friars enter heaven, while
learned friars are disputing if there be a God.'ft 3
Even though their intellectual life did decline
greatly, we must credit the monks with keeping their
libraries in order and preserving for future generations
valuable colleotions whioh onoe lost to the world oould
never be replaced.

Even though they used these libraries

very little, the books were preserved, and but for them
the modern world would be without many of these ancient
works.

"It is greatly due to the care of generations of

monkish librarians that manusoripts were preserved even
if they were not always widely used.· 4 Some of the
ohroniclers of old were very proud of their care and
seemed to realize the valuables they were guardians over.

1. stype.

Ope

cIt., Vol. I,

p.

42.

2. Constant, 0E. cit., pp. 153-154.
3. Creighton, Ope cit., p. 100.
4. Gee,
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Their books were
even if they did
and it seemed to
abominable thing
transfer some of
oollector. 1

still guarded with proud pride,
not read them so much as of old,
the ohronicler of St. Albans an
when a careless abbot offered to
their classics to a famous book-

It can be said of the religious that while in
their posseSSion these ancient and oftentimes rare books
were carefully preserved and their value appreciated,
even if not by all the inmates of the house, at least
by the chronicler.

Unfortunately, however, the same

cannot be said of those mercenary souls who came into
possession of them after the dissolution.

~o

them the

only value these libraries had was the number of shillings
they could get by selling the books.

It has often been

told that many old valuable manuscripts were torn apart,
page by page, and the detached pages sold to merchants
for wrapping paper.

Another deplorable report admits

that atter the dissolution two "noble n libraries were
bought by a merchant for 40

8.

and taken over eea,

although they were very valuable manuscripts.!

After

centuries of monastic guardianship and care, the vast
collections were scattered as worthless trash by the
four winds.
If all the charges made against the religious were

1.

Capes,

Ope

2. Phillips,

cit., p. 289.
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cit., Vol. It Appendix B-1.
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listed together, the fact would probably be very
noticeable that the majority of their duties were
neglected.

Of all the various activities mentioned in

this chapter it seems that only that of hospitality
was still being carried on somewhat as of old. With
those of labor and charity running a poor second and
with the vow of chastity languishing behind.

Unfortu-

nately we oannot go back to old records and proTe that
1,750 monks were breaking the vow of "no property,"

While 469 were still adhering to their strict code of
morals.

!here are no definite figures by which to go.

However, it seems probable from the evidence available
that on the eve of the dissolution there were more
cloisterers who were neglecting their duties and were
failing to live up to their ideals and vows than there
were those who were doing so.

When Henry's Commissioners

turned in their reports, they olaimed that one-third of
the houses in England were fairly well conducted. l Therefore, considering their tendency to exaggerate evils, it
might be estimated that at least one-half were fairly
well conducted.

Granting that at least fifty percent

were above condemnation and suspicion. is thiS a record
of Which the Church could be proud?
For each vow and activity mentioned in this

1. WiShart,

Ope

cit., p. 317.
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chapter there were undoubtedly some true religious who
were nobly carrying on their work.
too little of them.
are publicized.

Sadly enough we hear

Only their le8s religious friends

Those who so faithfully went 8ilently

about their tasks, never shirking their duties, were
harshly made to suffer for the many careless ones who,
forgetting their

TOWS

and mona8tic ideals. selfishly

put the pleasures of man before their devotion to God,
thus bringing about the downfall of monasticism in
England.

ClUPTER VI
REASONS POR THE DECLID OF MONASTIC LID

CHAPTER VI
REASONS FOR THE DECLINE OF MONASTIC LIFE
Even though it is almost impossible to estimate
the number of monasteries which had fallen into decay,
or the extent to which they had decayed, it is certain
that many of the English monasteries had fallen short
of the ideals by which they were supposed to have lived.
It seems from the evidence gathered that there were more
monasteries in need of reform than there were cloisters
which could withstand all suspicion.

To explain the

decay of the majority of English houses by saying that
the monks and nuns were only human and too much was expeoted of them, is merely evading the issue.

As there

are always reasons behind every movement in history,
there were certain definite causes for the decline of
monastic life.

By studying these reasons one can under-

stand why many monasteries might be in the condition that
they were before their dissolution.
The Church by the sixteenth century had proved
itself to be a strong force not only in religious life
but also in the political affairs of Europe.

The influ-

enoe of the Catholic Churoh was such that it did not
hesitate to disagree with high nobles and court favorites,
for that matter not even with kings themselves.
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kings of England had been no exception to this rule.
Insul ts and grievances that they would not have endured
from others they were ·forced to accept from the Church.
English rulers who otherwise were free from any foreign
domination often felt the influence and power of Rome.
As a result, the Crown usually suffered a loss of
prestige.
An

0

utstand.1ng example

0

f Rome' e power in England

is shown in the oontroversy of King John and the monks.
When the rector of the Church of Feversham in Kent died,
the king presented his candidate for the vacancy to the
Archbishop.

~he

monks of St. Austin'S, olaiming a share

of the profit, acted more quiokly than the King.
They immediately on the inoumbent's death, sent one
of their bo~ to take possession of the church and
parsonage; who by force kept out the clerk presented
by the king. The king being exceedingly provoked at
this prooeeding, ordered the sheriff of the county
to dispossess the monks; which was aocomplished but
not without a resistance that caused some b100d to
be shed in the ohurch.l

All attempts of the king and nobles to breech over the
unhappy Situation failed and the monks continued to
• • • affront the king. • • • They knew what great
things their brother monks of the cathedral had done
for the fee of Rome by their obstinacy, and what
returns had been made them for it. They saw that
every insult offered to the seoular authority, did
something towards lessening it in the eyes of the
people; -- For this reason, without taking any

1. Warner,

Ope

oit., pp. 415-416.
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notice of the oourts of law, the monks of St.
Austin's appealed to the court of Rome. INNOCKI!,
we may be sure, immediately espoused the oause;
and by an epistle, directed the bishop of Ely, to
excommunicate those who had dispossessed the monks,
to put the places they inhabited under an interdiot,
and then to restore the abbot and convent to their
possession. The king forbade the execution of this
insolent bull. • • • INNOCENT acoordingly wrote a
letter to the king; in whioh he tells him, that
everyone ought to stand or fall to his own master,
and that it was not prudent in his majesty to intermeddle in the affairs of eoclesiastics, of which he
had not the proper oognizance. Aooordingly, after
the king and the archbishop had had a great deal of
fruitless wrangling with them about the patronage
of this churoh, the king, seeing no other remedy,
but either give up his right, or to come to an open
rupture with the court of Rome, yielded at last to
the usurpation; and permdtted the monks to reap the
fruit of their own pride and obetinanoy. Had this
been one of the first steps towards humbling the
English monarchy, we might wonder indeed at the
assurance of it; but they had been so frequently
taken for many years past, that they have no other
effeot now, than to make us wonder at the folly and
the madness of the English nation, in permitting an
imposture • • • to grow upon them. l
The subordination of monarohy

~

ohurch authority

continued up until the sixteenth oentury.
born Tudor
them.

~nasty

Even the new-

had this threatening power held over

The effioient Henry VIII, who ruled as well as

reigned, felt papal domination as a threat to his power
and prestige.

The king not only resented this foreign

influence, but also looked askanoe at the constant stream
of money which flowed from all parts of England into
Rome.

The worst feature of this praotioe was that many

1. Ibid.,

-

p.

416.
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times the money which had come to Rome from England was
lent by the Pope to one of England's enemies.

Although

attempts were made at various times by the civil powers
to stem the fiow of gold to Rome. they did not succeed.

But the nation • • • continued in practice to allow
the Popes to have a free hand in otherwise disposing
of moneys left by Englishmen for the benefits of
Religion in their own country. It is worth7 to
remark that England in those days acted towards the
Pope in a most generous and filial manner; and often
to her own immediate detriment. allowed him to
exeroise in temporal matters, a power whioh Spain.
France and Germany sternly disallowed. l
It has been said that the monks were papists first and
Englishmen afterwards. 2
One of the Popes onoe remarked: "Truly England is
our storehouse of delights, a very exhaustible well; end
where muoh abounds much oan be extorted from many. ,,3
It is the great scandal of the medieval papacy that
ita chief viSible relation to English Churoh people
conSisted in extorting money • • • • its most
irritative form was the payment of annates or firstfrUita, whioh were paid by bishops and archbishops
on their prolOOtion and sent to Rome by the papal
agents. 4
The Engli8h people, especially the Crown. seemed to
resent this oonstant flow to foreign treasuries and in
1376 a petition of the Good parliament claimed:

1.

~aunton,

2. Hague,

0E. cit., p. 26.

Ope cit •• p. 304.

3. f.aunton, OPe cit., p. 37, footnote from
Matthew paris.

4. Gee, Ope Cit., p. 9.
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• • • that the taxes paid to the Church of Rome
amounted to five times as much &s thoae levied for
the Kingi that the pope disposed of the same bishoprics by reservation four or five times, and reoeived
each time the first fruita • • • • that the popels
revenue from England alone is larger than that of
any prince in Christendom • • • that his collector
remits yearly to the Pope 20,000 marks, sometimes
more.'l
fhe great influence that the Church had, coupled with
the fact that possibly some of this wealth, had it not
been flowing to a foreign power, might have reached the
king's coffers, made Henry VIII watch the Church with
an anxious eye.

When the chance came to cripple papal

dOmination in England by striking at its greatest stronghold, the monasteries, Henry did not allow the opportunity
to slip past him.
When any organization decays and is so blinded
that it fails to realize its need for reform that conditioD is bad enough.

However, when a group, especially a

religious one, is in need of reform and reorganization,
and that need is fully recognized by its members and yet
nothing is done to right the wrongs, that Situation is
even more tragic.

This was the case of the Catholic

Church in the later Middle Ages.

A reform from within

the Church would have been much better for the Church herself and certainly not
1. Child,

OPe

8S

detrimental as the reform from

cit., p. 29.
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without proved to be.

"A radical reformatioD of an

institution which had survived a thousand years might
easily haTe brought the monssteries up to date, and have
fitted them for a new epoch of beneficent work."l
It cannot be said that the Church was ignorant of
the need for reform.

As one of the Canons of the Church

said:
A clerical reformation, a reformation without
meddling with the catholic faith, had been attempted
already by the best sort of clergy throughout Europe.
Three great councils had been held to bring it about
• • • and to each of these councils England had sent
representatives. The defeat of this attempted
reformation by councils, which was effected by the
intrigues of Rome • • • is the most mournful event
of modern history • • • • it gave weight that no
reformation was to be expected from the Church herself, and thus it opened the way for the invasion of
the temporal power and for the doctrinal revolution
Which presently overswept Europe. 2
At the beginning of the thirteenth century people
realized that monasticism had fallen below its former
standards and that some reform was needed.

Even some of

the newer Orders had become too much influenced by worldly
things which they had vowed to renounce.

Three ambitious

and earnest Popes, Innocent III, Honorious III and
Gregory IX tried their hand at reforming the monasteries,
but little can be said of their success. 3 Even the Crown

1. Gee,

Ope

2. Taunton,
3. Cheney,

cit.,
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cit., p. 62.
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realized the need for reform and in 1371 sent a letter
to the monks of st. paul's in which their scandalous
departure from the religious way of life was severely
rebuked. l

In the early part of the fifteenth century

visitations were made in several parts of the country
and detailed reports were left of the conditions found. 2
In 1616 Eishop West of Ely visited the monastic house
at Ely and found the need for reform most urgent. 3

The

Italian Bishop of Worcester wrote from Rome to a churchman in England in the year 1618 that he was often impressed
by the need of monastic reform. 4
When Cardinal Wolsey made preparations for a reformation, a well known prelate, Fox of Winchester, wrote to
him as follows:
Great was the contentment and joy, most reverend
Father, which I received from your recent letter whioh
tells me that your Grace is set upon reforming the
whole body of the Clergy, and that you have notified
and fixed a day on which the work shall begin and be
proceeded with. This day I have truly longed for,
even as Simon in the Gospel deSired to Bee the MeSSiah,
the Expected of men. • • • As is duty bound, I indeed
did strive to carry out within the limits of ~ small
jurisdiotion that same design which your Grace will
soon bring about in the two provinces of this realm.
For three years this great affair has been the object
of mw studies, labours, watchings, and travail, till

1. Capes,
2.

~.t
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I found out what had hitherto esoaped me -- vis.
that everything belonging to the primitive integrity
of the olergy, and espeoially to the monastic atate,
is perverted either by dispensations or corruptions,
or else has beoome obselete from age or depraved
owing to the iniquity of the times. As age was
creeping on me, while the thought of this increased
my will and desire, so all hope departed of seeing
a revival, even in my own diocese.~
Even though the Church and its officials realized
the great need for reform, little was done about it and
the many practices which were caUSing the constant decay
of monastic life were allowed to continue.

one of the

privileges whioh the cloisterers enjoyed and one whioh
tended to encourage lawlessness among them was that of
immunities, or as it was often oalled, "benefit of
clergy."

The idea was based on the theory that the clergy

was a saored order and, therefore, should not be tried in
the secular courts.

Originally, upon suspicion of a crime

of any sort, the clergyman was to appear before the king's
oourt and claim "benefit of clergy."

Whereupon he was

turned over to his ecclesiastical superior, who had him
tried according to church law in an ecclesiastical court.
This privilege was olaimed by the Churoh until the sixteenth century, but years before that time many unworthy
ones had taken advantage of this position.

The immunities

were being extended to such unimportant offices

1. Taunton,

OPe

cit., p. 63.
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door-

keepers and readers. l
Not only many of the secular olass were esoaping
punishment for their crimes through the right of immunities, but with the lowered standards and the laxity of
morals and conduot among the monastio orders, many of
the monks felt less hesitanoy about oommitting offenses
sinoe they knew they would not be tried in a seoular
oourt.

Quite a number of offenders thus esoaped punish-

ment, who otherwise might have been found guilty in the
secular courts.
~h. laxity of the courts towards clerical offenders
was notoriOUS, and it often happened that the ends of
justice were defeated by the sentenoe passed upon a
delinquent. Benefit of clergy, the teohnioal name
given to the immunity of the clergy. had oome to be
one of the most orying scandals, for it had the effeot
of shielding criminals from punishment due to the
offens., and as minor orders oovered a large number
of persons, the criminals who escaped penalty cannot
fail to have been fairly numerous. 2

Even the pro-catholic writer, James Gairdner
admits:
~his system probably worked well and was attended
with good results in the days when the discipline of
the Church was superior to that of the state. But
oenturies bad passed away Since then, and the system
had gotten roughly modified in different directions. 3

One of the vows that the monk took when he entered

1. Gairdrier,
2.

~eet
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his order was the pledge to withdraw from the world,
to remain secluded within the grey walls of the monastery
and not to wander forth.
monasteries and church

In the case of the heads of

of~icials,

their obligation was

to hold one office, to remain at their apPOinted place
and see that their duties were performed.

By the six-

teenth oentury many of these obligations assumed by the
religious were conveniently forgotten or flagrantly
disobeyed.

In the case of the cloistered monk, the

problem of discipline was always a greater one if the
monka journeyed into the "outside world."

They often

made such a habit of leaving the cloister.
The Benedictine houses oombined to keep a proctor
at the Curia to arrest any of their Order who went
thither without license. A prior of Canterbury
appealed even to the civil power to issue a writ of
praemunire against a restless monk who had managed
to procure papal letters of exemption from monastio
discipline without haVing first submitted it to the
king's council. But the hands of authority were
sometimes weakened by the interested action of the
papal agents. Thus the Carmelite friar, Walter
Disse -- confessor of John of Gaunt -- was empowered
to sell for Urban VI 50 appointments to the office
of papal chaplain; these secured exemption from
conventual control, and even liberty to take a rioh
rectory as well. A monk of St. Albans, William
8hapeye, begged or borrowed money to buy one of these
and gained thereby his freedom.~
In 1456 Archbishop Bourchier's Commission for
reforming the Church reported:

1. Capes,

Ope Cit., p.
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The constant and no isy clamour of many, and
public report, and the notoriety of the fact spreading it, it has now lately reaohed our ears, not
without grievous bitterness of heart, that there are
aome within our diocese of canterbury, render the
profession of monastic observance, who have got
possession of parish churches and their perpetual
vicarages, under the pretext of certain pretende!
apostolic letter, and having scorned and discarded
their regular habit, or at all events contrary to
the manner of their religion, abandon the same
secretly under secular garb, some of whom also wear
a habit inoonsistent fashion, and go about rashly
and presumptuously, like seoular priests, in no wise
fearing sentence of excommunication and irregularity
passed in that behalf against such, and damnably
incurring and contracting them to thus incur and
contract them.l
It was bad enough for the monks to forget their
duties and "go-a-travelling," but the example was set
for them by their superiors.

The practice of non-

residenoe was often due to the fact that clergymen held
more than one offioe at the same time.

For example,

Riohard Fox was oonseorated Bishop of Exeter in 1487,
in 1491 he was transferred to Bath and Wells, and in
1494 to Durham.

"Richard Fox is said never to have seen

his cathedral at Exeter or to have set foot in his diocese
of Bath and Wells. n2

cardinal Wolsey held at the same

time: the Archbishopric of York, the Sees of Lincoln,
Tournai, and Winohester, and the Abbey of St. Albans.
"He was also a Cardinal, a Legate, a latere, and a
1.

~ee
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Chancellor of Henry VIII."l
Bishops were often kept away from their diocese
by their duties at court and thus no visitation or
check-up on conditions in their territory could be made. 2
As the poet, Thomas Hoccleve tells us, the pluralist
could care little for his charges.
pine in vain for holy sermonage.

"His flook might
He rekketh never how

rusty ben his schepe. u3
Although the practices of non-residence and
pluralities cannot be blamed wholly on the monks, nevertheless these must have had an indirect influence on the
increasing laxity of their everyday life.

Without the

fear of visitation from the bishops, they naturally felt
freer to do things which otherwise they m1ght have
refrained from doing.

Among the things which were being

neglected in the fifteenth and sixteenth century monastio
life was the financial affairs of the various monastio
houses.
It oannot be said that all the monasteries were in
financial difficulties, nor can it be claimed that all
were wealthy, prosperous houses.
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2. patterson,

Ope

3. Capes,

cit., p. 155.

Ope

Henry VIII might have

cit., p. 178.
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expected them to be strongholds of wealth and riches,
but in some cases he was sadly disappointed.

For the

greater part, the monasteries were rich houses, but in
oertain exceptional caseS it can be seen that some were
in dire poverty and financial difficulties.

The follow-

ing description, although it was written about the Abbey
of Glastonbury, might be applied to the majority of
English houses: "It had immense wealth; every Wednesday
and Friday it fed and lodged 300 boys; it was esteemed
very highly in the neighbourhood and received large
donations from the knights in the Ticinity_nl
In contrast we have those houses where, because
of mismanagement on the part of the monks, they were
forced to meet many difficulties financially_

Sometimes

this trouble was due to the fact that the monks, or an
ambitious abbot, might wish to increase the splendour
oX their possessions and add 'large, spacious buildings
to their cloister.

These were usually examples of

beautiful and fine architecture, but they left the monks
deeply in debt. 2 Others claimed that the obligation of
housing travellers and royal guests was too much of a
burden to them financ ially.

1. Wishart,
2. Capes,

Ope

OPe

However, Archbi shop Bourchier

cit., p. !!s.

cit., p. 282.
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examples the lack of money to other reasone.

He said:

"They waste the property, rights, goods, fruits, and
revenues of their benefices of this sort, and vainly and
uselessly consume them on forbidden and profane obJects.- l
The following can be found in the Register of John
Stafford:
The finanoes of the house as well as the morals
of the monks seem to have needed the abbot's attention,
and we find in 1443 that he had to prosecute
Bartholomew Downton of Lyllington in Dorset beoause
of his unwillingness to give up his aocounts wien he
was receiver in the county for abbot Chynnock.
We have other example. of poverty in monastic
houses.

"The Benedictine abbey of Tavistook in the four-

teenth oentury was seriously troubled by debt, partly at
least oaused by an incapable and unworthy superior."S
Apparently there were oases of genuine poverty.

Thus

the oanons of Aiguebelle wrote to the Bishop of Hereford:
"They have had hard times -- their books and vestments are
worn out, and they appeal for help from the bishop of
Hereford. ,,4
In some of the convents it was found that the
superior, due to poor management, was leading the house
into ruin.

"She pinched the nuns and spent too freely

1. Gee and Hardi

t

°i·

oIt •• p. 142.

2. Holmes, 0;2. oit •• p. xli.
3. Gasquet, Monastio Life, p. 187.
4. Bannister, 0:2. cit., p. vi.

'--

------------------------------
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on herself."

"The abbess of Romsey must not keep many

dogs or any monkeys, nor should she stint the nuns' food
to provide for her own pleasures. Hl
Another factor that helped cause poverty in some
of the houses was the tributes exacted by' the papacy and
the crown. 2 Each year there was collected from the
monks the king1s first fruits and tenths, plus the money
that the monasteries were obliged to send to Rome.

The

following itemized income shows the amount paid out to
these various sources: 3
Income for 9 months
Dues to the king, vicars (of
which about L130 to the king)
lees, synodals, tithes, etc.
Chapel keeper and candles (guest's
chapel)
Clothing (including L26 13s. for
scholar's outfit)
Expenses on obits
lees to steward, etc.
lees to bailiffs
Wages to prior's servants
Wages to farm servants
Repairs of Churches, etc.
Repairs 'of buildings of monastery
Repairs of house property
Miscellaneous household expenses
Cost of journeys
Gifts in mone7

1. capes,

Ope

2. patterson,

L 2202

10

o

318
122

8
14

o
o

4

11

o

136
27
24

o
o

36

13
7
10
3
16
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4

20

12
17

18
10
14

12

8

49
24

42

o
B

o
o

o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o

cit., p. 303.
Ope

cit., p. 184.

3. Gasquet, English Monasteries, p. 508. priory of
Huntingdon - for 9 months from Mlchaelmas 1511. Figures
multiplied by 19 to give some sort of approximation to
modern values. House conSisted of a prior, 11 canons,
34 servants. No mention is made of the amount sent to Rome.

1M

Farm repairs, miscellaneous
farm expenses (of which
threshing L20)
Bread bought for guest (bishop's
yisitation)L6 2s.
wine bought for guest (bishop's
visitation) L2 lOs.
Goodale bought for guest (bishop's
visitation) L 9
Fuel
Lights
Wheat, malt, barley, bought
Stock bought
Legal expenses
"Expenses of howshold 88 &ppereth
by ye kechyn boke"
Debts paid

6'

15

o

17
33

12
5

0
0

9
lU
111

0
19

6

19

417

3
10

422

L

2210

0

0

0

8

~

0
0
0

~

Another manner in which monastic wealth disappeared
was the payment to officials for positions that they might
bestow upon some favorite.

A good illustration of this is

the oase of William Boston who was appointed abbot of
Westminster in 1516.

The records do not say that Cromwell

apPointed him, but Shortly after his appointment he paid
Cromwell L 661, l3s 4d and after his arrival at Westminster
was still L 500 in debt to him and to the Controller of
the Royal Household.
Before the year was out the new abbot had shown his
hand. Ten of the abbey manors were given away to
raise money for this debt; Cromwell was made Janitor
of the monastery, keeper of the Gatehouse prison, and
Seneschal (or Steward). As Seneschal he could hold
manorial courts allover the abbey estates, a
privilege which was no doubt financially profitable.
In the next year Cromwell took further tribute from
the monastery in the shape of 60 years leases of
three manors and the right of presentation to Oakham.
various other people connected with the royal house~
hold obtained similar benefits, including Anne Boleyn,
the Lord Chancellor, and the Court physician. No
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attempts seem to have been made to glOBS over the
traffic in abbey property and privileges. 1
A variation of this was the payment to the Crown
of a certain sum of money for the span of time between
the death of one abbot and the appointment of a new one.
From the Additions to Adam of Domerham's Chronicle are
Borne instances:
Redemptions of certain abbeys when vacant:
The abbey of st. Edmnndsbury undereth 1200 marks
for every vacancy. long or short; and the monks have
made fine for L 200.
The abbey of (Olma) 200 marks for each 4 months.
The abbey of st. Albans, for every vacancy of a
year or less, ~OO marks; and if longer, then more
in proportion.2

In the later years of English monasticism some of
the monastic Wealth went as bribes to save the houses
from dissolution.

After the commissioners viSited many

of the cloisters and sent in their reports, letters of
the following nature came to Cromwell-' s attention:
'I submytt myselfe', wrote the abbot of Rewley,
'fulle and holle to your mastershipp, as all my refuge,
helpe, and SQcor is yn yow, glad of my voluntarye
mynde to be bounde in obligacion of one hundred
powndes to be payed to your mastershipp, so that our
houee may be savyd. ' We may well b~lieve that this
proposal did not fallon deaf ears. 3

1. RUBsell,

OPe

cit., p. 75.

2. Coulton, Life in Middle Ages, Vol. IV, p. 206.
J. R. G. Merriman, Life and Letters of Thomas
Cromwell, Vol. 1, p. 168.
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It

o~fered

gain.

Cromwell an excellent opportunity

~or

private

It has been estimated that the monks paid out the

8um of L 5,948, 6s, 8d in an elfort to save their hou8es
from the diSSolution. l However, after these religious
bodies raised huge payments to save themselves, they
were treacherously destroyed anyway.

Such was the case

at the convent of Pollesworth.
After those monasteries had procured an authorization to continue in existence and in several cases
impoverished themselves paying the heavy fine8
exacted by the King, the latter made parliament paBs
another act -- which commanded the suppression of
all monasteries. In this way, the King first got
fi~es for exemption, and then the monastery itself.2
The life of the monastery was not always
harmonious.

Often times, as differences will arise in

places of bUSiness or in families, there were disagreementa and factions within the religious group which
frustrated them from attaining the ideal monastic
experience.

The nuns of the Holy Sepulchre at Canter-

bury quarreled so much that they "must be kept in a dark
room till they agree to live in peace."3 Suoh was the
case at the monastery of St. Alban's at the end of the
fifteenth oentury.
The abbot twice applied to the Crown, at an
interval of sixteen years, for the arre8t of an

1. LI13egrin,

OPe

cIt., p. 21.

3. Capes,

Cit., p. 303.

2. Ibid., p. 21.
Ope
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'apostate' monk, and in the same terms: 'Like
another son of perdition he goes about from town
to town, and from market to market, more like a
vagabond and an apostate than a monk. and cauaes
in his travels the greatest scandal, as well to
the Order as to religion in general.' Each of the
two had been prior of a dependent cell; each had
been sent as a commdssioner to inquire into the
conduct of the other; both were deposed and reinstated, and one at least confessed that he repented
of the false charges he had brought. There are
many illustrations of such discord and intrigues
in the annals of the smaller houses, as notably
in Meaux in 1353. Except in the carthusian Order
there was no chance of privacy for moody or impatient tempers, and the neoessity of daily intercourse with unoongenia1 tastes and habits must have
sorely strained the powers of self-oontro1.l
Besides disputes within the monasteries there
were oftentimes feuds between the various houses.

For

example the abbots of Westminster and st. Albans disputed
the right of precedent in parliament for many years.
Finally in 141 7 ,
• • • they transferred the quarrel to land in
dispute between their several estates. One ereoted
a gibbet on it as a token of his feudal rights; the
other had it levelled to the ground 1h7' force of
swords and axe8.' Set up o~oe more it was again
demolished, while the tenants of the neighbouring
manors, 'for fear of their hi deB , • stealthily made
perambulations of the disputed ground and played
thus at hide-and-seek for many years. • • • the
Abbot of st. John's at Calohester sent, in 1399, a
party of monks to Snape in Suffolk, who broke into
the prior's house and burnt the deeds that were
found there, and then lay in wait outBide, wounding
his aervants, burning his crops, and carrying off
his stook.2
This faotious disorder can be best seen later when

1. capes,

-

OPe

cIt., p. 295.

2. Ibid., p. 2'4.
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the commissioners were sent to investigate the homes
of the friars.

At that time the royal agents would

have had trouble in some monasteries at least, getting
the truth (if the truth had really been the goal),
since many of the inmates deliberately lied or made up
slanderous tales about some of their brethren whom they
happened to dislike.

Sometimes members of one monastic

order or house would elaborate on and then repeat as
the truth detrimental stories that they had heard of a
neighbouring bouse of Which they might happen to be
envious.

Although this was a far cry from their religious

teachings, they were conveniently laid aside for the time
being.

Even though the quotation, -united we stand,

divided we fall" 1s a motto of an American state government, the same idea could have been applied very satisfactorily to organizations in the fifteenth and sixteenth
centuries.

It was even true of the monastic orders. but

they failed to realize that "in union there is strength."
Instead they allowed Silly personal differences and petty
disputes among the brethren in the houses to divide the
houses themselves.

If they could not live together

peacefully before, how could they, divided, expect to
Withstand the royal opposition and propaganda that they
had to face during the reign of Henry VIII?
Long and fierce has been the "battle of words"
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that historians have waged over the superstitions and
relies held by the monasteries.

The Protestant sympa-

thizers have oalled the oloister "oradles

o~

superstitions"

and have oondemned all their images as money-making fakes.
'hereas the Catholic-inclined group hasten to the defense
of the monks by olaiming that these relics were not used
but had long been discarded before the dissolution; or
else they were used with the upmost trust and sincerity
and with no idea of deceiving the people.
One of the most debatable of these relics was that
known as the "Blood of Hayles", which was said to have
been the Blood of Christ.

It was supposed to have had

certain miraculous powers, such as the ability to make
itself invisible and visible.

The monks were later

aocused of all sorts of trickery in connection with this
miracle-working wonder.

In the following letter to

Cromwell from the abbot of Hayles we can see that the
abbot himself realized the hoax that was being played
on the people, and whether earnestly or not, we do not
know. he attempts to free himself of the responsibility
of oontinuing to allow it to be shown.
'It is not unknown unto your honour how that there
is in the monastery of Hayles a 'blood', which hath
been reputed as a miracle a great season. And now I
come to tell your lordship plainly that I have a consoience putting me in dread lest idolatry be
committed therein, giving the very honour of the
blood of Christ to that thing, which I oannot tell

l~

what it is. And, having this conscience I was and
am wonderously perplexed: for to put it away of ~
own authority, seeing it hath been allowed there to
be showed to such as seek for it, I feared
to do
lest I should oondemn mwself to be guilty in misusing it, as changing and renewing it with drakes
blood, wherein I offer mwself to suffer the most
shameful death that ever man suffered if ever it
may be proved that it was either ohanged, renewed or
ever looked upon to try what it is, to mw knowledge,
but is there still, as far as ever I can learn or
know, as it was brought thither. And, there is one
monk alive nigh eighty years of age, who hath kept
it almost forty years. And he will (as he says)
upon his life make the same answer. And for discharge of my own conscience in avoiding of idolatry
and to save mw honesty towards the world I do most
earnestly beseech your honour to send hither your
commission by whom it shall please you to examine mw
truth and honesty in this manner upon danger not only
of mw office and suppression, but also of mw life,
if I be found guilty in any word that I have said;
and then further, by your authority, to order that
blood that it may be nor more noted to minister
occasion of idolatry.' (R.O. State papers, Dom.,
1538)1
As a result of this letter from the abbot of
Hayles, the King sent Bishop Latimer, the prior of
Worcester, the abbot, and Richard Tracy, Esq_, to the
abbey on October 4, 1538 to examine the "Blood. ft

In a

report of their findings whioh wss addressed to Cromwell,
they stated:
'A oertain supposed relic called the blood o£
Bayles, which was inclosed with a round beryl,
garnished and bound on every side with Silver,
which we caused to be opened in the presence of a
great multitude of people. And the said relio we
caused to be taken out of the said beryl and have
viewed the same being within a little glass. And
we also tried the same according to our powers

53?

1. Gasquet, English MOnasteries, vol. tI, pp. 536-
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wits and disoretions by all means and by force of
the view and other trials thereof we think deem and
judge the substance and matter of the said supposed
relic to be an uncterous gum colored, which being
in the beryl appeared to be glistening red,
resembling partly the colour of blood. And after
we did take out part of the said substance and
matter out of the glass then it was apparent
glistening yellow colour like amber or base gold,
and doth cleave to as gum or birdlime.,l
Modern writers seem to agree that the blood was
in reality that of a duck, which was renewed at certain
intervals by monks apPOinted to that oertain duty.

The

substance was kept in a crystal, very thick on one side
and transparent on the other.

If a wealthy man came to

confeBs his sins, the thick side was displayed until he
had paid for a number of masses, then suddenly, a
reformation took place.

"fane in a secret place behind

the altar, near Which the relic was placed, turned the
thin 8ide, and then the blood appeared.' "2
There was an abundance of other superstitious
relics, although probably none as well known as the
"Blood of Hayles."
Road

o~

Por instance there was the famous

Grace, or Road of Boxley as it was sometimes

called, which was displayed at BoXley abbey.

It was a

figure on a crucifix whose eyes and mouth miraculously
opened and shut.

Cromwell's agent,Geoffrey Chambers

..........

1. Ibid., pp. 53'-538 •

.........

2. Ibid., p. 539 •
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describes it as follows:

ft' ••• certen ingynes and olde

wyer wyth olde roton stykkes in the backe of the same,
that dyd cause the eyes of the same to move, or stere in
the hede thereof 1yke unto a lyvelye thing.,nl

The image

was seized by Cromwell's agents and later exhibited to
the public in Kent, Maidenstone, and London.

Gairdner

excuseS this relic by saying that it was merely an "014faShioned toy.ft

The description of it by Cromwell's

commissioners shows that it was full of old wire and
rotten sticks and therefore, must have been a thing that
the people had worshipped many years before. 2
Besides these two outstanding ones there were other
less famous relics in the monasteries.

A traveller in

1509 left an account of those that he saw a.t Canterbury,

which he said were shown chiefly to arouse the many
pilgrims' faith and thereby increase their gifts.
Re saw there a fragment of the robe of Christ; three
splinters from the crown of thorns; a lock of Mary's
hair; a. shouJ.der blade of Simeon; 8. tooth of John the
Baptist; blood of the apostles John and Thomas; part
of the crosses of Peter and Andrew; a tooth and
finger of st. Stephen; some hair of Mary MAgdalene;
a lip of one of the innocents slain by Herod the
Great; the head of Thomas a Becket; 8. leg of st.
George; the bowels of st. Lawrence; a finger of
St. Urban; a tooth of st. Benedict; bones of st.
Clement; bones of st. Vincent; bones of St. catherine
the Virgin; a leg of Mildred the Virgin; and 8 leg
1. Merriman,

OPe

cIt., Vol. It p. 114.

2. pollard, Ope cit., p. 380.
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of a virgin called Recordi&. He saw besides in
the cloister, a fountain which flowed at times with
water, at other times with milk, and at still
others with blood. It had been five times changed
to blood, and just before his visit it had been
changed to milk.l
When Cromwell's agents made a survey of the houses,
they listed beside the nama of each monastery they visited
the superstitions that they found there.

The following

are only an example of the many superstitions that they
found and that they listed in the COmperta:
Arthington • • • • • Founder Henry Arthington. Rent
20 marks. Superstition the
girdle of st. Mary.
Basedale • • • • • • Superstition there that they had
the Virgin's milk. Founder Sir
Raleigh )veres. Rents 18 li.
Nonneburnham • • • • Founder Lord Dakers. Rents 7 li.
Here they have part of the Holy
Cross.
Haltemprise

Keldha.m

• • • • Founder the Duke of Riohmond.

~ents 104 li.
Here is a pilgrimage to Thomas Wake for fever and
in veneration they have the arm
of st. George and part of the
Holy Cros8 and the girdle of st.
Marie healthful for childbirth
(as is thought).

• • • • • • Here they have part of the Holy
Cross and a finger of st. Stephen

which is lent to lying-in women.

Arden

• • • • • • • Founder the Duke of Norfolk.
Rent 20 marks. Here women go to
the image of st. Brigett and
offer for cows lost and ill.

1. Geikie,

OPe

cit., p.

'4.

NUllkee11ng • • • • • Founder the King. Rents 36 11.
Here is part of the Holy Cross.
Clementhorpe • • • • Founder the Arohbishop of York.
Here also they haTe milk (as
believed) of the Blessed Mary in
veneration.
Fountains

• • • • • Six seek release. They have a
girdle of st. ~ry (as is
believed). Founder the Arohbishop of York. Rents 1200 lie

Pontefraot • • • • • Here they have in veneration
Thomas, Duke of Lancaster, and
his girdle, whioh is (as is
believed) safe for lying-in
women and his hat for pain in the
head. Founder the King. Rent
330 li. The house owes 20 lie
Selby

• • • • • • • Here also they have the girdle of
the Blessed Mary as is pretended.
j!'ounder the King. Rents 800
marks. OWes 300 lie

Sinningrhwaite • • • Here they haTe the arm of st.
Margaret and the tunio of st.
Bernard as is believed safe for
the lying-in women. Founder
the Earl of Northumberland.
St. Leonard's, York

Here they haVe the arm and finger
of st. Leonard in reverenoe and
his image. Founder the King.
Rents 7 ma.rks.~

On August 24, 1431, the Bishop of Dogmersfield
ordered to have read in the cathedral at Wells and in all
of his diocese a oharge against sorcery, lot drawing,
1. Clay, OPe cit., pp. i6-18~ ~hese are oniy a
few of the many superstitions mentioned, not only in the
COmperta, but in many other references.
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incantations and any other pagan superstitions. 1

When

almost one hundred years later the agents of Henry VIII
visited the cloisters they still found in some many
superstitions.

The Commissioner John Ap Rice writes to

Cromwell concerning one monastery that he visited:
I Among the relics we founde mche vanitie and
superstition, as the coles that Saint Laurence was
tested withall, the paring of Saint Edmund's naylles,
and divers skul1es for the hedache; pieces of the
holie crosse able to make a hole crosse of; other
reliques for rayne and certain other superstitiouse
usages for avoyding of wedes growing in corne, with
Buche other. '2

It is difficult to tell just how readily the people
believed in these old relics, but it is certain that there
was an abundance of them in many monasteries.

Had they

not been profitable to the houses, they would hardly have
been so numerous.

They were displayed to the people as

miracle-working wonders whioh oould do anything from
curing pains in the head, to making lost caws return home.
For the most part, the monks realized the hoaxes that they
were playing on the people.

James, a carthuSian monk of

the later part of the fifteenth century wrote:
so much superstition.

A'There is

There are so many of the worst and

most scandalous practices in the church • • • all religion
seems wellnigh choked, as if the enemy of souls had sown
~.

H01~S,

2. Wright,

op." cit., p. xlv.
Ope

cit., p. 85.
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tares over the Wheat.,·l

However, the money received

through gifts to these -holy relics" was just as valuable
to the monastery as any other source of income.

After

all the King should not be accused of being the only
mercenary soul in sixteenth century England!
Institutions, like people, usually are either
progressive or retrogressive.

The progressive ones live,

the others lag along for a span of a few years and pass
out of existence.

To be vitally alive it is necessary to

be alert and progressive, but the monasteries failed to
understand this reasoning.

As has been pOinted out before,

one of the monastic activities was that of education.
However, by the sixteenth century they were neglecting not
only the education of the children entrusted to their care,·
but also the education of their own members.

As

a result

many of the monks could not read; their books, chronicles,
records, and sermons suffered from neglect, and their
wondrous educational work of the past was lost to the
world.
The cloisters failed to send forth writers such as
Matthew paris.

As schools, libraries, and storehouses of

culture of by-gone days, the monasteries were useful to
civilization.

However, as unprogressive places, abounding

1. GeiEie,

Ope

cit.,

p.

76.
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with superstitions, they were no longer an asset to
England.

The people were beginning to feel that

monasticism was becoming out-dated.

nLandland, in hold-

ing up the Ploughman as one who had the ideal life. had
in fact pronounced the death-knell of monasticism.

The

ooming age looked on an active life as superior to one of
oontemplation and prayer. ttl

~y the writings of the time

we oan tell that people were becoming dissatisfied with
this religious group_

Even the friars had declined so in

their moral and intellectual life that their illustrious
forefathers, A1bertus Magnus, Thomas Aoquinas, Duns
Sootus. and William of Oakham would have turned in their
graves had they known.

A poem of that period shows the

feeling towards the friars:
wyckedness that men can tell
Rynes ham (reigns them) 8IOOng
Ther shal no sau1e (soul) have rowme (room) in helle,
Of frers ther is suche throng. If

'~l

By the beginning of the sixteenth century some

o~

the duties and activities that the monks had once so nobly
performed were gradually being taken over by other groups
of people.

TWo of the most important of these activities

were, the care of the poor and the hospitality extended
to travellers.

Before this time the unfortunates had

1. patterson,

Ope

2. Ibid., p. 184.

cit.,

p.

184.

depended solely on the monks for donations and alms.
However, at the beginning of the modern period, commnnities were becomdng conscious of this need and mindful of
the fact that it was their duty to do something about it.
As a result we have the Elizabethan and other poor laws
passed and finally the assumption of the care of the
poor by the state.
Likewise, the monastic duty of hospitality has
been assumed by other more modern institutions.

Wherea~,

in olden days the monasteries were the only places to stop
on a weary journey over the countryside, by the beginning
of the sixteenth century inns and hotels were appearing
to replace the monastic guest house.
This is indeed a changing worldl

For many years

the monks had performed their duties and performed them
well.

But there finally came a time when this was no

longer true, and the industrious, intellectual and really
religious monastic life of the past was only a memory.
This was not a rapid change.

Let us compare the

monasteries to a beautiful cathedral.

The many reasons

mentioned which caused the downfall of the monks were
like so many tiny, but destructible termites.

These

creatures very slowly bored and cut into the foundation
and supports of this building.

Nothing was done to stop

the deterioration and the structure continued to grow
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weaker .and weaker.

One day an "outside force" oaused

the collapse of this great edifice.

Although, among

the wreckage there were some parts Which were found to
be as solid, as strong, and

8S

beautiful as they had

been the day they were plaoed there, they nevertheless
had to be cleared away with the rest of the debris.
Although they were strong, they were not strong enough
to oounteract the weakness of the other parts of the
cathedral.

People from the countryside around came to

view the wreck and blamed the "outside force" for the
damage done.

However, had the whole oathedral been

8S

strong and as perfect as some of the parts found among
the wreckage, and had not many of the once beautiful
arches and columns become rotten and devoured, no matter
how hard this "outside force" had pushed, the building
would have stood, as majestically and
always stood in the past.

8S

nobly as it had

CHAPTER VII

UBRELIABILITY

O~

EVIDENCE FOR !HE SUPPRESSIO.

CRAFTER VII
UNRELIABILITY OF EVIDENCE FOR THE SUPPRESSIO.
ft'When alle tresores srem tried, trewthe is the best.,ftl
After Henry VIII definitely decided to bring about
a dissolution of the religious houses in England, there
had to be some evidence or proof, so that hiB actions
might be justified.

How, or by whom this evidence was ob-

tained was not so important as it was to have the material
there in case public opinion doubted the monarch's actions.
The mere possession of such condemning evidence was justification in itself; its authenticity dared not be doubted.
Therefore, in 1535 Cromwell, acting for the King,
sent out COmmissioners or agents to visit many of the
monastic houses and to bring back reports on existing
conditions therein.
At the summons of the Commissioners, clerks,
registrars, receivers, auditors of prelates and
clergymen were bound to appear before them and give
all the necessary information, and the Commdssioners
were to send in their returns to the Exchequer not
later than in octabis Trinitatis 1535 • • • • The
Commissioners were sent to every diocese, shire, and
populous place in England and Wales. • • • The
Co~ssioners are to inquire into and record the
names of all the abbeys, priories, monasteries and
other religious houses
and to inquire into all
the financial and internal affairs of the house •

1. G.

title page.

c.

CoUlton, From St. Francis to Dante,
150
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When all the local returns were completed, all the
Sub-commissioners of the diocese were to meet together and compile one general book for that diocese.
• • • The Commissioners were to hand the general
book to the Exchequer. l
Unfortunately, however, these Commissioners were
not men who found "truth the best of all treasures."

They

recognized the task to Which they had been assigned.

This

was not really a survey being made to ascertain honestly
the usefulness of the old religious strongholds.

Nor was

it a commission to discover the weaknesses and immoralities of the cloisterers for the purpose of remedying the
same.

This commission had one purpose and one purpose

onl7 -- that being the king's purpose.

"The king's pur-

pose was rather to find a cause for appropriating the
possessions of the monasteries than to mend their morals."2
Even though it has already been said that many of
the inmates of the monasteries had fallen far below the
standards established for them, and the majority were in
a real need of some drastic and immediate reform, the
fact must be admitted that the trial they received at the
hands of Cromwell's agents was not a fair one.

There is

too much eTidenoe against the Commissioners themselves to
prove that they brought back true accusations.
factor against them was the time element.

1. Savine.

OPe

2. Liljegren,

cIt., pp. 3-5.
Ope

Cit., p. 19.

one

lti2

A thorough investigation into all the affairs
of the monasteries visited was a task, which if done
accurately, would have telten a very long, drawn-out
time.

To inquire into all the financial affairs of the

clOister, to record the names of the inmates, the tenants,
servants, etc., and the possessions of a house, to
question the religious brethren and register all complaints made, were all tasks which could not be hurried
through in a few hours' time if they were to be done
carefully and justly.

This was a slow, tedious job.

which required patience and above all an unlimited number
of hours to accomplish.

However, it was not regarded a8

suoh.

For example, in the diocese of York, ninety houses
were visited in a fortnight. l
The second evidence of the unreliability of this
material gathered for the suppression was the very
character of the men who made up the commission.

They

were a sorry lot indeed, to be sent out on a mission of
this nature.

They were men who, in order to accomplish

the task to which they had been aSsigned, would stoop to
any means.

The chief Commissioners were Layton, Leigh

(Legh), and Ap-Rice, all three men who knew what was
expected of them and ambitious enough to see that it was
done to please their Superiors, regardless of the methods

1. Constant,

Ope

eli., p. 162.
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used.

"Fuller probably sums up the character 'ox these

visitors correctly, that 'they were men who understood
the message they went on, and would not come back without
a satisfactory answer to him that sent them.,nl

It has

also been said of them:
'Most of the persons whom he [Cromwell1 used as
his agents in the business were unprincipled men
for whom not 8 word of good can be justly said; and
most of those who encouraged and assisted the king
in the dissolution did so for selfish objects, and
for selfish objects alone.'!
f.he Commdssioners used various methods to get the
desired evidenoe. "But Leigh was foremost in a policy of
laying down

o~

severe regulations for the monks, binding

them by antiquated restrictions whioh it had long been
impossible to maintain. n3

The unsubstantial character of

Cromwell's agents and, therefore, the questionable methods
used to extort the desired information, would give
evidence to the unreliability of many of their reports.
"The 'Comlldssioners found means', as it has been significantly stated, 'to make divers monasteries obnoxious. 1n4
Thus evidence acquired in such underhanded methods by
characters who made little distinction between right and
wrong can not be accepted

1. Beckett,

o~.

8S

authoritative.

cIi., p.

144.

2. Constant,

o~.

cit., p. 164.

Z. Gairdner,

°E·

cit., p. 164.

4. Merriman,

o~.

oit., Vol. I, p. 167.
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One of the most successful ways that the
Commissioners found to secure the desired evidence was
to play upon the dissenting groups within each house.
In every cloister there could uBually be found a certain
number who had some ill-feeling towards their brethren,
or as it uBually happened, towards the superior.

If

these discordant individuals could be appealed to, and
they usually could easily enough, then they would offer
testimony as to the ill-repute of the house.

Since this

testimony was offered by brethren in a spirit of vengeance,
ft certainly could not be counted on as very reliable.
The spirit of faction and disorder within the conventual household was far more fatal to its usefulness
and health. Suoh dissensions had not been unknown in
earlier years; for the monks could not leave behind
them at the cloister gate their natural infirmities
of temper, but they became more frequent and intense,
as life grew more self-indulgent and discipline more

lax.1

Many years before the dissolution, the bishops used to
use this same policy that the Commissioners later found
so successful.

They formed

8

regular secret-spy system

among the uncongenial cloisterers, who would report to
the bishop all the gossip of the house.
The Bishop of Lincoln seems to have kept 8 regular
party among the canons of Leicester, the members of
which furnished him wi th gossip 8.bout the abbot, and
who looked to the bishop for preferment. Hugh Oliver,
prior of this abbey, was continually running off to

I. Clpes,

OPe

cit., pp. 294-295.

l~

London or to the bishop on this errand, trying to
work the resignation of the abbot in the hope of
succeeding him.l
Later. when Cromwell's agents visited the
monasteries, they used these same tactiCS.

When they

called the different members of the house in for questioning, they were offered a chanee to tell anything about
their brethren.

To complicate matters more, those

dissenting members who had eVidence ag,ainst their
superiors had the right to appeal to Cromwell.

They

eould petition him with their eVidence and it is most
certain that their petitions did not fallon deaf ears.
One monk wrote to the Vicar-general that the
inmates of hie home cared nothing for true religion,
but came to matins 'ae drunk as mice and played
some at cards, some at dice' • • • and finally
imparted the significant piece of information that
Cromwell's visitors had ordered him to write these
opinions to headquarters. Another John Placett by
nama, sent cringing letters to the Vioegerent begging
that his zeal in advancing the new doctrines and in
reporting those who opposed them, might be rewarded
by official exemption from riSing at midnight and
from observing the customary fasts. 2
The old proverb, fta chain is as strong as its
weakest link" held true in the sixteenth century.

HOW

could the oloisters steel themselves for the deluge to
come if individual members were traitors within their own
houses?

The selfish persons who could not forget their
1. Baskerville, 0E. cit., p.
2. Merriman,

OPe

76.

cit., Vol. I, pp. 167-168.
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petty differences in the face of nation-wide destruction
were as much to blame for the terrible reports as Henry's
agents.

They deliberately helped to create and circulate

many of the degrading stories which the Commissioners
handed in to the Crown.

Therefore the dissenting elements

within the monasteries helped to bring about their own
downfall and destruction.
If the agents of Cromwell were unreliable reporters,
little more can be said for their leader and director.
Cromwell himself was certainly ambitious and selfish.
Admittedly Henry's chief general in this monastic war,
and director of the Commission which was sent out to bring
back,incriminating evidenoe against the religious,
Cromwell, nevertheless. was not aboTe taking bribes from
the

ene~

oamp to save certain houses.

Here we have the

leader of the movement to dissolve the houses taking
bribes to save them from dissolution.

Along with the

material which could doom the oloisters to destruction
came letters of a different nature, offering Cromwell a
chanoe for private gain should he intervene in their
behalf and saTe them from the dissolution.

lor instance,

the Abbot of Rowley wrote: "'I submit mayse1f full and hole
to your mastership, as all my refuge, help and soccour in
you now, glad of my voluntary mind to be bound in obligation of L 100 to be paid to your mastership, so that our
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house may be saved.,nl

It is not likely that the

numerous proposals of this nature that Cromwell received
were disregarded.

In 1536 after Henry bad ordered the

dissolution of the smaller houses, Cromwell intervened
in the behalf of certain places.

Some of these

monasteries neglected to reward him for his trouble, but
he soon reminded them that a due reward was expected and
should be seen to immediately.

The two letters follow-

ing are examples of such high-handed bribery.
Cromwell to the Prior of
R. O. Cal. xi 484

st.

Faith's
Sept. 23

1536

Right wellbeloved In God I Recommend me to you
etc., the cause of mw writing at this time is that
for as much as it please the king if his Regal pawer
to take Reformation of all and singular houses of
Religion within the diocese of Norwich like as his
Grace has done. In other pleaces and For the
absence of Religion and excesses of living (some)
shall be disposed of the which your house was billed
and named to be on that not withstanding by the
labor of your Friends made to me With ~ diligences
your house is taken out of the king's books and with
out danger and so shall Remain till the Return of
this may chaplain of woys Report hangs your Information to the cownsell wome I will that your shall
Receive as my trusty chaplain and this pleasure
considered as I have deserved to look to my pains and
to the berer here of as you would have Further
pleasure scoyd off me In like matters For the maintenance of your house I am the more bolder to write
by cause that I has been sumtws to me of late as the
berer here off can express more plainly to you.
Written at London the XXIII day of September
By me
Thomas Cromwell
Add.To the Reverent Father in God prIor of saint Faiths
be thys d.d.2

1. Merriman,

OPe

cit., Vol. I, p. 168.

2. Ibid., Vol. II, P. 32.
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Cromwell to the Prior of Coxford
R. O. Cal. XI 485
1536
Right Reverent Father In God I Recommend me to
you etc. and the cause of my writing at this time 1s
this For as much as it please the king of his Regal
power to take Reformation of all and singular houses
of Religion within this his realm For the abbwcyon
of ther living and some shall be disposed of the
which your house was named yet not withstanding by
the Instance of your Friends, till the Return of
this my Chaplain and kinsman I do keep you harmless
were fore I will that you receive
him
as ya would
me if I were pre8ent. Further I will thiB premesB
conBidered wich belongs
to
the wealth of your
house that you must do me some pleasure which is to
lend me xli the whioh shall be paid you again, and
For your payment you shall receive a bill of my
hand wherein it set no sum but loke how myche 8S ya
delouer so myche to write In and this day shall be
Redy to keep you out of danger as the bearer here
of can show you more plainly namore to yow brethat
you look to the pains of this bearer. Written at
London
By me
Thomas CrolIlNell
Add. To the Reverent Father In God prior of Coxford
by this d. d. l
During the entire commission the agents were never
allowed to forget the purpose of their tasks and it

i~

most certain that pressure was brought to bear to see
that their memories were often refreshed.
The men who in 1535 controlled the machinery of
the state attached great importance to the work of
the Commissioners and therefore wished to direct
that work even in matters of detail. The Commissioners
of 1636 felt the heavy hand of the Government throughout the Whole of their work; they were in constant
correspondence with it. 2

i. Merriman,

OPe

oit., Vol. II, p.

2. Savine, Ope cit., p. 5.

49.
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Finally the work of the Commission was completed
and turne d over to Henry and Cromwell for further use.
All of this material that the Commissioners brought back
was put together into a huge collection known as the
Valor Ecclesiasticus, or Commissioners Reports.

Not all

English cloisters were visited, but the conditions found
in those that were are recorded in this tremendous work.
"The Commission reported about one-thirdl of the houses
to be fairly well conducted, some of them models of excellent management and pure living; but the other twothirds were charged with looseness beyond description."
(From Commissioners Reports)2
Eesides the Valor Eoclesiasticus there was a
smaller collection known as the

COmpert~,

which dealt

mainly wi th the immoralities reported to be found wi thin
the cloisters.
There remain in the Record Office certain documents called COmperta, which are a sort of tabulated
statement of the immoralities imputed to the religious
persons and their houses. These cannot be regarded
as historically reliable; but to find SUfficient
evidence against the purity and discipline of the
'religious' we need not travel beyond the bishops'
register, the entries in whioh are above suspicion,
and which go far to substantiate some of the worst
accusations. 3

1. It is important to note that the cofum[ssioners
admitted that one-third of houses were well-conducted.
2. Wishart,

Ope

oit., p. 317.

3. C. G. Perry, History of the Reformation in
England, p. 32, footnote 1.
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~he

COmperta might be referred to

"tabloid" sheet of the Commission.
i

,.

8S

the

It disolosed all

the scandals that the ComBdsaioners could oonjure
together durIng their work.

It listed by the name of

eaoh house visited the orimes committed and the superstitions found therein.

It has been said of the Com-

perta: "This is of such a character that it is not
entirely fit for publication. nl The following are a
few examples from the Comperta.
Clementhorpe -- ~ounder the Arohbishop of York.
Here also they have milk (ae believed) of the Blessed
NBry in veneration end here is made a pilgrimage to
Saint Sitha.2
Thiokhead -- Matilda Chapman seeks release from
religion. Founder John Ask.. Rents L 23.3
Fountaina -- si% seek release. !hey have a girdle
of st. Mary (as is believed). Founder the Arohbishop
of York. Rents L 1,200. 4
This edition of the CO!perta has been censored to make it
fit for publication.

In its original form it was said to

contain many shady tales of monastic wantonness.
Besides the Valor Ecolesiasticus, and the

~o!pertat

there was supposed to have been another publioation about
the oloistered groups.

1. Clay,

0;2 • cI~.

-

2. Ibid. , p. 17.

-

3. Ibid. t p. 17.
4. Did., p. 18.

This muoh-debated work is referred
, p. 13.
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to as the Black Book and was even worse in its accusations than the Comperta.

However, it is now questioned

whether such a book ever existed.
claim:
age. wl

"~he

Some authorities

BlaCk Book was a mere invention of a later

Others assert: "The original indictment against

the monasteries called the Black Book has been destroyed
or lost.n 2 fhe catholics claim that the protestants
destroyed this book

80

that the false evidence on which

they acted to dissolve the monasteries might never be
known.

others say that it was burned years later by an

order from Queen Mary.

It has never been definitely

proved whether such a work did or did not exist.
MOnastic sympathizers claim that the religious
were unduly condemned.
These monastic ruins • • • were peopled by men and
women who resembled mostly our ordinary selves, and
who lived, if not strictly according to the Rule,
at least with more regularity than the average of
their fellow men and women outside • • • • Among all
the lay critics, there were not many who would face
the ordinary requirements of monastic discip1ine. 3
This may have been true, but the religious had pledged
themselves to live better lives than others, by more
strict rules and regulations.

Some may have been living

1. Patterson,

Ope

2. Perry,

cit., p. 32, footnote 1.

OPe

cit., p. 221.

3. Coulton, Medieval panorama, p. 281.

r
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With "more regularity than the average of their fellow
men and women," but the many were not.
serving

88

The many were

poor examples for the religious way of life.

They were not only degrading themselves but they were
pulling down the monastic structure with them.
Even the vilest criminal deserves a fair trial.
Regardless of the innocence or guilt of the monks, they
too. at least were due a fair examination.
to be their lot. however.

Such was not

Instead. their homes were

visited by men who knew the job expected of them and did
it accordingly.

True, many of the monasteries were

corrupt and needed some kind of reformation, but the
evidence used in suppressing them was certainly unreliable.
The material turned in by Cromwell's agents was suited
perfectly to Henry's purpose.
men well.

Cromwell had chosen his

Their propaganda accomplished its work very

successfully, but the king had "hit below the belt" in
winning his fight.
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